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■ For the Religio Philosophical Journal.
SPIRITUAL EXPERIENCE.

A Narrative Abounding in Incidents Il
lustrating' Spirit Power.

In the year 1879 1 left San Francisco for 
Arizona. I was then 53 years of age. My 
life I had been spent in business pursuits 
which were full of sad disappointments. 
Domestic afflictions overshadowed all others, 
and'a more forlorn—yea, I may say disheart
ened individual, never left the land of gold 
than the writer of these lines. I had been 
beat and baffled in all the pursuits and aims 
of my life; my soul was full of bitterness 
.and I longed to leave a world in which I had 
found only sadness and suffering. Such were 
my feelings on a December day as I on foot 
followed a well mounted band of five ex
plorers. We were descending the Patagonia 
Mountains of Southern Arizona, along the 
Mexican boundary, intending to cross into 
Mexico for the purpose of finding gold, 
copper or silver mines. While I trudged 
along on foot old memories would bring to 
mind the blasted hopes of other days, but I 
had ¡resolved to banish the past, and grumble 
no more over my sad destiny. I said to my
self: “With God’s help I shall do the best I 
can. I shall shun no labor, no matter how 
humble, to get an honest living.” While thus 
musing I was suddenly aroused. I heard 
an inward voice saying. “Look to the east 
and the west, to the north and the south, as 
far as the eye can reach. This land will be 
given to you;” and then in a lower and sadder 
voice, "to your children also if they keep the 
commandments.”

A sudden thrill of joy animated me as I 
looked to the east, west, north and south, for 
before me was the beautiful valley of the 
San Rafael, its high grass waving in the 
gentle breeze like the waves of the ocean; 
the Santa Cruz River running through it, 
whil&from the surrounding hills and moun
tains there could be seen hundreds of smaller 
valleys and canyons. What a splendid view, 
all bespangled with oaks and other trees; the 
the taller hills with pines,while over all hung 
the ¡canopy of heaven, a cerulean blue; but 
the mountains and hills appeared as if robed 
in bluish purple, which is peculiar to many 
of the mountains of Arizona. In the mag? 
nificent amphitheatre spread before me, i 
beheld, an earthly paradise, but how it was 
to become mine, as foretold by the voice from 
the eroirit-land, I will relate, bearing in 
mind'that my sole reason for giving this ex
perience is the hope that it may be useful to 
others,—especially to those: who are, as I was 
at than time, without money, and hopeless 
bordering on despair. Such was my wretched 
condition when I was rescued by spirits or 
angels from that unhappy state, and through 
their guidance I was brought out of gloom 
and sadness into sunshine and joy, and out 
of poverty and misery into a state of compar
ative wealth and happiness. '

I trust chat none of your readers will think 
that I suppose myself any better than others, 
—no not the least, for God’s blessings, like 
the sunshine and rain, come down for the 
use of all. I would much prefer to have your 
readers take hope, have courage, and do 
likewise if placed under similar circumstan
ces, for what am I but one among the thous
ands of living witnesses who can testify pos
itively from actual experience to the great, 
fact that Spiritualism is true, and also to the 
truth of scripture in this respect—“The angels 
of the Lord encampeth roundabout them that 
fear him, and delivereth them.”

The expedition into Mexico for mining 
purposes was broken up because of the severe 
sickness of one of the strongest among our 
party. I took him to a ranch on the Mexican 

side of the line, and attended him until he 
recovered, when we separated, he going 
southward to look for mines, while Ireturned 
to the small Mexican Puebla de Santa Cruz, 
which is situated about seven miles south of 
the line dividing Arizona from the Mexican 
State of Sonora; the Puebla lands of Santa 
Cruz bound the beautiful tract of land which 
the reader will remember the spirit or angel 
told me would be mine. Many years before 
this I had traveled and done business in 
other parts of Mexico, at mining and raising 
cotton, and while so occupied I had, through 
necessity, learned the use and practice of 
medicine. I had prescribed for the poor, 
generally without fee or reward. God had 
blessed my efforts while laboring to heal the 
sick and indigent, for I cured all manner of 
diseases. I now remember of curing those 
afflicted with leprosy, cancer, black vomit or 
yellow fever. I do wrong probably in saying 
I cured them; what Imean to say is, that Iwas 
in so doing, a medium, under the control 
of intelligent spirits. Often when perplexed 
in my own mind as to the proper remedy to 
be administered, I would silently utter a 
prayer for help, an^rl think I can safely say 
it was always answered by a voice from the 
Spirit-world. If the reader will pardon the 
digression I will relate one remarkable case; 
what was then revealed has been of benefit to 
thousands:

About 1866-7, in the Villa of San Ignacia, 
State of Sinaloa, Mexico, I was suddenly 
called to visit a widow whose only son had 
been stung by a scorpion. I found her sup
porting a boy of eight years in a standing 
position on a table. It was my first scorpion 
case, although death therefrom was a com
mon occurrence in many parts of Mexico, 
especially in the city of Durango, which at 
that time was fast declining in population 
because of the destruction of children by 
scorpions. I first observed that the disease 
centered in the throat, for no matter what 
part of the body is stung it always centers 
there, ending with lockjaw and convulsions. 
I first gave the boy belladonna, which acted as 
a narcotic, and while he dozed I exam
ined the index of a large medical work, with 
the hope of finding some remedy, but no 
remedy was found therein. I found ammonia 
prescribed, not as a remedy but as a palli
ative, thus acknowledging the ignorance of 
the medical profession in relation to scor
pions. As I closed the book I observed the 
death struggle, lockjaw, and then convul
sions. while beside me stood the mother 
in great agony. I felt my own weakness. 
“Behold,” I said to myself, “the meager 
knowledge of the nineteenth century; with 
all its learning no one knows enough to 
cure or stop the ravages of a little reptile 
tbat yearly destroys its tens of thousands.” 
Then silently in prayer I confessed that I 
knew nothing, and asked for help. Quick as 
the lightning’s flash came the responses 
from the Spirit;world, “Aconite”I “Aconite”!! 
“Aconite”!!!. Hastily I put five or six drops 
of the strong tincture of aconite (Aconitum 
Napellus), in half a tumbler of water and 
forced into the boy's mouth a teaspoonful 
of the liquid. It cured him instantaneously; 
it always does that, and never fails. And I 
tell you the mother’s joy was great. Since 
then I have visited Durango and many other 
places in Mexico afflicted with scorpions, 
taking with me the remedy that never fails; 
also the seeds of the plant that will in due 
Bourse of time deliver that land from this 
terrible scourge.

I instructed the people to a limited extent 
in the doctrine of spheres, showing them 
that from everything in all the natural king
doms, and likeness in the spiritual king
doms, there flow forth substances from all 
created things; and that the sphere which 
comes from the aconite plant is death to the 
scorpion; and by planting the seeds in their 
flower pots, gardens and other places, they 
could save their beautiful city, which their 
leading men had told me they supposed 
would have to be abandoned, for the yearly 
census showed a gradual decline. Despite 
the continual expenditure of large sums of 
money the scorpions were increasing, so that 
incase they had not got the remedy there 
was no hope for the city. Father Olea assur
ed me that of late the scourge had become 
worse, with the appearance of scorpions with 
double tails. I could relate many strange 
and some humorous events that transpired, 
showing the official recognition of my servi
ces, and the grateful offers of rewards and 
honors, all of which I declined receiving; for 
without cost it came to me, and is it not 
written, “Freely ye have received, freely 
give”?

A rich Spanish house in the City of Mexi
co had, only a few weeks before tendered 
me a proposition to make money out of the 
remedy, which I declined. Right here I 
would like to utter a warning to all Spirit
ualists: If you desire gifts from heaven for 
selfish or personal ends, they will not be 
granted; and should you receive a gift and 
abuse or misapply it, it will be taken from 
you. I know of several mediums who had 
precious gifts, and because they abused them 
they were taken away. I will relate an in
stance that transpired in the City of Duran
go: The auntimento, or City Council, was con
vened after my arrival in special session. A 
committee was authorized to wait upon me 
and present me a copy of its proceedings, 
requesting an in terview, and for me to make 
known what honors or remuneration it 
could confer upon me for the . great boon be
stowed by me upon their city. The commit
tee that waited upon me was composed of 
venerable old men, and singular to relate, 
all of them had lost children by death from 
the sting of scorpions. I notified the coun

cil that I neither sought nor expected any 
pay, rewards or honors; that Iwas well re
warded if I could do the people any good, etc. 
The day following I met the council and a 
number of citizens. I spoke to them only a 
few minutes, telling them about the plant, 
and how to use it, and that it was infallible. 
When I had concluded, the leading Doctor of 
the city, a man of considerable wealth and 
influence and pompous' demeanor, replied, 
stating that the scorpion scourge had exist
ed from ancient times, and that no remedy 
had been found therefor, and that the most 
they could expect to do was to palliate the 
sufferings of the afflicted. Saying this, which 
amounted to a flat denial, he sat down. I 
then arose and began to speak, at the same 
time baring my arm to the elbow. I said: 
“Upon my bare arm you may place from 
one to ten scorpions, and I will not take over 
three drops of the remedy.” Profound silence 
followed this remark. The Doctor did not 
reply, but a man hastily entered the assem
bly; he was stout and pussy, and even out of 
breath. He said he had just had occasion to 
use the remedy I had given them; it was a 
perfect success. Then a sudden change of 
feeling came over those present. The kind, 
genial father embraced me again cordially, 
exclaiming as he did so, “I tell you, Senor, we 
will erect in your honor a statue of gold in the 
Plaza de San Francisco.” I replied: “My good 
friends, I request you to hear me. When 
you want the statue, please don’t make it of 
gold.”

“Why not,” responded the priest and a 
hundred other voices?

“Because,” I answered, “if you do there 
will be none of me left in twenty-four hours.” 

I thanked them cordially, declining any 
honor or remuneration, and the next day I 
left the city. Many years have elapsed since 
that time, but I have heard nothing further 
about scorpions in that city. Thanks to the 
knowledge from above, the scourge is fast de
clining, and let us hope that from the Spirit
world will yet come specific antidotes for 
many other evils that still afflict mankind.

With this digression eiidad I will resume 
my story of the ranch. The town of Santa 
Cruz, seven miles south of the boundary line, 
had been during the last hundred years 
several times nearly extinguished by the 
Apaches; in 1834 only seven survived. Thir
ty-five with their priest had been killed by 
the Apaches in one day. The seven survivors 
had a few old flint muskets. Four stood 
guard within a small enclosed patch of land, 
while the others guided a wooden plough 
drawn by a half-starved ox and one cow, the 
last of their herds. They lived upon roots, 
and for fuel burnt the rafters and furniture 
which they obtained from the houses of their 
slaughtered relatives and friends. When I 
first visited the town, it had about three hun
dred inhabitants. I lived and slept in a 
small room, which looked old and antiquated. 
The people I found generally quite different 
in many respects from those in other parts 
of Mexico. Their isolation from the rest of 
mankind, surrounded continually by ene 
mies, had made them wary and suspicious; 
they lacked many of the fine traits of genial 
hospitality which make the stranger feel so 
happy and welcome in many other parts of 
our sister republic.

One night while sleeping in the old adobic 
room, I happened to awake and saw, without 
any evident surprise, a man and woman 
(spirits), both Mexican, standing near me. 
The man appeared about fifty years old; the 
woman, his wife, somewhat older. He was 
dressed in a style common among the better 
class of Mexicans forty years ago; a wide 
rimmed hat of a tawny color, and sugar-loaf 
style of crown; the jacket gamusa or deer
skin with silver buttons; pants open at the 
sides with a row of jingling buttons from 
the hip down each leg; his waist girded with 
a red-silk sash; his complexion, light bru
nette with rosy cheeks. His character might 
be depicted as rather careless, pleasant and 
jovial. The woman was dressed, as I have 
seen thousands of others, with a linen chem
isette, slightly bordered; a common dark 
colored petticoat,while around her shoulders 
she wore a common reboza of black and 
white thread shawl. She appeared not only 
older than her husband, but anxious and 
careworn, as mothers do who think mueh 
about the sufferings of their children.

When I beheld them I was neither startled 
nor frightened. They recognized me by a 
simple bow or inclination of the head, and 
both seemed to talk, or rather the man talked 
and the wife assented. I can’t say that I 
heard distinctly the tones of their voices, yet 
I clearly understood everything they said, 
as follows:

“The tract of land which you admired, and 
about which you have been thinking and in
quiring, belonged to uspit now belongs to 
our chidren. They are scattered; find them, 
and it will be good for you and good for 
them.”

Having delivered this message they dis
appeared, smiling as they gradually faded 
away. After they had gone I kept thinking, 
how strange this interview with departed 
spirits; and then I thought as if talking to 
myself: It is not stranger than many other 
things which have happened to me through 
life, the spirits having told me not to go on 
the steamer when I was about to embark at 
Mazatlan for San Francisco, because she 
would be lost, and was lost as the spirit had 
predicted; nor is it stranger than the voice 
which revealed aconite as the true antidote 
for scorpion’s poison, and so my memory kept 
reviewing many remarkable incidents where
in my life had been saved through the guard
ianship of spirits. I had made many journ
eys through Mexico, and several from ocean

to ocean, but this was about the first time 
spirits had appeared at my bedside to talk 
with me, except upon one occasion in 1857, 
while on official business for the state of 
Jalisco. While traveling through the state 
of Calima my life was miraculously saved 
at night by the appearance of an angel sis
ter, who awoke me and told me what to do to 
save myself, as two assassins, one with a 
sword and the other with a broad-ax, were in 
the act of attempting my assassination. She 
was clothed in white, and appeared over my 
head. Those who now appeared were not 
angels; to me thev looked like the ordinary 
inhabitants of our daily life, hence I may 
truly say that this was the first time spirits 
had appeared to me to talk about material 
interests. Through the knowledge they im
parted, I was to gain money and land. The 
day following my vision I set out with a fine 
team at eight in the morningupon a journey 
a hundred miles to the south. “Be sure,” 
said the letter that came with the team the 
dav before from my brother, Col. George, at 
Tucson, “to call at the Coeaspari Ranch; 
the Barredas are dear friends of mine.” 
Well, thither I started down the Santa Cruz 
River. What a drive! How bracing the 
winter air! How fine the scenery aH around 
(the Apache raids of late years had been less 
frequent)! Fat cattle were grazing along 
the route. For the first ten miles I followed 
the winding course of the SantaCruz River; 
majestic trees lined its banks, while on 
either side were fields so well irrigated that 
they yielded two crops yearly to their owners 
Then I crossed easterly a range of hills which 
divide the Santa Cruz from the Coeaspari 
Valley. The whole country was beautiful, 
save here and there I saw deserted fields and 
orchards. Further on were the ruined 
church, houses and gardens of the once beau
tiful and flourishing mission and village of 
Coeaspari. I had no guide. I needed none 
to tell me why lands so rich and buildings 
so fine had been abandoned. I asked, “Where 
are. the people who once dwelt here and wor
shiped in yonder magnificent temple? Who 
massacred them or drove the few that- sur
vived away? What desolation is this?” 
Alas! I knew too well the bloody Apaches had 
done it, and even now my spirited team sped 
along as if aware of danger. Not’a living 
soul or traveler had I met since I left the 
Santa Cruz. At two o’clock I drove up to the 
door of a rather small new adobic building 
erected near the ruins of the others. Then 
what a welcome I received from the Barreda 
brothers, one of them a member of congress. 
They were strangers to me, but when they 
found I was the brother of Col. DoruGeorge, 
who for twenty years had helped fight their 
battles in their war against the Church and 
to whom Maximilian surrendered at the 
siege of Queretaro; then both warm and en
thusiastic was the reception I received from 
these patriotic brothers. That evening as 
the older brother Don Antonio and myself sat 
conversing,! said, “Who owns that beautiful 
tract of land to the north of Santa Cruz?” 

“Why do you ask?” was the response.
“Excuse me, Don Antonio, I had a strange 

vision early this morning before leaving 
Santa Cruz,” aud then I told him the vision 
I had had.

"Blessed be God, how strange, and yet how 
true,” he exclaimed with a look full of aston
ishment. “Yes,” he continued, “I know both 
the man and woman who appeared to you,-—, 
Don Ramon R. and his wife. Many years 
ago that land was granted to them, but be
cause of the ravages of the Apache Indians 
and the jealousy of the people of Santa Cruz, 
they were forced to abandon it. They went 
to California after the gold discovery. The 
old folks die'd there. A few years ago the 
boys returned, built a house and corrals, and 
tried to establish themselves on the ranch, 
but they had to leave on account of Indians, 
and went to live at Santa Cruz; but the peo
ple of Santa Crnz, because the land had been 
abandoned for some time, persecuted the 
boys so that they had at length to go away 
again. Those Santa Cruz people yon will 
find different from all others. They are not 
like the people who once occupied this 
Puebla; they perished by the hands of the 
Apaches, like the frontier towns,—Tucson, 
Frontoras, Tulac; in fact all the frontier 
towns were extinguished by the Apaches. 
The present inhabitants of Santa Cruz are a 
set of outsiders who, of late years, have con
gregated there from all parts,—ent off from 
all intercourse, and thus abandoned they 
have become inhospitable, cruel and unkind 
for many years. They have had no prieBt, 
and none dare live among them; in fact they 
don’t desire any other Mexicans or Americans 
to settle there, as they want to grasp aH the 
land for themselves. That is why the poor 
boys, the heirs of Don Ramon and his wife, 
have had to leave; and that is the reason why 
these spirits have come to you, so as to enlist 
your help on behalf of their children.” 

“Where are the boys now?” I asked?
“They are living about forty miles below.” 
I then instructed Don Antonio to see them 

and, if possible, to buy them out, and to make 
only a small offer of ready cash; the chief 
payments I would make on time. Several 
weeks after this I had a visit in Tucson from 
Don Antonio, bringing the deeds of the two 
sons, the only heirs at law asl then supposed, 
of the parties I had seen in vision; but in 
this I was mistaken, for upon examining the 
the records I ascertained there were five other 
heirs still living in Los Angeles and San 
Bernardino counties.

I would not bother the reader with any 
further details of my journey in search of the 
remaining heirs; but I think it best to be 
somewhat precise in'my statements, for the 
simple reason that from the first appearance

r

of Don Ramon and his wife, until I had ar
ranged with all the heirs, their children arid 
grand children, they were continually with 
me, and apparently engaged in helping me; Í 
even helping me to obtain the money 
which I had to pay their children, for aH of : 
them were living in poverty.

After buying out the interest of the two 
sons, I started late at night from Tucson, 
Arizona, bound for San Bernardino and Los 
Angeles counties, where the other heirs re
sided. Awakening the next morning, a voice 
which I understood to be that of Don Ramon, 
said to me: “You are not alone; others are 
going with you.” I looked through the Pull
man car and could see only one passenger 
and the porter at the farther end. These 
were the only persons in the ear, and that 
passenger told me later in the day that he 
was bound for Northern California, so I felt 
satisfied’, as no persons were near me, that 
Don Ramon and his wife were going with me 
to see their children.

Besides the knowledge of their accom
panying me in this journey, I had another 
singular spiritual experience which I will 
relate, as probably some of your readers may 
know something of the science of correspond
ence, which is now beginning to be under
stood by a very few. I am instructed that, in 
ancient times, it was the science through 
which angels and good spirits communicated 
with the inhabitants of earth. After Don 
Ramon spoke to me, and seeing no person 
near, I looked out of the window of the car. 
We were speeding along through the desert, 
and there, moving along with the sanie 
speed as the car, I saw on the wing five large 
white birds. Their distance appeared to be a\ 
few hundred yards. I watched them for X 
nearly half an hour until my eyes grew \ 
weary. On, on, parallel with the car, they x 
continued their flight, and as there was no di
minishing or change in their progress or di
rection, and being different also from any 
birds in that country or any other that I had 
ever seen or read of, I am convinced that they 
were not real birds, but an appearance; prob
ably caused by some spirit then accompany- ; 
ingme on that strange journey.

'I am aware that to many of your readers 
who are not deeply versed in the hidden and 
mysterious realms of Spiritualism, this state
ment of mine, that the birds were merely an 
“appearance,” will appear strange, and they 
may probably think it an illusion or fanta
sy. Not so, my friends. I have had nearly 
forty years’ experience in the different phe
nomena of Spiritualism, and I can distin
guish clearly, and draw the line that divides 
genuine appearances from fantasies or il
lusions, although both of the latter are com
mon among a certain class of mediums. Let 
me try and explain what I have learned about 
this from seers and prophets, and which I have 
verified with much experience; and when I 
have made my statement some of your read
ers will comprehend the meaning and the 
cause of the birds appearing on the wing. I 
will quote a few passages to elucidate my 
meaning, from the writings of the great seer, 
Swedenborg: “The things in the. other life 
are correspondences, and thus real appear
ances.”

“In the other life there appear animals of 
many kinds, for in that life there appear an
imals of numerous genera, and of innumera
ble species; such animals there are appear
ances which have an exact and living cor
respondence with the affections and the 
thoughts appertaining to spirits and angels.”

“In the spiritual world spaces áre appear
ances; there appear spaces like the spaces 
on earth, but still they are not spaces, but 
appearances.”

“Since, therefore, spaces in relation to spir
itual things are appearances, distance arid 
presence are also appearances.”

“Spirits and angels know diseases by cor
respondence; they have medicine which cor
responds.”

“All the visible things of the spiritual 
world - are correspondences of the affections, 
which are with spirits and angels.”

Thus the appearances of beasts, birds, fish, 
flowers.and animals in the spiritual world 
are the efflux from the thoughts,ideas and af
fections of the inhabitants thereabouts.

Now I trust with these extracts some of 
your readers will understand the meaning 
and significance of the birds in flight that 
appeared to me as above related ; but in case 
some do not, I will say that their appearance 
and movement corresponded to the thoughts 
or ideas of the parties with me, namely, the 
spirits, and the business upon which we 
were bent. The old Romans were no fools, 
nor a superstitious people as the modem phi
losophers suppose. They had their Augurs 
who interpreted the flight of birds and other 
strange phenomena, for their Sibylline books 
told them how to explain aH marvellous and 
mysterious appearances by the eternal and 
unchangeable laws of correspondence.

I had but little money when I undertook 
the task of buying this great ranch. I had 
none whatever when the spirit or angel told 
me it would be mine; but under their guid
ance I was enabled to buy out all the heirs 
and within one year take up aU my notes, 
mortgages and indebtedness. I had bought 
upon time, and when the notes became due, 
and I was puzzling my brain, wondering 
how I would meet my obligations, my spirit 
friend, Don Ramon, came to help me. One 
morning about seven o’clock I lay in bed : 
wondering how I could get money to make 
my payments, when casting my eye upon 
the wall of the bedroom I saw printed in 
large golden letters on a black back ground, 
these wdrds: “Ramon R.... still lives.” Then 
came his voice in my ear saying, “I have a

(Continued on BUEhth Page.X
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QUESTIONS AN» RESPONSES.

1. To what church, or churches, did, or do, your
parents belong; and are you now, or have you ever 
beeb, in fellowship with a church, and if so of what 
sect? „

2. How long have you been a Spiritualist?
8. What convinced you of the continuity of life 

beyond the grave, and cf the Intercommunion be
tween the two worlds?

4. What is the most remarkable incident of your 
experience with spirit phenomena which you can 
satisfactorily authenticate? Give particulars.

5. Do you regard Spiritualism as a religion? 
Please state your reasons briefly for the answer you

6. What are the greatest needs of Spiritualism, or, 
to put it differently, what are the greatest needs of 
the Spiritualist movement to-day?

7. In what way may a knowledge of psychic laws 
tend to help one irrthe conduct of this life—in one’s 
relatione to the Family, to Society and to Govern
ment?

RESPONSE BY,S. L. TYRRELL.
To the question, “What are the “greatest 

needs of the spiritual movement to-day?” we 
. abruptly answer that Spiritualism is a relig
ion, as the word religion is defined by the 
best authorities; it is a new religion claim
ing to be more scientific and reasonable than 
any other, and aiming (presumably) to radi
cally reform the morals and theologies of 
the world. Cheerfully conceding its. ulti
mate aims to be pure and philanthropic, we 
venture to suggest a few things which seem 
especially needful to extend its influence and 
insure permanent success. By reading its 
miscellaneous, religious literature we are 
strongly impressed that the Theistic theo
ries of modern Spiritualism are (with some 
prominent exceptions) too vague or panthe
istic to be an efficient working force in the 
movement. Finite, angelic divinities, or ab
stract, impersonal laws and principles, do 
not meet the wants of man’s religious na
ture. A misty agnostic theism has little 
moral power over individual character, and 
little cohesive organizing force in any dis
tinctively religious enterprise. We suggest, 
then, that a fundamental need of Spiritual
ism to-day,” is a more definite conception, 
and a more personal representation of the 
Deity in its worship and theology.

Another obvious need is a searching re
vision and expurgation of its theological au
thorities. So much apocryphal, contradictory 
matter has accumulated, that there now 
seems no certain means of knowing thé false 
from the true, and a paralyzing skepticism 
seems on the increase. Some strictly seien- 
tiflc and very generally accepted ideas and 

' principles should at once be condensed in a 
statement which all intelligent Spiritualists 
can frankly endorse, and thus speedily re
lieve themselves from the humiliating charge 
of believing all the obsolete matter that sec
tarian enemies can exhume in spiritual 
libraries. It has become a popular mode 
of attacking Spiritualism by quoting pub
licly the most objectionable parts of its poor- 
est literature as the “Science and ethics of 
Spiritualism.” This serious, growing evil 
should be corrected by the repudiation of 
this obsolete matter by some authorized pub
lid expression. The spiritual press has evi
dently been much too lenient in permitting 
the crude fancies of trance, psyehometry 
and clairvoyance to go out in this scientific 
age, as the science of Spiritualism. The old 

- religions are all dying under the insupport
able weight of the false science on which 
they rest, and the new religion of Spiritual
ism should be warned by their fate, to risk 
no such fatal alliance with ignorance, in this 
plastic, formative stage of its development, 

— and thus escape in the future scientific at
tacks which have proved fatal to the old the
ologies. We suggest, then, that the spiritual 
press, which in an important sense must bt 
regarded as the “Defender of the Faith,” 
needs more careful and independent discrim
ination in its publishing departments.

A religion to have wide and lasting influ
ence must not only be scientifically true, but 
must also be especially adapted to man’s 
moral nature, and to the stage or plane of his 
religious development. Religion presup
poses moral law; and law, moral or civil, 
Without penalty is meaningless. The author 
of human nature, who, we must think, well 
knew the complicated elements composing it, 
seems not to have had wisdom enough to 
govern man without attaching penalties to 
violation of law. Such is nature’s thought! 
The great religions, both pagan and Chris
tian, derived their power over mankind 
mainly from their doctrines of retribution. 
What a marvelous missionary force was the 
old Calvinism, with its material hell, com
pared with the “New Orthodoxy” with its re
vised “hades,” and its enervating dogma of 
“future probation.”

Assuming that the central aim of Spiritu-. 
alism is to exert the greatest possible moral 
influence, we suggest that it needs in com
mon with the other rationalistic religions 
(especially in this defiant agnostic age) 
speakers and writers of the best abilities; 
teachers of sublime poetic genius, who can 
bring the fearful, self-executing penalties of 
nature’s laws clearly within the mental 
vision of ordinary unimaginative minds, 
and make them a full moral equivalent for 
the unphilosophieal, outgrown dogmas of the 
supernatural faiths. Although a morality 
induced by fear is not of the highest conceiv
able type, yet since humanity has not yet 
reached that ideal moral plane, where men 
“do right for the love of right,” and are a 
“law unto themselves,” society needs to pro
tect itself by means of a lower grade of mor
als enforced by prospective penalties.

We suggest, then, that Spiritualism which 
reasonably holds to the philosophical doc
trine, that moral character in earth life de- 

z termines the condition of the spirit in the 
life to come, could very largely increase its 
religious, reformatory influence, by giving 
the unwelcome truth of retribution greater 
prominence in its ethical teachings than it 
now receives. This unpopular suggestion 
may seem retrogressive and obsolete, yet 
when we reflect that human nature is not yet 
obsolete; that natural law is not repealed, 
but still in full force, that “reaping as we 
sow” is a fearful fact in nature which ag
nostic sneers cannot laugh down,—we believe 
this suggestion has a sound basis in natural 
religion and wiU grow jn importance the 
more it is calmly considered. The long felt 
need of organization and co-operation among 
Spiritualists we regard as another pressing 
want at present. Although Spiritualism
in numbers—ranks among the être ngest de- 

---nominations, it is apparently among the 
weakest in aggressive missionary work, for 
want of concentrated effort. Among the many 
promising missionary plans, too large for pri
vate enterprise,we can only abruptly refer to a 
few. The Spiritualist movement to-day most 
imperatively needs a “book concern” or pub
lishing house, financially strong enough to 
place before the public a popular literature, 
as attractive in all respects as Europe or 
America can offer and thus incidentally 
bring , its philosophy in constant contact 

. with the reading classes, which lead the 
thought of the .world and mold its theology.

The profound sensation throughout ortho-
■ I
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dox Christendom, caused by the theological 
story of “Robert Elsmere,” shows what a 
vast and inviting field for aggressive mis
sionary work lies in this direction. Mrs. 
Ward’s novel has stirred the conservative 
masses more than all the deep metaphysics 
of Spencer and the unsettling theories of ev
olution. Another immediate need in this di
rection is a widely circulating, secular pa
per, to counteract the false reports spread by 
the sectarian press, and seldom retracted by 
them. Another obvious deed is a denomina
tional university, where psychology, in all its 
departments, can receive'eompetent and un
prejudiced investigation.’ The evidences of 
the spiritual religion are so largely exter
nal evidences, its data being mainly histori
cal, it seems superfluous in the present epi
demic of fraud t > say that honest mediums, 
tested beyond suspicion, ate an especial need 
of the times. The isolated, scattered condi
tion of Spiritualists urgently calls for a “li
censed” itinerant lectureship or “ministry,” 
modeled on the wise, practical plan of pio
neer Methodism. The peculiar adaptation of 
some such system to the present condition of 
Spiritualism is seen at a ¡glance. Too many 
incompetent adventurers (unaccredited min
isters”) are abroad, claiming to represent 
Spiritualism. |

A juvenile theological ¡literature is badly 
needed to protect the children who are drawn 
into orthodox Sunday schools from the de
moralizing, dwarfing tendency of the les
sons they hear. Religions spread more by 
inheritance than by logic. The hope of the 
churches for the future is in its children. 
Romanism shows profound sagacity and far 
seeing statesmanship by its untiring efforts 
to save its children to the church. Spiritu
alism, we judge, needs to devise some more 
efficient plan to reach the children outside 
large towns and cities. The “Spiritualist 
Movement” is emphatically a religious move
ment, and an unselfish enthusiasm in its ad
herents and leaders, we finally suggest as 
the indispensable motive power upon which 
the success of all religious work depends. 
The religious thought of Christendom is in 
chaos; faith throughout the world is growing 
nebulous, and ready for Reconstruction. Men 
are weary of negations, and doubt, and crave 
something positive and restful in their Rhe
ology. Spiritualism is not fatally commit
ted to any unscientific {creed, is free to em
brace the truths of all the theologies, and if 
it is wisely led, it seems destined in the 
Providence of Progress to become the final, 
universal religion.

Fox Lake, Wis.

Straws Show which way the Wind Blows.
vo the Editor or the ReliKio-PiilosMibical Journal:

Some thirty odd years ago, my wife and I 
united with the 2nd Congregational Church 
of this town. In less than one year I was 
almost compelled to accept the position of 
superintendent of the Sunday School, and 
was retained thus for! seven years. During 
that time a new church edifice was built up
on the site of the old one. and I was elected 
one of the building committee. I had made 
the Bible my study, and the more I studied 
it, the narrower the church creeds seemed to 
me, and I became quite dissatisfied, and ear
nestly desiring something better, I com
menced the investigation of Spiritualism, 
but with many misgivings, some fear and 
trembling; but before! the church building 
was completed I had ibecome satisfied that 
our spirit friends cab communicate with us 
occasionally when conditions are favorable, 
just the same as they did with mortals in 
Bible times; therefore ! could read that book 
with a better understanding of its spiritual 
manifestations as recorded there than ever 
before.

About the time the church edifice was 
completed, 1 had become an outspoken Spirit
ualist, and resigned my office of superintend
ent of the Sunday School. Some of the more 
bigoted of church members expressed deep 
regret that they bad had such a heretic on 
the building committee. Then persecution, 
and what is to-day called boycotting, com
menced. After trying this for two years and 
finding it had no visible effect, they gave it 
up, The last sermon I heard preached in 
that church, with the exception of two or 
three funeral discourses, until last Sunday, 
was about twenty years ago. The minister 
(and by the way he has left the ministry and 
gone into the fire insurance business,) said: 
“A man may live one of the worst lives that 
ever was. I don’t say it is right or proper, but 
it is possible. He may oppress the poor and 
the needy, the widow and the fatherless, and 
do, in fact, everything that is vile, mean and 
wicked, all through a long life; but if at the 
very last he repents and accepts Jesus as his 
savior, he will be saved from all his sins, 
and be forever happy with the saints in 
heaven.

“Whereas, on the other hand, a man may 
be ever so good a man; he may be always 
doing good to those around him, and be in 
every respect a model man; but if he don’t 
believe on Jesus, and accept him as his sav
ior, he will be forever and eternally damned 
to perdition.”

Now, my seat was next to, and 
back of, one of the deacons, and 
thinking What I was about, I said, 
so lond that it disturbed all those in my im
mediate vicinity. The deacon turned around 
and looked at me. When we got out of the 
church, I said to my wife, that if I had got 
to that pass, when I could not go to church 
without disturbing the congregation, I would 

. stay at home, and did so. So much was said to 
me about my being a Spiritualist, and so 
much ridicule cast upon it, that I told some 
of the church members that I should live to 
hear Spiritualism preached in that church. 
Last Sunday, December 23d, 1888, my wife 
and I attended this church to hear the sing
ing (which we were told was to be pretty 
good), not knowing or caring in particular 
what the.sermon was to be; but to my utter 
astonishment it was upon the “Ministration 
of Angels,” as recorded in the Scriptures, 
and was a fulfillment of my prediction made 
twenty years before. The text was from 
Luke, 2nd chapter, 13th and 14th verses: 
“And suddenly there was with the angel a 
multitude of the heavenly host praising God 
and saying: Glory to God in the highest, 
and on earth peace, good will towards men.”

He then went on to state that if Herod, 
Agrippa or some others had been there, they 
would not have seen or heard anything, and 
that the shepherds did not hear the song of 
praise to God, or the voice of the angel of the 
Lord announcing to them the birth of Jesus, 
the Son of God, with their natural ear or eyes, 
but with their spiritual henses of hearing and 
seeing. Then he quoted the case of the 
young man who was on! the mountain with 
Elisha, the Prophet andlSeer. 2nd Kings, 6th 
chapter, 15th, 16th and 17th verses:

“And when the servant of the man of God 
was risen early, and gone forth, behold, a 
host compassed the city both with horses and 
chariots. And his servant eaid unto him, 
Alas, master, how shall we do?” “And he an
swered, fear not: for they that be with us 
are more than/they that be with them.”

directly 
without 
“Bosh!”
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“And Elisha prayed, and said, Lord I pray 
thee, open his eyes that he may see.' And the 
Lord opened the eyes of the yoang man; and 
he saw: and behold, the mountain was full 
of horses and chariots of fire roundabout 
Elisha.”

He then went on to state that there had 
been cases all through the history of the hu
man race where certain individuals had 
caught glimpses of tire heavenly hosts, and 
heard their voices, not-with the natural eye 
or ear, but with the spirituaL He then quot
ed two cases of somnambulism; one from a 
French Cyclopedia, of a young clergyman 
who would arise in the night and write his 
sermon while in this somnambulic condition, 
with his eyes closed. He would write a page 
and then read it over aloud, and if there was 
any passage not satisfactory he would erase 
it, and rewrite it, and would do this just as 
readily when a thick card board was held be
tween his eyes and the paper.

The other case was that of a young lady 
who was studying art. She was passionately 
fond of painting, but could not bring out 
with her brush what she felt in her soul she 
was capable of doing. A prize had been'off- 
ered for the best painting. She had labored 
diligently, but without satisfactory results. 
One morning upon rising, she discovered 
that some one had been at work on her pic
ture. This happened for several mornings in 
succession. She made inquiries among her 
companions, but all denied having touched 
it. She then placed chairs before her door 
in such a manner that should any one at
tempt to come during the night they would 
fall and awaken her, and still the work pro
gressed on her picture beyond her ability 
while in her normal condition. At this stage 
she was secretly watched, and after passing 
into a quiet sleep, was seen to arise; and 
with her eyes closed, prepare her paints and 
brushes, and go to work. This continued 
until the picture was finished, she being en
tirely unconscious of what transpired during 
the night. She was awarded the prize.

“This,” said he, “shows that we have spir
itual faculties which are .not fully developed 
in the normal condition, and that there is 
but a thin veil between us and the heavenly 
hosts; and although I am fully convinced 
that there is occasionally a person in our own 
day, whose spiritual eyes and ears are open
ed, I am not a Spiritualist.” Then he allud
ed to the frauds and shams perpetrated by 
the mediums, and could not forego his little 
fling at the Spiritualists on “free love,” for
getting evidently that the members of the 
Jewish church in the days of Jesus accused 
him of associating with publicans and har
lots. He closed this portion of his sermon 
by saying that the churches had ignored the 
fact of the ministration of angels as record
ed in the Scriptures too long.

I was happily disappointed; for, with the 
exception of his belief, that Jesus was God 
incarnate in the flesh, it was just as good a 
spiritualistic discourse as I have heard for 
many a day, and I feel decidedly thankful 
that I was there to hear it.

Joseph Beals.
Greenfield, Mass., Dec. 26th, 1888.

A Defence of W. W. Aber
.o the Editor of the lieligio-pniiosoDhlcal Journal:

In the Journal of the 13th. is an attack on 
the moral character of W. VV. Aber, and by 
innuendo, on hie mediumship. Last August 
I wrote to him st Topeka, Kan., proposing to 
employ him for an indefinite time, stating 
that inquiry favored his being a medium for 
materializing; but he knew as to that, and if 
he was not, I would certainly detect him. 
Furthermore, he must be a man of good 
moral character. The rest of the correspond
ence I left to my wife, resulting in his 
coming ,to my house on Sept. 22nd. Since 
then, with the exception of three weeks at 
Paola, nt which time I was with him, he 
has given ten séances a week in my parlor, 
to crowded audiences. The cabinet he uses 
was constructed under my supervision, and 
out of my own material. The séances have 
been free to the public, I being at the full 
expense, with $35.00 contributed by friends. 
I have been to the expense so far of $275.00. 
I did not need this phase of phenomena, but 
I dpsired to investigate it, and if worthy and 
convincing to give the public its benefit.

I have been in active business for forty-five 
years, and successful, and in all my career, 
I have been afflicted with but one fraud and 
then in my twenty-third year. I have ever 
hated and loathed frauds, as the blaekest vil- 
lany.

I have been thirty-seven years a Spiritual
ist, and so careful and critical have I been, 
that I have yet the first fraudulent medium 
to impose on me. I have never patronized a 
public or commercial medium, and never 
will; and so scrupulous was I that, in the 
case of Mr. Aber, I extracted its commercial 
teeth. Spiritualism from the start has been 
too holy and sacred a science to drag down 
into the lower galleries of the soul for mere 
personal ends.

Hundreds have attended the circles in my 
parlor, and with three exceptions, have 
recognized their excarnate friends at the 
first, second or third séance, while mental 
tests have been as profound as those of 
Jesus to the woman at the well at Samaria.

I have enjoined the coolest interviewing, 
frowning down all prompting to recognition 
by third parties, insisting that ; facts must 
come unprejudiced to the inner conscious
ness of each investigator to be of such value 
as would drive away incredulity and prej
udice. I have seen at the aperture, to full 
recognition, at least thirty friends long lost 
to physical sight. We have talked of the 
olden times, as if just met from a long -ab
sence. Tender memories, long swathed by 
the mold of years, stood up as fresh as whén 
in the May-day of life.

At the séance of the 6th inst., there were 
13 in the circle, of the most intelligent crit
ical, truthful and candid people of our city, 
and we all saw 13 full form materializations 
outside of the cabinet. They dematerial
ized in plain view, talked and gesticulated. 
There was no excitement, nor cause for any.

As to the antecedent moral character of 
Mr. Aber, I know but little. This I know, 
that he has been a medium before the Tope
ka public for six years. He left Topeka the 
seventh day of September; was at Lawrence 
two weeks, reaching my house on September 
the 22nd. He went to Paola on Nov. 12th, 
and gave séances there until the 25th. It 
was while at Paola, two months and fifteen 
days after Mr. Aber left Topeka, that the 
Topeka Commonwealth was handed to me 
with the scurrilous article referred to by 
Mr. Ormsbee; written and published two 
months after Mr. Aber left Topeka. The ar
ticle itself disclosed the ignorance and an
imus of the writer. It stated Aber to be a 
German from Pennsylvania, and had psychi
cally told his wife that her son was dead, 
but who by his return, proved contrariwise. 
Now the trnth is that Mr. Aber is a native of 
New York, and from a long line of English- 
American parentage and as remote from 
German accentuation as was Cicero.

I have been present at 176 séances given by

Mr. Aber, and my conclusion is that those 
having ignorant and lying friends on the 
other side, are such by the law of race, as is 
disclosed by the quality of the interviewers: 
they get messages on the plane of’their own 
integrity. For nearly three months Mr. Aber 
and wife have been under my constant ob
servation, and I have failed to see anything 
but what emanates'from a gentleman and 
lady of rigid morality.

Mr. Aber has shown me letters received 
while at my house from gentlemen at To
peka, of as high standard as Mr. Ormsbee, ex
pressing their esteem and regard, and solicit
ing his return to that city.

J» ff. Pratt 
Spring Hill, Kansas, Dee., 1888.

asked her to
The dowser 
dumb show, 
first Law of

The Divining Rod.
Far be it from me to throw doubt on thé 

magical virtues of the divining-rod. Good 
reason have I to be grateful to the blessed 
little instrument of white magic; for weUdo 
I know its singular power to cut short illness 
caused by sorrow or worry, by inducing a 
short, pleasant fit of cheerful clairvoyance, 
which soon disappears, leaving no trace ex
cept better spirits .and the solid possession of 
some sort of buried treasure seen during 
the seer-fit. (What I see when I hold the rod 
is not ore or water, but usually some secret 
of ancient mathematical conjuring./

But when we pass from the simple narra
tion of our experience to an attempt to ex
plain facts, we must take into account all the 
converging causes. The singular vitality of 
such trees as the hazel has an effect not 
only on man after the rod is cut, but on the 
tree itself all through its growth. Nearly 
every tree has either some tendency to curv
ature in the branches, or thorns, or dead 
buds, or zig-zag growth, or abortive and dead 
twigs; all which things are due to not pos
sessing quite vitality enough for the bulk. 
The hazel, the olive, the mistletoe, and other 
sacred trees, are (when growing wild) free 
from abortions; being so full of vitality that 
they grow straight ahead, in clean, even 
forks. To show the significance of this fact, 
I must tell how I first came to use the dows
ing-rod.

I was asked to translate the Life-Laws, or 
Laws of Thought (of Gratry and Boole), out 
of the language of the Modern Calculus into 
that of the simple geometry used of old. To 
exhibit the most important law I had to use 
a diagram in shapeflike a capital V. I had to 
draw the thing open end upwards, and af
terwards shut end upwards. I noticed that 
my stupider pupils were sometimes confused 
by the first V remaining on the paper; I wish
ed I could pick it bodily up and reverse it, to 
show that tne same thin g was seen alternately 
in the two aspects. A pair of compasses, open 
at the Freemason’s Angle, would have an
swered exactly, except that it did not show 
the process of becoming, as a drawing made 
before the pupil does. What was wanted 
was, a i thing that would first suggest grow
ing from one into two, and that I could then 
turn upside down. In fact, a natural forked 
stick. While thinking this over, I suddenly 
remembered seeing a miner doing something 
(in my childhood) with a stick the very shape 
I wanted. This excited my curiosity, and I 
went to a country parish where I had heard 
there was a lady dowser, and 
show me her magic.

The whole process is this, 
voluntarily goes through, in 
half of a logic lesson on the 
Thought. While he is doing so, his arms be
gin to tingle; and as he passes over ore, or 
running water,his hands automatically com
plete the lesson by reversing the rod, The 
dowser, who knows no logic, does (one half 
by tradition and the other half automatical
ly) what I do on purpose to teach the first 
Law of Thought.

To produce this effect we have a combina
tion of three forces:—(1) The overflowing vi
tality of the hazel (or other sacred tree). (2) 
The magnetism that may reside in ore or 
springing water. (3) The unconscious ef 
feet of hereditary association In man. A ti
ger, brought up in a cage, will exhibit terror 
at the sight of a boa, not because he has rea
son to know the boa is dangerous, but proba
bly because of the sudden combination of 
serpent-magnetism with the sight of an ob
ject that his ancestors had objective reasons 
for dreading (as well as magnetic ones). In
stinct is usually, I think, the combined re
sult of magnetism with hereditary associa
tion. A duck, at the first touch of water, is 
moved to exert its paddles in the manner 
suited to propel it. Just so, the muscles of 
the dowser tingle at the mere touch of the 
wand; partly from hazel-magnetism; partly 
from hereditary association with the logical 
science of his ancestors. Those two causes 
only succeed in making him tingle. When 
the magnetism of water or ore is added, the 
induction is complete, and his muscles go 
through the great old ceremony, without his 
knowledge or consent.

From my own experience I incline to think:
(1) That the fresher the stick, the greater 

its power.
(2) That its power is increased by the ope 

rator cutting it from the tree himself.
(3) That the power of the one in use is in

creased by having several others very near 
the operator.

(4) That the action is of the nature of a 
pure exhilarant; it quickens the faculties for 
a time, but the effect soon wears off if fre
quent use is made of the stick. In very 
great weakness I have found it useful to have 
one continuously within reach of my hand; 
but its effect in inducing seerhood is greater 
when I have not touched one for some time. ' 
For which reason I now make a rule to use, 
in giving mere logic lessons, a fork too dry 
and too small to have any magnetic effect.

I have cut hundreds of forks from non-sa- 
cred trees. None of them could safely have 
been used to give a logic lesson to ignorant 
people, because they either suggest, in the 
first position, the horns of some animal, or, 
in the second position, something more or 
less like hind-quarters of man, ape, or quad
ruped. The slightest resemblance to the ani
mal form used to be avoided by serious 
teachers, for fear of giving rise to idolatry.

Thus we see that the magnetism of the ha
zel acted in two ways: On the tree, to make 
it fit to give lessons with; on the teacher and 
pupils by heightening their faculties.

Perhaps I may some day be permitted to 
say a few words on the mistletoe spray, which 
has, for the purposes of symbolic logic, all 
the virtues of the hazel and olive, plus one 
other property, about which I feel like the 
ancient Druids, that it is almost too solemn 
to be touched by human hands, and that one 
must be very sure one’s raiment is white and 
one’s tools pure gold before one would ven
ture to bring it within reach of men.

There are few problems of Occultism on 
which the T. Wedgwood MSS. do not throw 
more or less light. 1 came by “chance” to
day, in reading them, on two striking pas
sages. In one he says that genius (by which 
he means the power to see truth at first
hand) has for its distinguishing characteris
tic exceptional energy of some kind. (The
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over-mastering vitality of the hazel, which, 
in its growth, enables it to avoid abortions, 
becomes in contact with the dowser’s band, 
genius, i. e., the revelation of hidden trea
sures.)

The second passage is as follows:—
“Association is the law which regulate? 

the reproduction of changes in animate na
ture; exactly as cause is that law in inani
mate nature. This analogy is fully shown 
by the circumstance of all the laws of associ
ation and of cause and effect accommodating' 
themselves to one simple proposition, viz.i 
Whatever has been often observed to succeed 
to certain known antecedent events, will at- 
future times succeed to the like antecedents, 
Sensation is the link, which unites animat? 
and inanimate cause and effects. It usually 
must have an external inanimate cause; but, 
when thus produced, it causes, or associates, 
the other energies of our being.”—[Jfary 
Boole, in Light, London.

EXORCISTS OF TO-DAY.

Catholic Clergy Who Cast Out Devils.
What They Think of Spiritualism.

“Do you know that the Catholic clergy, pre
vious to or at the time of their ordination^ 
are given, by the officiating Bishop, the au
thority to cast out demons from possessed 
persons?”

This question was asked of an Examiner 
reporter yesterday, and without giving time 
for a reply the speaker continued: “Well, 
such is really the case, and I doubt not they 
will take pleasure in telling you their expe
rience in this'regard.”

Rev. James Vereker of St. Brenden’s 
Church,corner of Fremont and Harrison Sts., 
when questioned concerning the matter said 
that he and other priests have on various oc
casions exorcised unfortunate people who 
gave evidence of being controlled by evil 
spirits. \ 1

: “There are,” said Father Vereker, “a num
ber of horrible nervous afflictions which are- 
considered by the church as demoniac. You 
may have seen some Spiritualists whose facial 
muscles are continually contorting into hid
eous grimaces. Well, they afford a pretty 
fair idea of a possessed person’s appearance.’” 

“What formula does the priest go through, 
in exorcising?”

“After enrobing himself in the sacerdotal 
vestments and sprinkling holy water on the 
sufferer, he demands the demon, in the name 
of God, to depart from the afflicted individu
al, and invokes the.assistance of the Almighty 
in behalf of the evil Bpirit’s victim.

POWER OF THE FALLEN ANGELS.
“It must- be remembered that though the 

infernal angels fell from heaven they have 
not lost their power, and if the power of the 
possessing demon be very great, or if there be 
more than one, the exorcist lengthens hie 
prayers and sometimes calls another clergy
man to unite with him in driving away the 
wicked influences.

“When a rational person is troubled by con
vulsions and is habitually forced to blas
pheme against God and the sacred things of 
religion, in spite of his will to not do so, he 
is believed to be under the control of a devil. 
There are other signs that indicate the same 
thing, such as the sudden acquirement of 
strange languages and the fact that the troub
led person trembles and shrieks violently on 
coming near the Blessed Sacrament or on be
ing touched with the crucifix or holy water.’*

Rev. Joseph Sasia, S. J., of St. Ignatius Col
lege, was the next interviewed.

That clergyman, who is at the head of the 
Jesuit order in California, also acknowledged 
that the priests of his church have a few 
times been obliged to exorcise. He said: “I 
know that in this materialistic age, non-be
lievers who may read your article, will only 
be too apt to ridicule the idea of priests us
ing their spiritual authority to cast out de
mons from afflicted persons, but modern 
Spiritualists demonstrate beyond a doubt 
that there can be such a thing as possession 
by spirits.

‘ Look at the mediums when under control 
of their influences, as they call them. What 
else do they afford but an evidence of pos
session?”

“I want to say in connection with this 
matter that Spiritualism unconsciously ac
complishes much good for Christianity, be
cause the materialist skeptic who investi
gates it thoroughly is confronted by hosts of 
intellectual beings without bodies, and he 
recognizes the fact that there is a supernatu
ral world apart from the one that is material.

MATERIALISTIC SKEPTICS.
“At the same time the materialistic skep

tic sees that the religion of spiritism is not 
the one to which he must ldok for light con- 
cer ning his destiny, becausk the revelations 
of the medium demoniac spirits are too con
tradictory, and the mediums themselves, a? 
a rule, do not live up the -moral code they 
preach.

“The consequence of alii this is that the 
skeptic is gradually attracted to the high- 
revelations of God’s holy word, the Bible, and 
to the perfect moral beauty of the Church of 
Christ.

“My opinion is that the Almighty permit? 
the diabolical manifestation^ of Spiritualists 
and possessed persons at the present day for 
His own wise purpose, evenasHe permitted 
the oracle of Delphi to exi^t in the days of 
old.”

Rev. A. Fasanotti, D. D.4 of St. Francis” 
Church, was also questioned upon the sub
ject, and admitted that since his arrival in> 
this city he had practiced exorcism. '

Father Fasanotti also gave the reporter a 
description of this rite.

“The custom of attempting to drive out 
devils from possessed person^ was familiar.’” 
he said, “to the Jews, as shown by the sacred 
Scriptures. For this end they employed mag
ical forms, said to be derived; from Solomon. 
Our Lord gave His disciples the real power of 
driving out demons, and in the earliest time? 
this power was exercised by such persons^ 
whether clerics or lay people,! men or wome n, 
as had received the special grace which en
abled them to do so.

“However, in the middle of the third cen
tury, according to Eusebius J the historian, 
Pope Cornelius speaks of the! Exorcists as a 
special order Of the clergy, and the Council 
of Laodicia forbids those who! have not been 
ordained to exorcise either in church or in 
private houses. 1 •

A FORM PRESCRIBED. '!
“The so called Fourth Council of Carthago ' 

prescribes a form for the ordination of exor- 
cists, the same in substance as that given in 
the Roman Pontifical- and used at this day. 
TheBishop gives the book of I exorcisms into*  
the hand of the person to b| ordained, bid
ding him learn them by heart and receive 
power of laying his hands on the possessed.

“Innocent the First prohibited exorcist» 
from performing their ministry on the pos
sessed without express permission from the 
Bishop, and this law is still in force.

“The Order of Exorcists is the third of the
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minor orders. Power is still given to drive individual freedom must yield to the good 
out the devil, but the exercise of the power of the whole community, as well as where 
is restrained and the Order of Exorcists has the community ceases to have power over 
come to be regarded chiefly as a step to the private rights.
priesthood. Un baptized persons, even if not But this study will be found most useful 
possessed, still belong in a sense to the king- and interesting when pursued by a class, 
flom of darkness, and exorcisms were from when each member stimulates the others 
■early times employed as they are in our pres- and where different minds present argu- upon such cakes for months.. Green grass, 
ent Ritual to snap the band between the meats and objections which might be over- even during the summer months, is seldom 
soul of the candidate for baptism and the looked by the solitary student. The methods given to working animals. It is deemed un- 
flevil. of one Ladies class in political economy now healthy for them, except for cows, which are

“Aa even baptism does not completely des- pursuing its second season of study in this usually turned loose to feed by the wayside 
troy the devil’s power over the sou), these ex- city may be of interest to those in other cities or wherever they can find food. Altogether 
orcisms are supplied after baptism, when a or towns who would like to begin such a the life of a Chinese jackass is not a happy 
child in danger of death has been baptized course, and is here given. The class consists one at the best, as it is without doubt the 
without the ceremonies and afterwards re- of from fifteen to twenty ladies, young and hardest worked and the poorest fed animal 
covers. Hence the exorcists of the ancient elderly, the chairman or leader being, I in the world.
church came to practice a general superin- | think, the originator of the plan of study, | ___________ _____ _■
tendence over those preparing for baptism the idea of which first arose from her own . ; ~
as well as over the possessed. # interest in the social and economic questions A shingle nail was found in a perfectly

‘ One of their offices, for exapple, was to forced upon public attention in a city in (resh recently by a farmer near Niles,
remove these classes, known as catechumens which anarchy has played so prominent a Mich.
and energumens, before the more solemn part. The class meets fortnightly, Francis A prominent citizen of Fresno, Cal., has 
part of the sacrifice of the massM . Walker’s “Political Economy,” as giving the started a’possum farm. He has procured a

“Exorcisms are also used by priests at this [ latest thoughts on the subject, is the text- car load of the animals from Missouri.
flay over inanimate objects; for instance, in book used, though every political economist Cherry County Nebraska with an area 
blessing the water for baptism and the oil I earlyor recent is consulted pn the different I larger than several Eastern States, hasn’t a 
for other sacraments. - _ questions which arise. Taking the book in practicing physician within its borders.

“This ceremony is very ancient, for St. Cy- regular course, a certain number of pages 
prian of the year 70 alludes to it. It springs are given out for the lesson, and the leader at Manhattan, Kan., have
not from any Manichean idea that matter is calls upon each member present in turn to flS ®u? ereatlv^ne^ls^tho1 viSil Wft is 
pvil, but from the Christian doctrine that all read a paragraph or section of the lesson JiHo annoS
creation since the fall has been marred by aloud, or to give a summary of it in her own announced that salt will kill potato
the powers of evil.”—Examiner, San Fran- words. She and the class are then asked if .
•cisco, California. I its meaning is clear, or if anyone has a A poet is allowed a heap of license; but

! ---- question to ask, or a differing authority to when Mrs. Kershan, of Cairo, threw hot
~~ ZT • [. . ~ ~ bring forward. This immediately starts a water on a neighbor who made fun of her
<■iTJrtlitn.it discussion which clarifies whatever might rhymes, the judge said that license had gone
'WVWUI P be misunderstood in the paragraph and files beyond the limit.

its meaning more firmly in memory; for Strawberry plants are in bloom in the 
conducted by sara a. unlerwood. | generally the statements of other writers on | Tallahassee county, Florida.

'---- . .. ■— Political Economy are brought forward in -............ .......
Matter relating to thia department ehould be eent defense for opposition to Walker’s views, Excellent Books for Sale at tins Office, to Mrs. Underwood. 86 South Page St, Chicago. while the members of the class have usually __

" - ' something to add from their own experience The Art of Forgetting. By Prentice Mulford,
-rnxr-ci c-rnnv DATT-rTfiT vmvnwv wv wn- or observation to make the discussion still Thia pamphlet was issued in the White Cross Libra- THE STUDY OF POLITICAL ECONOMY BY wo more intereating. ry series and has been widely circulated. It is full

men. The meetings are limited to one hour and °*  suggestions and hints for those who feel de-
One of the fallacies of a period now fortu- a half; the first fifteen minutes have of late It is comforting and just

nately passing away was that having passed beerj devoted to a study of Parliamentary PsychoeraDhy By M A^OxoiHA ^treatise on
through a course of (mostly superficial) Law with “Robert’s Rules of Order” as the One of the objective forms'of psychic or spiritual
school and home training, a girl yet at the text-book, while other authorities are con- phenomena. The author’s object has been to pre
threshold of life, and with no true eoneep- suited. sent a record of facts bearing on one form only of
tion of the real work of the world in which ----- psychical phenomena. Price, paper cover, 50 cents.-;
she was about to take an active part, had nr MrCosh of Princeton Coll pup in a .^ome cirxcle8> how to investigate Spiritualism,
“finished her education.” Much of that edu- recenfc' articleTin Thewith suggestions and rules; together with informa- nnfinn nnnh as dr» winir mnsip danpins- and IS- * arucie in Lneiyew IOTK Leaner nas tion for investigators, Spiritualists and skeptics. 10 cation, sucn as drawing, music, aancing, ana tI1is to say of women writers: cents a copy, a good pamphlet to us e for mission-
the smattering of languages she had acquir- ««gj yeara> oar best novels have been ary purposes.
ed, she found practically useless to her as written by ladies. I rather think that this Four Essays Concerning Spiritism. By Hein- 
soon as sne had slipped into her allotted I ypjji continue Woman have intuitive per*  I rich Tiedemann, M.D. The subjects embodying Uitf*  
“sphere” of wife, mother, and housekeeper; eeptions of character keener, more subtle £°°r.e'-\8nPArit?ivr «ha49 Man^-'<5r‘ her education in these departments only in and tender than men have. Tney ean set be. gamzation of the Spint-Body; Matter, Space, Time, 
make heTcomD^tent a®a teaehe^oTthim to fore fU8 men’ WOme°, a?d ehildren 8enti’ Tl^ Watseka Wonder. A narrative of startling

ThlJ‘52ments, manners and dress more picturesque phenomena occurring in the case of Mary Lurancy her own children. They were ephemeral ac- than we of the coarser sex can. Our novels are Vennum. Also a case of Double Consciousness, 
uomplishments, fitted only to ennance xne now being written with a purpose not merely These cases are wonderful psychic and physio-psy- 
graces of youth, and not education at all in jq give us a picture, but to prom nt,o a cause, chological studies and have attracted world-wide at- 
the best sense of the word. I looks as if in the near future the battle of I titenon by their authenticity ond startling.pbenome*

It is only recently,—and this mainly as a rfliiffiAn »nd irrnlicrion will ho fnnaht in fie- na- Price. 15 cents.result ui tue agitation lor polities outran- ti0‘0? The ^ar, f1,"r’ be one BterttSSt mXVViLt?" MaVXS»
?h»5BSim«n rananmVh»» Iwm»’Sonsed I Oi Ainaz»,>9- an<’ with Amazons. The weap- Spiritual rhiloaoph, aod’katural Kellglop1. “be 
that women generally have become aroused ong of warfare will not be represented by aim of this work is to state materialism fairly, and 
to their need of a. wider knowledge of the SWOrds and guns, but by bodkins and darn to hold it as inconsistent. A wide range of ancient 
-conditions which surround them; thgy have I ing needles, scissors and breastpins. Novels 1 aQd inodern proof of the higher aspects of the God 
fouDd out tbac education can never oe fin- I have to be met by novels Oxford has | idea in history is tjivsn. Clotb, loO only 60
ished’ while life lasts, and that, they are yet I bad its novel and other universities most I coDtfl, postpaid.wofnlly ignorant/)f almost everything save Ja“e ¿e Princeton™1I have to pro ^«^7^

ducea counter-irritant to John Ward Preach- valuable and readable fund of inrolmation ever 
province of ethics, they sur 6r, and defend Charles Hodge (who has been put in so small a compass on economic sub
face effects and but little of tne laws under- attacked) and rigid Calvinism. Harvard will jects, and is more instructive than any work of like 
lying those effects. . have to regain the literary reputation which size issued in England, France or America. It isThey have found, too, that by economy of it had aI1 age ag0 and Gmpioy one of the la- £lear and Plain.” Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper cover, 
time hitherto given to unprofitable pursuits, diflS of its nnt iif(r into—not TTnit,a- 25 cent8’poat Pald-sueh as interminable frilling, crocheting °ianism> whieh ¿nd outl7or *e. froP^DVlands Ind'ceSuries tayiog—Man^hou
nSmbe^ofToirB O^hTi-hour^foi inspiring bQr*al. bpt .into the agnos^ The compiler has gathered’these
numoer or nours or nail nours ior inspiring young men. Yale must stand by the old poems from ancient Hindustan, Persia, Arabia, 
if not helpful study and they are joining against Harvard; but will vivify the Greece, Rome, and Northern Europe, and from the
^Chautauqua circles, home study associations, I ggengg by gymnastics in order to retain the | ffreat poets of the centuries in Europedown to some 
Browning societies, Dante classes, Shakes- championship. The end will be that our npv- of the best words of living men and women, closing 
perian clubs, and like organizations. * ,ei readers of weak women and still weaker from the 8pirit land- Clotb’

I use the phrase inspiring if not helpful men Will not know what to believe.” P Progress’fromPPovertv This is a review andadvisedly, in the first strivings of this new n . T ™ 1 rrogress rrpm roverty. inis is a review anafait aanaa of iannrunpo and lonffin? for George W. Childs and A. J. Drexel, well- criticism of Henry George’s Progress and Poverty knowledge, tbeffha “eet, S alw“^ in ibs known millionaires ot Philadelphia, Pa., have aod P«>o and Free Trade. Price, clotb, 50 
beginning of any movement there muat planned to build a new college for women I - ----------------------------
mistakes made as to the road leading most n®ar*ibat c^y-. It »to be .a. boarding school I when the eyes become weak or the lids in
directly to the sought for goal, and there a‘i a ffioa®rate tuition, so as come within the flamed and sore, a disordered system or a scrofulous 
has been much misdirected effort, and al- “ea°8 of those who cannot otherwise go to condition of the blood is indicated, for which Ayer’s 
most fruitless zeal in pursuit of elusive and the best schools or colleges. S5%8ZaBr± wJSimpractical knowledge. But if the knowl- ---- - ......... vitalizes the blood and expels ail humors.
edge gained was not that sought for, and CHINESE AND THEIR ANIMALS. Persons prematurely gray can have their hair re- most needful, or directly applicable; yet am- ___ ; stored to its youthful beauty, by using Hall’s Vege-
bitions in the line of Browning societies, They Worship All Beasts of Burden as table Sicilian .Hair Renewer. the best article in the 
Dante classes, and Shakesperian enquiry, ‘ Sacred Creatures market. _ ______ _______________
help the growth of mind, and widen our I ___ p ’ I A handsome complexion is one of the greatest
area of observation, even if they do not im- . ' _ charms a woman can possess. Pozzoni’s Complex-mediately enlighten us as to the best mode _,Wong Chin Foo in the New York lyorZa.- ¿on Powder gives it.
of lessening the sin and suffering in the The Chinamen regard the beasts of burden —... ——
world, or explain the reason why sin and a8 9a9red animals because they occupy the 
«Xnfrrna8texi8taseflMt80f C6rtaln S th”mi»“»? a“ S’ tad’eeS eintai Hood s Sarsaparilla 
the most 5°taenpraetous’ttae'wMeh’ea^be todieof"^»^oVovm-'wo’rk.^The'eaSees !tse1'’‘be
toe HOSL oi me precious ume wmuu cau uu ¡T n tn tho nnnr sn best blood-punfymg and strengthening reme-given to study, who wish to attain some defi- a*e e“nar 80ia or given away to tne poor, so „ vegetable kingdom You win find
nito nrapfii’Rl idea of the real state of socie- that their owners might not see their dese- cues Oi ine vegecaoie Ainfe<<oni. LOU nnanite, practical laea OI tne real state Oi BOtae praf;nn hv narannallv davnnrino- t.ham Th« tlus wonderful remedy effective where otherty, and the ^vhy and wherefore of the soeial oration by personally devouring tnem. ine medicines have failed Trv it now it win- - - ................. • ’ 1 mules and the jackasses, as well as the OX, meaieines nave I.uiea. xiy II now. it will

are inseparable companions of the farmer. purify your -biood, regulate the digestion,
They usually live in the same building with and,ne'Jllfe and,to the entir® body- their masters, but in a separate department, Hood s Sarsaparilla did me great good.
Whieh is especially devoted to them. 1 was ‘ired out from overwork, and it toned

By long association with these animals me up. Mrs. G.E. Simmons, Cohoes, N.¥.
their owners can easily understand their _ I suffered three yeiirs from blood pmson.
animal language. Thus the simple pawing 1 tooJi„Ho,od s ??rsapanila and think I am
of the hoof means “hay is wanted.” The cured. Mrs. m. J. Davis, Brockport, n. y.
common bray means either “water” orThe loud stamping in the stall ijics znc J^iooa,
means “general starvation,” and the follow
ing, in Chinese language, is believed to be 
understood by the beasts; “Woh” means a I 
southern path. “Yes” a northern path; “Heh” 
means hurry, and “Wee” means slowly.

Strange to say the above words are all un
derstood by animals of long service, and the 
whip is seldom used except upon old, worn- 
out brutes in the hands of cruel masters. 
There being no societies among the Chinese 
for the prevention of cruelty to animals, it is 
not unusual to find an occasional benevolent 
and rich individual buying up here and there 
old beasts of burden, to turn them loose in 
some garden of his own where they can eat 
and drink until they die.

The land is so valuable in most of the 
settled districts of China that hay has to be 
made out of the stalks of the grain that was 
raised for man. Corn-stalks are cut. down 
the moment the ears of golden corn are 
plucked to make food for the animals.

The principal hay-making stalks are the 
millet, which the animals prefer to any other. 
The next that come in for a large share of 
animal patronage are the stalks and vines of 
sweet potatoes and green peas. The former 
are dried into a reddish brown and ent up in 
two-inch sections, and the latter even finer. 
The sweet potato vines are better enjoyed 
by oxen and cows than by mules and horses. 
Wheat straw is the principal food for cows 
and the provender of the other animals is 
only given them as holiday meals or luxuries, 
as the mules, jacks and horses will not touch 
cow food.

Three times a day the horses, mules, qnd 
jacks are given roasted beans or brown peas, 
with salt. These are never given raw. Chi
nese believe these grains in their raw state 
would make the animals sick. The cheap
est grain with which to diet animals is cakes

nite, practical idea of the real state of socie- 
‘ .......................... '

problems staring us all in the face and im 
peratively calling for solution, no study can 
be of more profit than that of political econ
omy.

Some women may smile incredulously at this 
assertion. They will ask, “Of what use un
der the sun can political economy be to wo 
men?” They have, perchance, glanced into 
some work on that subject; it seemed to them 
dry, involved and tiresome; replete with un
familiar phraseology, and where they could 
understand it at all, at war -with itself, au
thorities differing at every point.;

But the phrases, land and labor, capital 
and labor, protection, tariff reform, free 
trade, labor reform, higher wages, strikes, co
operation, taxation, overpopulation, poverty 
and crime, restriction of immigration, anar
chy and socialism, meet their eyes and ears 
whichever way they turn, and some form of 

- the evils attendant upon all these is con
stantly proclaimed in the newspapers of the 
day, or brought under the personal observa
tion, or into the personal experience of wo
men who have no definite idea of the purport 
of these phrases, nor in what relation they 
stand to each other; and though they would 
gladly understand their meaning, hearing 
men wrangle over them imagine them be
yond their comprehension. Bat women will 
find in political economy a key by which to 
unlock these mysteries; and if undertaken 
in a spirit of earnest inquiry they will find 
its study not dry, nor uninteresting, bnt 
strangely fascinating, suggestive, and help
ful to an Understanding of many sociological 
problems. It will help the average woman 
to understand better the fluctuation in the 
price of her household supplies, the laws 
governing the rate of wages she must pay 
her servants, and the price which her own 
work can command. It will give her an in
eight into the hard conditions, which prevail
ing by reason of the lack of right political 
economy, gives birth to threatening anarchy 
«nd dreaming socialism. Moreover without 
an understanding of the basic principles of 
political economy and of its wide-reaching 
inclusions, no woman can be equipped in any 
■degree for a rational and just consideration 
-of any public question, or even of individual 
rights, since political economy more than 
any other study indicates the points where

made Uom yellow beans—the refuse of the 
oil manufactories. These cakes when fresh 
from mills weigh about 150 to 200 pounds 
each, and owing to the extremely poor press
ing machines in the oil factories they retain 
about 40 per cent, of the oil. Whole fami
lies have been known to exist comfortably

wsssei f I can cheerfully recommend
Dr. Seth Arnold’s Cough

Killer
as being a first-class remedy 
for Coughs and Colds, hav
ing used it in my own family 
with very great satisfaction, 

i L. H. Bush, Des Moines, 
a Iowa.

Remarkable as a 
FLESH PRODUCER. 
Persons gain rapf.dly 

while taking it.

^ALMOST AS PALATABLE 
f AS MILK.

So disguised that the most
- delicate stomach can take it.

saw scott’eTemulsion
Is acknowledged by Physicians to be the FINEST 
and BEST preparation of its class for the relief of 
CONSUMPTION, SCROFULA, GENERAL 
DEBILITY, WASTING DISEASES OF 

CHILDREN, and CHRONIC COUGHS. 
all druggists. Scott & Bowne, New York.
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NIGHTINGALE;

...... .....44 ooo ’Cash
nifleent of allplants. Itgrows2or3feethighi^i ; J VW S^Sve^our*̂  J

tomersthisseason.itbeing the 15th anniversary 
Sto. of our establishment. It requires neither trou- 

ble or expense to get it. Our Catalogue tells 
how it is given out; ■

* Seeds, Bulbs, Plants.
Onr magnificent IHnstratqd Catalogue 

for 188» is decidedly the finest ever issued. . 
Profusely illustrated with fine cuts and c lored 

★ plates. In it is offered all sorts of FLOWER 
and VEGETABLE SEEDS, BULBS, 
PLANTS, NEW FRUITS, p RABE 
TROPICAL FRUITS. Etc. Look to it for 
many <JKANT> NOVELTIES never before 
offered. This elegant and expensive CATA
LOGUE will be sent for only IO cents, which 
is only a part of its cost to us, or if you order 
Bainbow Plant or any of the seeds here offered, 
and ask for Catalogue it will be sent you Free.

Grand New Flowers.
THE RAINBOW PLANT.
beautiful pyramidal spirals of thick'foliage^ 
which is or the most beautiful and intense , 
colors: Scarlet, Bose, Pink, Amaranth. Yellow, . Green, Orange, etc. Radiant like a Rainbow. It 
is one of the very easiest plants to grow, either 
in the garden or pots. Per package, 50 cts.

SWEET NIGHTINGALE. of ev'ening ’ 
flowers, opening about sunset and lasting till ‘ 
noon next day. Flowers, pure whi e and eno» : 
mous size, 9 inches long and 6 wide, its powe» 
ful and delicate perfume filling the air for a 
long distance. It grows two feet high and each 
plant produces several flowers each evening. It ' 
grows and blooms freely all summer 1 i any 
garden. The Moonflower is no comparison to it 
in grandeur and beauty. Per pkt., SO cts.

PANSY, THUNDER CLOUD, ^t^ 
enormous coal blackflowers, many of whichare 
bordered with a red and white rim; magnificent. 
Per package, 15 cents. ___ _
QDEf^lAI OFFFD V For 50 cents we will mail the Rainbow Plant. Sweet Night- ' 
Wr Viltoll s ingale and Thundercloud Pansy Seed, and Catalogue. To •
every order we will also add another elegant novelty FREE. Write at once as this offer
may not appear again. Address

JOHN LEWIS CHILDS, Floral Park, Queens Co., New York.

---------- . _______________________ ------------ Ji- 
enormous coal black flowers, many of whichare 
bordered with a red and white rim; magnificent. 
Per package, 15 cents. _ __ ____ _

postage prepaid, for 50 cents a year, less than 
ZSS one cent a copy.
z . .

Subscribe first for your local paper, then in order to keep posted on wbat Is going on in the great world of whle 
Chicago Is the great center, take the CHICAGO WEEKLY TIMES. Send yo ir subscription to the CHICAGO WEEKLY 
TIME.S Chicago, Ill J

If you subscribe for

before January 1st, 1889, it will be sent to your 
address (postage prepaid)

ONE YEAR FOR 50 CENTS.
(Regular Price, $1.00.)

A large, handso’me, well printed,; interesting, 
readable, able
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LADIES’ POCKET KNIFE FREE!!
a ------------- -

This cut represents our elegant Ladies’ Pearl 
finished, tipped with the best GERMAN Silver 
finest of Sheffield production, and is 
American Rural Home, for only 
usthree (3) subscriptions to the Amer.
(85) cents each, without 
cant Ladies’ Pearl Handle 
the Knife to give entiresat-

Address all orders to

RURAL HOME CO.
Limited.

ROCHESTER,
N.A.

Cut is exact size 
of knife.

Handle Pocket Knife, two bladed, finely 
and is made of S. & C. Warlow’s Steel, the 
given with one yfear’s subscription to the.

~>ost-paid. To any person sending . 
ican rural Home at eighty-five 
Premium, we will send thlsolc-—. 

'nife FREE. We guarantee 
isfaction.

jyGivK Number 
of Knife When 
Ordering.

Send for sample 
copy containing list 
of our Grand Prem
ium Offers.

Warranted Best Steel 
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

to“REACH a 

pillion Young People 
FOR $40.
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Christian Contrasts—The Irony of Events.
Last week several hundred excellent and 

most pious women of approved evangelical 
views and various sects congregated at Chi
cago in the interests of foreign missions. To 
stimnlate them to the highest pitch of en
thusiasm a picture was displayed showing 
the immense work to be done and the infini
tesimal means wherewith to do it. Millions 
of heathen now enjoying their savage exist
ence with no thought or wish to see a mis
sionary—unless. possibly, a fat one whom 
they could eat—were represented by a great 
mountain of black, and as suffering for the 
want of the orthodox plan of salvation; and a 
little speck about as big as a grain of sand 
represented the relative strength of the mis
sionary force which it had taken millions of 
money to mass against this aggregation of 
heathendom. That it costs many thousands of 
dollars to convince a savage it were good 
policy for him to play Christian and thereby 
secure the favor of the elated missionary 
was looked upon as a desirable stimulant to 
increased effort at money-raising, apparent
ly, rather than as a discouraging feature. 
Ño end of tears and an unlimited measure 
of emotion were expended by these good 
women. Feminine hearts were wrung by the 
awful condition of barbarous tribes happy 
in their wild freedom with all their phys
ical wants gratified; knowing and earing 
for nothing else, and totally oblivions of 
the alleged fate awaiting them at the hands 
of an angry God when once he should get 
them out of their mortal bodies and safely 
housed in hell. Millions of money were wel. 
spent if bnt a single man-eater were only 
snatched like a brand from the fire, thought 
these devoted women.

While this money-raising campaign was 
organizing to carry the orthodox gospel to 
the ends of the earth and to people—if they 
can be so-called—who do not ask for it nor 
hold a siDgle aspiration for any higher life 
than they now know, there could have been 
found by these women within a half-hour’s 
ride of the comfortable and spacious room 
where they were in session, thousands of 
poverty-stricken white people; children cry
ing for bread; starving mothers shivering 
with cold and clasping to their bosoms wan
faced little sucklings vainly striving to draw 
nourishment from empty breasts; and gaunt 
hungry men growing desperate at the sight 
of the sufferings of those they loved. Five 
minutes walk would have brought these phi
lanthropic pietists to shops and palatial 
stores where hundreds of children and young 
women were toiling ten to sixteen hours a day 
for a mere pittance, insufficient to buy them 
food, and whose souls were yearning for one 
look of sympathy, for an outstretched hand to 
save them from prostitution and infamy. Had 
these women inserted a ten-line advertise
ment in the daily morning Ter giversator, 
edited by a devout Presbyterian, calling for 
ten thousand laborers at a dollar a day, they 
would have had their quota before night, 
made up from men who are farther advanced 
than these savages so dear to the female 
heart will be in ten thousand years; men 
who are bravely striving against every odds 
to raise their families respectably and to 
leacPhonorable lives. Had these missionary 
promoteriTpat a card in the aforesaid admi
rable advertising medium, which gives space 
for pay to the libertine who seeks an as
signation or the courtesan who advertises 
her trade under the name of ‘-massage” with 
as much alacrity as to these virtuous evan
gel workers, had they put a card in that 
blanket sheet calling/for the services of a 
thousand poor girls at five doHars a week

and on condition that applicants should at- 
end religious services and strive to lead 

Christian lives, the list would have been 
dlled before time to light the gas, even in 
these short days. What these women expend 
n landing a missionary in Africa or India 

where he is unwelcome and generally a nui
sance, would save a dozen home-made souls 
from perdition and bring health and happi
ness to those who are striving for these boons 
under difficulties such as ought to melt even 
the heart of a Hottentot and certainly should 
stir to their innermost being these well-to-do, 
pious, active, large-hearted women who back, 
the foreign missionary farce under the sup
position that they are helping God.

During the same week that the foreign 
missionary business was boomed, the Jews 
and Gentiles who deal in jewelry of pure 
coin and pinchbeck held a feast in this city. 
It was neither a modest spread nor a dry 
banquet, but taxed the cellars as well as 
the kitchen of Kinsley, the king of caterers. 
The menu card was a gorgeous affair, deco
rated with such texts as, ‘'Good Wine is a 
Good Familiar Creature, if It Be Well Used.” 
Among the invited guests present were three 
preachers, Rev. L. S. Osborne, Rabbi Hirseh, 
and Rev. C. E. Cheney—Bishop of the Reform
ed Episcopal Church. These anointed gen
tlemen were no doubt invited to sanctify the 
supper, to make more smooth the sauterne, 
to coddle the claret, to mull the burgundy, 
to oil the sherry, to tone up the alleged 
French brandy, to testify to the bouquet of 
the old port, to supplement the sparkle of the 
champagne, to give dignity to the spree 
and a proper religious flavor to the viands. 
Truly a missionary work and well fitted to 
their heavenly calling. As the wines began 
to work, stories too bald for the sensitive 
daily press to publish were told, and high 
carnival reigned. The next day at about the 
hour when the jewellers <nd their clerical 
guests were probably combuig the kinks out 
of their hair and fighting headaches and de
ranged digestion with a little more brandy 
and appollinaris water, a scene was being 
enacted in one of the courts quite different 
from those at the woman’s missionary meet
ing or the jewelers’ junket.

A poor homeless Irish boy stands arraigned 
at the bar under indictment for burglary. 
Mathew Feeny, for that is his name, is a 
well-built boy with a good-looking face, and 
with none of the marks of the criminal about 
him. When asked to plead to the indict
ment against him he said he was guilty. The 
court listened to his story, and after he had 
finished a prominent lawyer, who was pres
ent said: “This boy has.an honest face. I’ll 
go on his bond if the court will let him go.” 
His story is told in the following letter writ
ten on the spot by Judge Tuthill:

“The Hon. George B. Swift, Commissioner of 
Public Works—Dear Sir: This morning among a 
large number of prisoners arraigned before me was 
a youth of seventeen years of frank and honest ap
pearance, by name Matthew Feeney. The charge 
against him was burglary. He at once pleaded 
guilty and asked to be sent to the penitentiary. 
This excited my curiosity, and I called upon him to 
tell his story. This he did with the utmost frank
ness, stating in effect that he waB bom in Ireland, 
came to New York with his mother, a widow; that 
he finally, in the performance of such work as he 
could get to do, came west through the lakes to 
Chicago; that he bad a little money when he got 
here, but this was soon used up, and he failed, not
withstanding persistent efforts, to get work to do. 
He said that going one morning to obtain work in a 
saloon where a boy was wanted and failing to ob
tain the position, he became utterly discouraged. 
Feeling that if only he had a trade be m;ght get 
work, and seeing an open window in a dwelling 
house at 242 Desplaines street, he determined to en
ter the house through the window, steal something, 
and get himself sent to Joliet in order that he-might 
be taught a trade. The matter, as stated by him, 
satisfied me, and I think everyone in the court
room, officers and all, that he was telling the truth. 
He ought not to be sent to prison; he ought to be 
given work. Mr. Forrest, who has had much ex
perience with persons charged with crime (and who 
is in no way interested in Feeney) believed his story. 
The prosecuting witness, A. D. Williams, gave it 
credence, and as corroboration said the boy took 
only $2.50 in change from his pocket, a watch and 
some other articles, leaving quite a quantity of 
money in bills in another pocket. The property was 
all, excepting what money was spent for food, re
covered by the boy at a pawn shop where he had 
taken it. Mr. Forrest said to me that if I would 
give him a little time he would try to get the boy 
work, and suggested that a word from you would 
secure him employment with the contractor for the 
tunnel. If he can get work I am, as at present ad
vised, inclined to let him out on his own recogni
zance. I hope you will, if possible, aid us in this 
matter. Sincerely yours, R. S. Tuthill.”

Of coarse the poor boy, one of tens of 
thousands in this Christian land who desire 
an honorable vocation and a chance to live, 
was at once provided for. Surely the spirit of 
that orthodox God which impels good women 
to pray and plead and beg for money to 
send missionaries to Borrioboola-Gha, and 
inspires Bishop Cheney and his brethren of 
the cloth to risk their lives in wrestling with 
terrapin soup fortified with wines and 
brandies, surely this spirit .was represented 
in that court room by some kind-hearted 
Christian man or woman who at once took 
the boy by the hand, clothed, fed and cheered 
him, and found an opening for him to earn 
an honest living and learn an honorable 
trade? Well, no, not exactly; that spirit 
had other business just then for all his rep
resentatives and workers. Young Feeney 
was taken back to jail, there to remain until 
the man-eaters in Africa are converted and 
Bishop Cheney & Co. have finished the busi
ness of destroying high-priced wines and 
ministering to their fashionable parishoners, 
unless, forsooth, some kind-hearted publican 
hears of the boy and takes him away from 
the company of confirmed criminals.

Early in last month when the near ap
proach of Christmas was filling young hearts 
with the pleasures of anticipated gifts and 
sports; when fond friends were ransacking 
the immense aggregations of holiday goods; 
and preachers were beginning to build their 
annual sermons to be filled with touching 
and reverential allusions to Jesus Christ, his 
tenderness, charity, and benevolence, his 
sympathy with the wayward and forbearance 
with the erring; when the day was approach

ing on which the Christian world celebrates 
the birth of its Savior, a one-legged youth 
was, in this city, sentenced to twenty years 
in the penitentiary for stealing two dollars 
in money and some bits of brass worth, all 
told, another dollar—three dollars in all. 
The Inter Ocean in commenting on this sen
tence said: “If such a fact were set forth in 
a novel or on the stage, located in an Ameri- 
can city of to day, it would be brushed aside 
as too absurd to talk about, or stigmatized as 
a slander upon our civilization.” Yet the 
jury only took three minutes to bring in the 
verdict. Supposing the boy had been im
prisoned before and was indicted under the 
habitual criminal act. How does this help 
the credit of this Christian country or excuse 
the barbarity of the sentence? As the Inter 
Ocean declared: “When friendless poverty 
is dealt with thus severely while really great 
criminals go abroad on bail and get off, if at 
last convicted, with slight penalties, society 
at large is put in a false light and exposed 
to unnecessary peril... .The familiar burial 
of the pauper whose bones were rattled over 
the stones was for less abhorrent to a humane 
sense of decency than this verdict.”

Now is it not time to relegate Old Theology 
to the company of the owls and bats, to lay 
less stress upon man’s condition after death 
and more upon his welfare here? Is it not 
in order to appoint the funeral of Orthodoxy 
and bury it decently before it farther pollutes 
the moral, social and religious atmospheres? 
In asking these questions the Journal 
does not forget the noble work done and 
still doing by those who follow the sign of 
the cross and accept, or profess to accept, 
the orthodox creed. It has no unkind word 
for the hosts of grand souls who have suf
fered and died for the cause, nor for the 
millions who still assent to the man-made 
scheme called the Christian Plan of Salva
tion. The Journal believes the world is ripe 
for a grander philosophy, a more rational 
humane religion, and a higher ethics, all 
posited on a scientific basis demonstrable 
to the common understanding and appealing 
to the reason and the affections of en
lightened poeple.

The Gate Blown Into Line.

The Journal is glad to see evidence of the 
growth of good sense in the Golden Gate, but 
regrets that it was necessary to discipline its 
contemporary so severely In order to stimu
late the exercise of the reasoning faculties 
and compel candor of expression. In its 
issue of the 5th inst., the Golden Gate comes 
forward with an editorial identieal in senti
ment and language with what the Journal 
has been persistently preaching for a dozen 
years: “If we demand honesty and upright
ness of life in our mediums,” says the Golden 
Gate, “we shall surely have it, and no others 
should receive encouragement in Spiritual 
work. How often have we heard it said of 
mediumistic persons, ‘They are good me
diums, but when they are unable to produce 
genuine manifestations they will practice 
deception and help out the spirits.’ We 
should cease encouraging that class of med
iums. They do the cause incalculable harm, 
bringing reproach upon all mediumship in 
the minds of all honest doubters.”

Now that the Golden Gate goes back on 
the record of all its past and declares that 
dishonest and immoral persons practicing 
mediumship should not be encouraged, let it 
be consistent hereafter and cease to help 
such people fleece the public. Let it also 
farther imitate the Journal by telling the 
public who those unworthy persons are, fear
lessly exposing them by name regardless of 
their animosity. When it does this and shows 
after reasonable probation that its new
found virtue is not spasmodic bnt has become 
a part of its constitution, then it will be en
titled to the confidence and support which it 
seeks. It is learning the lesson, a severe one 
too, but if it has a constitution strong enough 
to stand the medicine and survive the treat
ment it will be more robust than ever; and 
this is what the Journal earnestly prays for.

Psychical Research.
The American Society for Psychical Re

search met at the Natural History building 
in Boston on the evening of the 8th in3t., Mr. 
Watson presiding. A report was made by 
the treasurer, auditors of his accounts ap
pointed, and members of the conncil elected.

Prof. J. Royce then presented the narra
tives received by the committee on phan
tasms. He read a number of curious cases, 
and stated that while in themselves anyone 
story in particular might not be evidence, 
taken as a whole, the collection would show 
important proof in psychical theories. At 
the close of Prof. Royce’s remarks Prof. C. S. 
Minot reported some results of the blank 
forms of questions sent out in great num
bers by the society. Out of about 2,000 an
swers received the choice of a word or of a 
playing card by this number of persons 
showed a wonderful similarity, and this 
Prof. Minot explained by the great similarity 
of the average human mind. After this pa
per the meeting adjourned. The conncil elect
ed to serve till 1892 was as follows: Dr. 
Cowles, Prof. Joseph Jastrow, Prof. Josiah 
Royce, Rev. M. J. Savage, Prof. Coleman Sel
lers, Dr. Joseph W. Warren and Prof. William 
Watson. Prof. C. R. Cross was elected in 
place of Mr. C. C. Jackson.

The preliminary work of organizing the 
Columbia College Annex for women, is be
ing rapidly pushed forward. Twenty-one 
trustees of the new college have been select
ed. among men and women of interest and 
influence; bnt what is most needed is money 
to inaugurate the enterprise. A movement 
is on foot to raise a fund for use in the next

two or three years, by pledges of one hundred 
dollars a year, from a large number of New 
Yorkers. Bnt why, we would like to inquire, 
have an annex at all? Why not Columbia 
open her doors to yonng women upon the same 
terms as to yonng men. Then there would be 
no need of funds for separate maintenance. 
There are not so many young women who 
desire to enter Columbia College but what 
room can be found for them, and if the doors 
were once opened the money would be forth
coming, for a great many rich women are 
giving large amounts of money in aid of the 
colleges for men alone; and such women 
would give generously to aid a college like 
Columbia, which would open its doors to 
young women.

Card from Mr. Bundy.
Driven with work beyond the power of any 

manto accomplish, it is wholly impossible 
for Mr. Bandy to personally answer letters 
other than those of great importance and 
which cannot be answered by his office staff. 
Very many even of those he must attend 
to in person’have to wait some time. He has 
repeatedly said this before in the Journal, 
yet he regrets to learn that good friends feel 
neglected that they have not received respon
ses to letters not of a business nature, nor 
relating to public matters. It is not prob
able that a time will ever come, he regrets to 
say, when he will have leisure to correspond 
socially with his friends, certainly not until 
his onerous duties are greatly lightened. He 
therefore thus publicly begs to again make 
this explanation and to invite his friends to 
write freely and often without expecting a 
response.

The twenty-first annual convention of The 
National Woman Suffrage Association will 
meet in Washington, D. C., January 21st, 
22nd and 23rd, 1889. Delegates from all the 
States are invited to be present. The ques
tion of uniting the two societies will be 
again under consideration, as the resolutions 
passed at the recent annual meeting of the 
American Society, held at Cincinnati, de
mand some action on the part of the National 
Association. For this and other reasons a 
large gathering of the friends of this move
ment is desirable.

For 21 years in succession these Con
ventions have been held at the National Cap
ital, with hearings before Committees of the 
House and Senate, and able reports thereon, 
which have been extensively circulated 
throughout the Nation, and thus a great ed
ucational work has been accomplished. We 
see the effect in the gradual extension of the 
suffrage to women, and a growing interest on 
their part in public affairs. This has been es
pecially noticeable in the recent elections in 
Massachusetts, calling forth such brave words 
as have been lately printed from Gov. Ames. 
The ably managed International Council of 
Women last March in Washington, proved 
the ability of Miss Anthony and others to or
ganize and carry to the end one of the most 
important convocations of women of this 
country, if not the most important. Among 
the speakers to be present at the Convention 
are: Susan B. Anthony, Lillie Devereux 
Blake, Mary Seymour Howells, New York; 
May Wright Sewall, Helen M. Gougar, Indi
ana; Mrs. Sarah M. Perkins, Ohio; Clara Bew
ick Colby, Nebraska: Abigail Scott Duniway, 
Oregon; Harriette R. Shattuck, Massachu
setts; Laura M. Johns, Kansas; and Rev. 
Annie Shaw, Hlinois. All members are re
quested to promptly forward their annual 
dues to the Treasurer.

Friends of the cause unable to be present, 
are requested to send letters and greet
ings. AH communications and contributions 
should be addressed to Snsan B. Anthony and 
Jane H. Spofford, Riggs House, Washington, 
D. C.

At a recent auction sale in London the 
great Hindoo Lingam god was knocked 
down to a jeweler for $13,000. This curious 
relic stood two and a quarter inches in 
height. It was preserved for more than 1,- 
000 years in an ancient temple at Delhi. 
The base is of solid gold, and around it are 
set nine gems or charms, a diamond, ruby, 
sapphire, chrysoberyl cat’s eye, coral, pearl, 
hyacinthine garnet, yellow sapphire and 
emerald. Round the apek of this gold pyra
mid is a plinth set with diamonds. On the 
apex is a topaz 110-16 inches in length and 
9 16 of an inch in depth, shaped like a horse
shoe; in the center of the horseshoe the great 
chrysoberyl cqt’s eye stands upright. When 
bad Shah Bahador Shah, the last King of 
Delhi, was captured and exiled to the Anda
man Isles, his Queen secreted this gem, and 
it was never seen again until, being dis
tressed during the mutiny, she sold it to the 
present owner.

The London News states that counting the 
dancing motes in a bar of san-light sounds 
like one of those hopeless,never-ending tasks 
with which malignant fairies delight to 
break the spirit of little heroines in the Ger
man folk stories« Something more than this, 
however, has been achieved by modern sci
ence, which is now able to count the parti
cles floating in any given portion of the at
mosphere and determine what proportion of 
these are dangerous germs and what are 
mere dnst. Dr. Franklin’s carious experi
ments have shown us how to count the mi
cro-organisms, and how John Aitken of Fal
kirk, by a totally different method, has been 
enabled to take stock of the more harmless 
but hardly less interesting dust motes. Thir
ty thousand such particles have been detect
ed by him in the thousandth of a cubic inch 
of the air of a room. In the outside atmos
phere in dry weather the same measurement 
of air yielded 2,119, whereas, after a heavy 
rainfall, the number was only 521. That this

/

power of prying into atmospheric secrets 
win eventually yield important results must 
be obvious to all. Among the most curious 
discoveries already made is the direct rela
tion between dust particles and fogs, mist,, 
and rain.

The Sentinel, of Milwaukee, Wis., says: “A 
maiden sister of Charles Sumner, Miss Sally 
Sumner, died about a year ago at the age of 
78. She left considerable property, $30,000 
of which was, by her will, bequeathed to 
twenty legatees, and the residue to thirty 
others. One bequest of the will provided for 
the teaching of Spiritualism, in which she 
was a believer. This is made the ground 
for an attempt to break the will by two of 
her nephews and a grand nephew. Gen. 
Butler has been employed as their counsel» 
and, in an argument before the probata 
judge last week, referring to the provision 
of the will, said: ‘Yon might as well set up- 
a claim in a will for the interest of bad mor
als, Ingersollism, or Henry George ism.7 
There is, however, apparently no good rea
son why, in this country, a person should 
not be permitted to leave money to promote 
the spread of Spiritualism, Ingersollism, or 
Henry Georgeism. It is a begging the ques
tion to assert that either is synonymous 
with bad morals, though individuals may 
be found who hold that opinion. It can
not be denied, however, that all these forms 
of opinion are held by upright and intelli
gent persons. Neither Ingersoll, nor Henry 
George, nor many a believer in Spiritualism 
need fear a comparison morally with Gen. 
Butler. If there are many people who hold 
that their opinions are mischievous, there 
are many who take y the same view of the 
doctrines of the various Christian sects for 
whose benefit legacies are frequently left. A 
rigid Catholic condemns all Protestant sects 
as heretical and dangerous; a rigid Protest
ant takes the same view of the Catholic 
form of religion; but the law permits either 
to receive legacies, and there is no reason 
why it should not be equally tolerant of leg
acies to Spiritualism, Ingersollism, and 
Henry Georgeism.”

GENERAL ITEMS.
k------

G. B. Stebbins has been lecturing at Ath
ens, Mich., to the Independent Society.

The Sundays’ of January Lyman C. Howe 
speaks at Paterson, N. J. He can be engaged 
to speak evenings at places near there. Dec. 
30th. he lectured at Taunton. Mass.

Mrs. Sarah Rockwood of Boston passed to 
spirit life on the 8th very suddenly. A cor- 
respondent writes: “Mrs. Rockwood was a 
well known medium of twenty five years 
standing and a good record. She did not ad
vertise, yet was kept busy all the time.”

The people of Gordon county, Ga., are 
wrought up over some prophecies made by a 
colored girl. Four years ago she went up 
Kenesaw Mountain, where she saw a gre at 
cross of fire overhanging her, and had a vis
ion. She foretold the earthquake, the cy
clone, and the recent fire, all of which took 
place. Her last prophecy was a massacre of 
people, which many firmly believe will take 
place.”

Miss May Garrett of Baltimore, is erecting 
a building at her own expense to be used as 
a preparatory school in fitting girls for 
Bryn-Mawr College. The structure is to cost 
$200,000, and the enterprise will be endowed 
by Miss Garrett. Thus in a sensible way is 
this young woman administering on her own 
estate daring her life-time; an example.that 
might be followed with satisfaction and 
profit by many men who are holding on to 
wealth after it burdens them, only to have 
it do the world no good when they are oblig
ed to leave it behind.

That whilom pet of the clergy, Washing
ton Irving Bishop, was in Nashville, Tenn.» 
last week, in company with a young woman 
who says she has been his wife for about a 
year. Her loud screams attracted several 
gentlemen one night, and upon breaking into 
the room occupied by the pair it was found 
that Bishop had her in a corner and had evi
dently been pounding her and abusing her 
with his tongue as well. In view of this 
woman’s claim of being Bishop’s wife, it 
might be well for some of his clerical friends 
to inquire what has become of his other 
wife, and whether their assistant in “expos
ing” Spiritualism is a bigamist'

One of the physicians at the City Hospital I 
in Jersey City was called to attend Arthur 
Barry, a little colored boy who had broken 
his collar bone. The doctor was admitted by 
a white woman, who said’ she was the boy’s 
grandmother. “How does it happen,” the 
doctor asked, “that he is colored and you are 
white?” “I am a colored woman,” the olcl 
woman responded. “Three years ago I was 
treated in the City Hospital for dropsy. 
White spots appeared on my body, and, merg
ing one into the other, made me white.” She 
was as fair as any Caucasian of her age.. 
Warden Osborne corroborated her story.

It is said that Mrs. Shea, a respectable cit
izen of Washington, D. C., residing on Dela
ware avenue, is very much disturbed by cur
ious manifestations which neither she nor 
the authorities have been able to explain. 
For some months she has been troubled with 
stones faUing about and against her house - 
Stonesand briekbats are thrown from some 
invisible quarter against the house and upon 
the roof, sometimes by the score. The police 
have been notified and requested to investi
gate, but the more they investigate the more 
mystified they become. Hundreds of curioua 

•people gather about the house, but the stone 
throwing continues at intervals, and non» 
of the hundreds of observers are able to dis
cover whence they come.
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A Coincidence. *

SOLID VESTIBULE» TRAINS
run over the Michigan Central, “the Niagara Falls 
Route,” between Chicago and Buffalo. These trains 
are not only equipped with the finest Wagner palace 
sleeping-cars, but are made thoroughly complete 
by having vestibuled dining, smoking, first-class and 
baggage cars, and although constituting the famous 
“limited” of thé Michigan Central, carry all classes 
of passengers without extra charge. These trains
carry through vestibuled sleeping-cars between Chi
cago and New York, via New York Central & Hud
son River railroad, and between Chicago and Boston, 
via N. Y. Central and Boston & Albany railroads. 
The eaBt-bound “limited” also carries a through 
sleeper, Chicago to Toronto (via Canadian Faeific), 
where connection is made with parlor-car for 
Montreal. Accommodations secured at the Michi
gan Central ticket offices, No. 67 Clark street, cor
ner Randolph, and depot, foot of Lake street, Chi
cago.

Synchronously with the writing of the 
leading editorial in this week’s Journal, it 
transpires that Rev. H. W. Thomas was busy 
building his last Sunday’s sermon with the 
same purpose in view—that of showing the 
inconsistencies of Christian methods and the 
imperative duty of adequately providing for 
the unfortunate, and properly training chil
dren, to the end that wickedness may be 
lessened and usefulness and happiness in
creased. Dr. Thomas gave an able and elo
quent dissertation beginning with the un
born child, pointing out the influence of 
heredity, pre-natal influence and environ
ment, and demonstrating by statistics how 
much more economical as well as better and 
more Christ-like it is to prevent criminal
making than to provide machinery and means 
for punishment. He also put in some telling 
blows. against the policy of the Romish 
Church in school matters, but the daily pa
pers—so far as we have seen at this writing— 
carefully suppressed this portion of the dis
course. The sermon concluded as follows.

A little more than a year ago a school for depend
ent boys was opened at Norwood Park, The report 
shows that from June 30,1887, until May, 1888, 143 
children were committed to the institution by the Cook 
County courts. The average age of these boys was 
nine years. They were not sent there as a place of 
punishment, as a reformatory, but because 
it was a place of training where they might be given 
the foundation of useful American citizenship. 
These 143 children represented fifteen different na
tionalities. The expense for the maintenance 
of this school for the period mentioned was 
§10,350. Cook County paid §3,850 ot this amount. 
Cook County judges sent 140 of-these, 143 children 
to the school, but Cook County, rich Cook County, 
didn’t pay half the amount required for their sup
port for the year, the balance has tjeen given by be
nevolent gentlemen. But Cook County haB spent the 
full Bum several times over in the Bupport of its jail, 
its Bridewell and the prosecution of its criminals. 
There are more than 50,000 individuals in criminal 
institutions in the United States to-day and far more 
than 50,000 on the way to take the places of those 
now suffering incarceration. The time has come 
for an awakening of consciousness in regard to 
these things. What chatnje has a little boy picked 
up on the Btreet and thrown into the jail or Bride
well with whatever atom5»! pride be might have 
possessed crushed out of him, for decent manhood? 
I tell you it is a public shame, a disgrace, a burning 
sin, for the society of the nineteenth century to turn 
around and punish any man or woman for being 
what they ought not to be. Society never gave them 
a chance to attain any other condition of thought 
or deed. The churches are spending mighty sums 
to send missionaries to foreign lands to tell the in
habitants there that their dead parents are damned 
forever, and meantime a class is permitted to grow 
up in our midst that is swelling the penitentiaries. 
If each person of means would take under his or her 
care one such little destitute creature as these that 
are being trained for usefulness at Norwood Park, 
there wouldn’t be poor boys and girls enough to go 
around. If5 institutions like that found ready sup
port tbe jail, the Bridewell and the state’s prison 
would before the passage :of many generations be 
thereby depopulated.

Transition of Willis H. Beals.
No man in the ranks of Spiritualism has 

more personal friendB than Dr. Joseph Beals, 
President of the N. E. S. Campmeeting Asso
ciation. For fifteen years Dr. and Mrs. Beals 
have annually greeted thousands of visitors at 
Lake Pleasant; their children and grand
children are known to campers and the fam
ily is highly esteemed; not only by camp 
visitors, but by the citizens of Greenfield and 
adjacent country. Among the sons was 
Willis, well known to us as a most amiable 
and talented young man with promise of a 
brilliant future as an artist. Less than two 
weeks ago we received a letter from Dr. Beals 
full of hope and good cheer and saying he 
had just returned from Philadelphia where 
Willis had undergone a severe surgical oper
ation but was rapidly convalescing. The 
Greenfield Gazette and Courier of tbe 12th 
received just as we go to press records the 
transition of the young artist, as follows:

Dr. Beals and his family have the sympathy of 
our community in the death of his son, Willis H. 
Beale, the artist. Tbe young man was brought 
home from Philadelphia by his father, last Monday, 
and died Tuesday afternoon. For ten years or more 
he had been afflicted with a swelling upon tbe neck 
which was the cause of much physical suffering 
and mental depression. On Dec. 8th he submitted 
to an operation by Dr. Garretson at the Medical 
Chirurgical College, Philadelphia, when the swell
ing, weighing 28% ozs., was removed. Young Beals 
endured the operation bravely, and for a while it 
was thought he was in a fair way to recover from 
itB effects. His death was probably the result of 
blood poisoning. His father, who went on to 
bring him home, reached Philadelphia on Sonday, 
and they left for Greenfield the next day. Willis H. 
was bom Feb. 9th, 1859. When a pupil of our 
schools he manifested wonderful skill in drawing, 
and by advice of teachers and friends he was given 
an opportunity to develop this, talent. He attended 
art schools in Boston and Philadelphia and then 
spent four years in Paris, returning here Sept. 3rd, 
1887. His work has been well recognized by art 
critics, and had health been spared, he would have 
won an enviable name and fame. Young Beals was 
quiet and unassuming in manner, devoting himself 
to his profession and living quietly in the retirement 
of his home with his parents. None knew him but 
to respect him, and there is genuine Borrow that he 
could not have been spared for the career which 
was to be the reward for years of hard work and 
study. The funeral occurred Friday afternoon, 
Mrs. H. J. T. Brigham and Bev. Mr. Brooks taking 
part in the service.

Mrs. M. A. Mohn, of Minnesota, for many 
years a most successful healer, it is said, has 
located in this city at 714 West Lake St. 
Mrs. Mohn brings the highest testimonials 
as to her personal worth and her powers as 
a magnetic healer from trustworthy and ex 
perienced people well known to the Journal. 

• In view of this the Journal commends her 
to the acquaintance and patronage of its 
readers.

The work of the Kindly Committee of the 
Kindly Club, 19 East 16th Street, New York 
City, is that of finding employment for per
sons who are seeking it, and especially of 
bringing together by correspondence, fam- 

• ilies in the country looking for help in any 
capacity, and those who cannot find work 
in the great cities and are willing to leave 
them. Persons interested in the Kindly Club 
are earnestly requested to make this fact 
known in country places and to help in 
starting Kindly Club branches, so that 
strangers sent to such places may feel that 
they have some one who will take an-interest 
in them. Employers are charged a small!fee 
for help provided in any capacity, and those 
who obtained positions through the Kindly 
Committee are expected to pay 25 cents out 
their first earnings. References given if de
sired. Janet E. Ruutz Rees,

General Secretary.

W. E. Colby Leaves ’Frisco.

On Monday last the libel suit of W. R. Colby 
alias Parson Raines for $150,000 against M. 
H. De Young, proprietor of The Chronicle of 
San Francisco, was dismissed; editor De 
Young agreeing not to prosecute Colby for 
perjury. It also transpired that Colby had 
already, left town. We showed up Col
by in the Journal of August 4th, 1888, 
and a Smart Aleck garbled the account 
for the secular press, using our statement 
as a basis for the exercise of his imagi
nation. His mix was wired to the San 
Francisco dailies, and Colby sued the 
Chronicle. Mr. De Young at once wrote and 
wired us about, the matter. We replied to 
the effect that we stood ready to prove the 
substantial truth of every charge we had 
made, and as the Chronicle had published the 
dispatch without malice, and as Colby’s 
character was such that it could not be dam
aged by the exaggerations of the Chicago 
press agent he need have no fear of being 
mulcted. However, Colby’s audacity stag
gered the Chronicle’s lawyers, and they put 
Mr. De Young to the expense of . bringing 
from the East Mr. Lipphard whose mail car 
Colby robbed, and Mr. Clifford frftn Texas 
who was post master at Hearne when the 
robbery was committed. Colby was con
fronted with these men and fully indentified 
by them as Parson Raines. This evidence with 
plenty more behind it satisfied the Chroni
cle’s lawyers and discomfitted Colby. He 
saw the doors of the penitentiary yawning to 
enclose him for fourteen years for perjury, 
so he compromised by withdrawing the suit 
on condition that Mr. De Young would not 
prosecute, but took the precaution to first 
slip out of town, leaving the matter with his 
lawyer.

Thus another of the numerous robbers 
of both sexes whom Owen of the Golden Gate 
has strenuously bolstered up and vouched 
for has been obliged to climb down. Spiritu
alists of the Pacific Coast should not forget 
that Owen-used the full power of his position 
and paper to screen this mail robber, gam
bler and pseudo medium from the damaging 
effects of the Journal’s exposure. The Jour
nal now rises to inquire, and with due 
emphasis and a demand for reply: How 
much better is the man who wilfully and 
persistently defends a blackleg and aids him 
to retain his hold upon public confidence 
than is this ex-convict and double-dyed vil
lain Colby? Is the man who does this fit to edit 
a Spiritualist paper and stand as the repre
sentative of an incorporated company com
posed of reputable citizens? If the stock
holders and directors of the “Golden Gate 
Printing and Publishing Company” desire to 
stand well before the world at large, and 
with Spiritualists generally, they must 
purge their concern of all suspicion of corrup
tion and damphoolism by promptly dispens
ing with the services of their editor. Should 
Colby alias Parson Raines venture within 
reach of the Chicago police we can safely 
promise him a jail cell within twenty-four 
hours. As his face is familiar to the police, 
and his photographs widely scattered, he will 
not be likely to go a great while without 
meeting those who know him.

Burns Memorial Concert

The managem ent of the Burns’ Memorial 
Association, has engaged Mary Shelton 
Woodhead to sing at the concert given by it 
in Central Music Hall, January 24th. Those 
who have heard Miss Woodhead will need no 
urging to attend. They will endorse the 
statement of the Saturday Evening Herald, 
in reporting a very enjoyable entertainment 
at Central Music Hall, which included quite 
a number of local musicians, and also a 
noted Italian opera Prima Donna. The Her
ald said:

“Mary Shelton Woodhead carried off the 
honors of the evening by her sweet singing 
of the Scotch songs. She stands without a 
rival in the'West as an interpreter of the 
ballads of Scotland.”

The entertainment will comprise a varie d 
programme of Scotch music, that will give 
genuine enjoyment to those attending it. 
The proceeds are to be used as the basis of a 
fund to be raised, to erect a memorial in 
Chicago to the well-beloved Scottish bard, 
which will prove an object of both pleasure 
and pride to all admirers of the Cottar’s poet. 
There is another Scottish concert advertised 
for the 25th for another purpose and should 
not be confounded with this which is to oc
cur on the 24th, as previously stated.

Lest readers may think the narrative on 
the first page to be fiction, the Journal de
sires to say that it believes it to be sober 
truth. The writer has long been known at 
this office and has the confidence of the ed
itor.

In parts of China there is a belief that the 
soul of very atrocious criminals who have 
either been executed or died in prison are 
sent back from hades by Yenlo, the judge 
there, to undergo a further term of imprison
ment, one death not being enough to expiate 
their crimes. When the second term of im
prisonment is adjudged to have expired the 
the district magistrate beseeches the tutelary 
deity of the city to accompany him to the 
prison in order to acquaint the ghost with his 
release. The order is supposed to reach the 
imprisoned by burning it, a ceremony which 
is solemnly carried out in the jail. On Aug. 
19th last, the district magistrate of the city 
of Soochow had placards posted up inviting 
subscriptions of imitation money for the 
ghosts then in the city jail. This was all 
duly burned and thus converted into cur
rency, which would be useful to the ghosts 
on the long journey before them.

-|= ... —
The meaning of the letters I. H. S.: That 

question has often been answered, but the 
precise meaning of the letters has been a 
matter of much dispute. Some contend that 
the monogram means (at least that its let
ters are the initials of) “Jesus Hominum 
Salvator”—Jesus, the Savior of men—others 
that they are the initials of “I have suf- 
ered.” The truth, however, is that they are 
the first three letters of our Savior’s sacred 
name in Greek, “IHSOUS,” and that as such 
they were commonly employed as a sacred 
device on the Christian tombs during the 
days of persecution. They are yet to be seen 
inscribed in many places in the Roman cata
combs. The.interpretation of “Jesus, the Sa
vior of men,” originated with St. Bernardine 
of Vienna in 1443, and happened in this way: 
The saint had occasion to reprove a certain 
man for selling cards with dangerous de
vices stamped on them. The man said that 
he could not earn a living in any other way, 
but if St. Bernardine would suggest any
thing the cards with the dangerous devices 
would be abandoned. Thereupon the saint 
recommended the letters I. H. S., saying that 
they stood for “Jesus Hominum Salvator— 
Jesus, the Savior of men.” They were at 
once adopted and their success was complete. 
— Chicago Times.

For 1,800 years the Jewish people have 
shouldered the responsibility of the crucifix
ion of Jesus Christ. Though theologians have 
from time to time end eavored to palliate the 
act. it has remained for the pastor of an Om
aha Jewish Church to trumpet it forth to the 
world that the episode, supposed to have been 
consummated on Calvary centuries ago, is 
all a myth, and that Christ was never nailed 
upon the cross nor exposed to the execra
tions of the infuriated populace. December 
29th when addressing his congregation, Rev. 
Alexander broached this remarkable theory. 
To say that it astonished his people faintly ex
presses it. They rosp and went for him in such 
a shape as paused this modern iconoclast to 
make a hurried exit through the back door. 
After this? the people fell to arguing the 
point among themselves. Finally a row en
sued, and had it not been for the interference 
of the police serious consequences might 
have occurred. Two members of the con
gregation were arrested charged with dis
turbing the peace. In order to make his new 
departure fit into the accepted idea of a cru
cifixion, the preacher said it was Simon Pe
ter and not the Savior, that met the ignomin
ious death recorded in Holy writ.

Mlle. Dumas is t|ie President of an associa
tion of Protestant ladies who visit systemat
ically the women’s prison of St. Lazare, in 
Paris. Some idea j>f Mlle. Dumas’ devotion 
in this good work may be gathered from the 
circumstance that when she was 82 years of 
age (she is now 96) she learned Spanish, that 
she might speak words of comfort to a young 
Andalusian who did not understand French.

General News.
Crows are causing much annoyance to the 

farmers of Douglas county, Illinois, this 
winter.—Gov.-elect Hovey, of Indiana, has 
tendered his resignation as congressman 
from that state.—The Rev. Frederick N. 
Knapp, a prominent Unitarian minister, 
died last Saturday at Boston.—A quarrel 
which threatens serious results has broken 
out between white and colored students in 
Berry college, situated near Richmond, Ky. 
—Lieut. Miles is ill of yellow fever on board 
the Yantic, which arrived at New York from 
Hayti recently. It is not believed that he 
will recover.—During a quarrel with roughs 
recently at Kirkland, Ill., Marshal Ferguson 
shot two men fatally and wounded a third. 
The officer acted in self-defense.—Amos Hall, 
a wealthy resident of Porter, Mich., died re- 
cently, and his children by his first wife 
have brought suit for the custody of their 
father’s body.—The Hebrews of New York 
do not agree with Baron Hirsch, the Par
isian banker and philanthrophist, in the 
opinion that the salvation of their race 
depends upon their amalgamation with the 
Christian races.—The order has gone forth 
on the Iowa division of the Chicago 
& Northwestern that all operators of 
the Telegraphers’ brotherhood must resign 
from that organization or quit the em
ploy of the Northwestern.—Considerable 
turmoil is arising in the Oklahoma and ad
jacent country over the arrest and expulsion 
of the band of 100 families of immigrants 
who wended their way thither a short time 
ago for the purpose of locating in Oklahoma 
upon what they consider government lands.— 
The attorney for the Law and Order league 
of Sioux City, Iowa, has received a letter 
from alleged White Caps warning him to 
leave the city.—The decision of Secretary 
Vilas giving the governorship of the Chicka
saw nation to William L. Byrd is not favor
ably received.—The king of the Netherlands 
has suffered a relapse and is now considered 
in a dangerous condition.—The British 
steamer Priam, from Liverpool for Hong 
Kong, was wrecked on an island near Co
runna. The ship surgeon and four of the 
crew were drowned.—Germany will connect 
her railway system with the new direct route 
to Constantinople, saving twelve hours. This 
action is tb be taken with a view to compet
ing with the French route to the east.

Started.

STANSELL-TURNER—In Denver, at Unity Study, on the 
morning of December 28, Jacob B. Stansell, formerly of 
Leadville, and Mary E. Turner of Manistee, Michigan, by 
the Rev. Thomas Van Ness.

Chicago Magnetic Shield Company.

No. 648 7th St., So. Boston, Mass., Feb. 5tb, 1888.
Dr. Thacher: I told you in my first that I was a 

believer in magnetic and electric treatment. I 
have tried them a; little myself and have known 
others to use them' (mostly electric) with fair re
sults, but the whole of them combined, are not, in 
my opinion, to beyCompared for one moment with 
your appliancgBfHthe effects of which are, to me, 
simply wonderful. I put on the belt and insoles 
within one hour after receiving them and in ten 
minutes felt their warming and soothing influence. 
The good feeling steadily increased until Thursday/ 
evening, but on Friday they caused a pretty lively 
commotion that compelled me about 10 A. m. to 
leave my business and go home with dizziness, head
ache, nausea and acute pains in every joint and part 
of my body. I laid aside the belt, but retained the in
soles. Satnaday morning I felt slightly totter, re
sumed the belt and at this hour (Sunday 8 P. M.) 
feel as if ten years had been taken from my age. 
The year of the great fire in Boston I was treated 
for kidney disease and it did not surprise me nor 
disturb my mind in the least that the stirring up of 
the diseased accummulation of fifteen or twenty 
years should cause pain and trouble. Your quota
tion, “no smart no cure,” I think is correct. I can 
assure you that I have full faith in the merits and 
virtues of your shields and also full confidence in 
the integrity of the Chicago Magnetic Shield Co. I 
shall later on send for the balance of the shields you 
recommended, but at present I am in doubt whether 
my system can stand any more power, so think I 
will adopt your advice and “make haste slowly.” 
Shall use all my energies in an upright manner to 
induce sales for your benefit.

Joseph W. B. Wright.
No paper in this country ever was sold at the 

low price at which the Chicago Weekly Times is 
now offered, viz., 50 cents a year (postage paid). 
The offer is only open till January 1st. Subscribe 
now. It is so cheap everybody can buy it.

Dr. P. Kayner can to addressed until further 
notice in care of this office for medical consultations, 
and lectures in the vicinity of Chicago.

“All mankind love a lover.”—Emerson.

How Men Propose.
The Fateful Question and Its Answer. Love-Scenes 

from the Classic and the Popular Works of Fiction. 
Collected by Agnes Stevens. 12mo, §1.50.

-Since ‘all tbe world loves a lover, ’ this book ought to find 
many Interesting readers. The range of Its choice Is wide, 
and includes nearly every modern writer of fiction. These 
are pleasant pages to turn over when one is in sympathy 
with humanity, or feels that he fain would be so.”—[Evan
gelist, New York.

■The bachelor, the maiden, the widower, the father of a 
family, the mother of a family, In fact, all classes and con
ditions of men will enjoy reading ‘How Men Propose,’ The 
novelty of the work, no less than the exquisite care shown 
in the selections, as well as the handsome typography, make 
It a charming companion for any one.”—[The American.

“Only a woman could have the Idea of making such a 
compilation a3 this. Only a bright woman, with a wide 
literal? acquaintance and a judicious taste, could have done 
it as well as this has been done. It is a novelty In the book 
making world, and,we predict, a successful one.”—[Bulletin, 
Norwich,

Sold by all bocksellers. Mailed, postpaid, on receipt of 
price, by the publishers,

A. C. McClurg & Co., 
Wabash-Av and Madison-St

Chicago.
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FIRE IN YOUR BOOTS I
■ I

This Is better than snakes in your boots. MAGNETIC 
FIRE and Mind Polarity are the keys to health, life and 
happiness. Mind is made up of magtetism. Magnetism is 
a substance, and carries Into our blood this vitalizing, poler- 
izlng power. Warmth Is only one of the many potencies 
Magnetic Shields impart. We nourish, feed and manufac 
ture new, rich blood by magnetic radiations. A fountain of 
Magnetic Fire in the form of MAGNETIC FOOT BATTER
IES will Insure the circulation of the Life Current, and 
cause every organ In the body to cast off morbid secretions 
and act naturally. Of all the forces in nature for the relief 
and cure of disease MAGNETISM stands pre-eminently first, 
last and always tbe quickest, best, most pleasant and endur
ing.

Wherever perfect Magnetic Polarity is established 
there Is rest, peace and harmony on the physical plane. A 
MAGNETIC SHIELD Is what Its name Implies; a shield and 
protection against harm from within and without. Protects 
against all known contagion, and burns up the debris with
in the body.

When will the world wake up from Its “Rip Van Winkle” 
sleep and learn the true, natural method of obtaining 
GOOD HEALTH. Cleanse your minds of Impurity and allow 
nature’s own MAGNETIC FIRES to cleanse your bodies from 
all impurities. It you will listen to reason, science and com
mon sense you can be free from tbe bondage of disease^ A 
pair or MAGNETIC FOOT BATTERIES wUl enlarge your 
understanding so you can be certain of complete recovery 
with larger shields. $1.00 buys a pair of these FOOT BAT
TERIES, or three pairs for $2.00.

Who is the first man to speak up, and test these fountains 
of warmth ? Who will first dig himself out of the cobwebs of 
fogylsm and the ruts of prejudice and unbelief? Shout to 
us all along the line; let us hear a chorus ot voices! Get rid 
of those acnes, ann pains and rheumatic twinges In your feet 
and limbs. The FOOT BAT TERIES will radiate a general 
glow of warmth through your body equal to the Soft rays of 
sunshine in June. ’ No failures! Every pair a success! Try a 
pair; send now; to-day, before you change your mind to other 
matters. Health comes first to those who honestly seek it! 
More in our next.

CHICAGO MAGNETIC SHIEED CO.,

0 Central Music Hall. Chicaffo.

WANTED—Competent business man to superintend whole
sale and retail business.

Will be responsible for a large stock of goods and all 
finances.

Salary of $2,000 and commission will be paid. Cash de
posit of from $3.000 to $5,01)0 required.

Best references given and req aired. ■ 
WHOLESALE, 

255 Wabash Avenue, 
Chicago.

7 Easter & Covered (Name Cards 15c; 1889. Samples 
It) Free. American Card Co . Woodmont Ct.

TAROID
A new method of compounding Tar.

SURE CURE for PILES, SALT RHEUM 
and all Skin Diseases. Send 3 2ostamps forFree Sam- 
pie with Book. Sold by all Druggists and by TAR-OID 
<JO.S ?8 Randolph St., Chicago. Price. ¿Oe.

GOOD NEWS TO LADIES,
•7 Hi

• GprftT/ÇMERiCMl

Fir-
■ LOMPANY

_____ Greatest Bargains
Baking Powder'and PREMIUMS ■EkSHM For particulars address _ 

[¡îùi^ura Thb Gbkat American ThaOsu HHHMH 31A 33 Vesey SUNew Yerk«
I

I CURE FITS !
When I say cure I do not mean merely to stop them 

for a time and then have them return again. I mean a 
radical cure. I have made the disease of FITS, EPIL
EPSY or FALLING SICKNESS a life-long study. I 
ivarrant my remedy to cure the worst cases. Because 
others have failed is no reason for not now receiving a 
cure. Send at once for a treatise and a Free-Bottle 
of my infallible remedy. Give Express and Post Office.H. G. BOOT, M.C.,183 Pearl SC. New York.

PROSPECTUS.

The Kellglo-Philosophical Publishing 
House.

Capital $50,000.
Adequate capital Is essential to the highest success of ' 

W ^ertaklng. jt is better that this capital to con
tributed by a considerable number rather than by one or 
a very few Individuals, provided all are animated by a common purpose. a
™™J?^e„d„ays of .raR!d Improvements in machinery, means of communication, growth of liberalism, scien
tific research and steadily increasing demand for accu
racy, exceUence and completeness in all that entertains, 
xS£fn?n}2<i?tes’ Instructs or profits the public, necessity obliges that a newspaper like the Religio-Philosoph- 

alms to keep abreast of the times, should to thoroughly equipped; and backed by capital 
sufficient to command every resource of success and to 
work every desirable avenue that promises to prove a eeaer.

the Phenomena and Philosophy 
Spiritual Ethics, of Religion posited 

Stan?*?« 5®’311 ^dependent, intelligent, honest and judl- 
lndlsPensable; by all odds the most 

powerful far reaching and influential agent. Without 
anewspaper, the most eloquent and logical lecturer or 

bavebuta comparatively limited field ¡with 
Js aid necan reach into thousands of homes and wield 
a lnfluepce- What is true of the lecturerand writer, has equal force with all he various agencies 
for the betterment of the world. .

The Spiritualist Movement has reached a stage where 
it Imperatively requires an abler press, a higher stand” 

teachers, a more orderly, dignified» 
fl?*?,  business-like propagandlsm. A system- atized method of Investigating phenomena and record- 

results is gradually being evolved, and needs to be 
further developed. A well-organized and endowed ao- 
tivity for the instruction, care and development of sen
sitives and mediums is almost indispensable to the de
velopment. of psychic science. The keener the appre
hension and broader the comprehension of causes, the 
better able are we to deal with the perplexing sociolog- 
ic. economic, political, and ethical-questions now vex
ing the world; and in no other direction is there such 

Progress in the study of cause as in the psychical field. .
A first-class publishing house can to made the pro2 

So necessary to carry forward
^Bb its newspaper, magazines, books, 

branches for. psychic experiment, missionary bureau, 
etc-« eto., it can satisfactorily and with protit awnm- 
plish what Is Impossible by such inadequate methods 
as now prevail, and as have hitherto marked the his
tory of Modern Spiritualism.

To lay the foundation of what it is hoped will in time 
+nl°aa sl^ntic concern, a license has been secured 

om the Secretary of State of Illinois to organize the 
keli_gio-Philosophical Publishing House In Chica
go, with a Capital Stock of Fifty Thousand Dollars. 
in One Thousand Shares of Fifty Dollars each The 
Commissioners have opened books for subscrlDtions. 
Fifteen Thousand Three Hundred Dollars have already been subscribed. Two of the subscribers are men nmm- 
nent in Chicago business circles, and another is a 
wealthy farmer and stock raiser who desires to give or 
bequeath a large sum to benefit the world, ana who 
may make this publishing house his trustee should it 
give evidence of being a desirable repository of his 

In this connection it may to well to call special I 
attention to the desirability of having a stable,well 
managed and confidence-inspiring corporation to'actas 
trustee for those who desire in the interest of Spiritual- 
ism to make donations during their life-time or to leave 
bequests.. One of the Important purposes of the 
Religio-Philosophlcal Publishing House is: To receive, 
hold, use and convey any and all property estates, real, 
personal or mixed, and all »bonds, promissory note" 
agreements, obligations, and choses in action gene*  
thar may be bestowed upon it by bequest, gif*  
trust, and use the same in accordance with t*  
of the trust when Imposed, or discretionary 
bequest or gift is unconditional. V '

The Commissioners have decided toV 
Bounce the enterprise and to solicit stock subsv 
from the Journal’s readers. It is hoped that a*  c 
erable number will be found ready to take ribt less t 
twenty shares, or one thousand dollars each; and th. 
a goodly number. will subscribe for not less than tei 
shares each; while those who will to glad to subscribe 
for a single share, fifty dollars, will reach into the Hundreds.
„Ip ^he 9* 1 Illinois there is no liability on sub

scription to stock of a corporation, the amount of 
whose capital stock is fixed,’ (as is the case in the pres
ent Instance; until the whole amount of stock is sub
scribed. bee Temple vs. Lemon, 112 Ill. 51. There
fore no one need fear being caught in a scheme which is only partially a success. Subscribers to stock will not 

to pay for it until the whole amount is 
subscribed. No one to any event assumes by subscrib» 
tog, any pecuniary responsibility beyond the amount ot 
his stock. It would seem as though the entire remain
ing stock, Tlwrty-four thousand seven hundred dnUar*  -__
?u.ghli?J,be Promptly taken. That the stock will pay a fair dividend Is highly probable; and subscribers to the 
shares will be guaranteed five per cent, annual divi
dends, payable In subscriptions to the Religio-Philo- 
sophical Journal. This will secure to each single 
share-holder, and to his heirs or assigns after him. a 
copy of the Journal without further cost; and to larger 
holders in proportion.

Those desiring to subscribe will please promptly write 
to the chairman of the Commissioners, John C. Bundy 
Chicago, notifying him of the amount they will take. 
There are, no doubt, friends so interested in the Journ- 

that Promises to advance the interest of 
Spiritualism, that tbey will be glad to assist in procur
ing stoek subscriptions among their acquaintances; and 
they are invited to correspond with Mr. Bundy upon the matter.

l
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From the Standpoint of a Scientist

An Address Delivered at the first METHO DET 
CHURCH Under the Auspices 

of THE

Western Society for Psychical Research
—BY—

Prof. ELLIOTT COTTES, M, D.
Member of the National Academy of Sciences; of the London 
Society for Psychical Research, etc., etc.

CONTENTS.
The Woman Question. The Nares, or Cycle of Six Hun

dred Years. The International Congress of Women. The 
Opinions of a Scientist. “Substantially True as Alleged” 
Phenomenal Spiritualism. Experiments «.ith a Table. Tf't 
Conditions. The One Thing Indespensable. The SpriwKi. 
Istlc or the Theosophlc Explanation? Animal Magnetism 
and Its dangers. The Great Power of the Magnetizer. Mag
netism the Pass Key to Psychic Science The Biogen Theory. 
The Astral Body. The Better Way. Natural Magic. The 
Outlook.

This Address has attracted more attention and a wider 
reading in America and Europe than any other niton the 
the same subjects. It should be read by all—spiritnaiimn 
Tbeosophists, Christian Scientists. Materialists; Fvangailnai 
Christians, and Liberal Christians should study it. It may 
be considered as a

GATEWAY TO PSYCHICS
And ad invaluable stimulant and guide to the No vicbin 
the Study of the Occult as well as a most '

EXCELLENT MISSIONARY DOCUMENT.
Pamphlet. Price 15 cents. . One Hundred copies, $10; 

Fifty copies, $6; Twenty Flve'coples $3.25. Special discount 
on orders tor Five Hundred copies.
Religio-IMiilosopliical JPuDlishins; House,

CHICAGO.

♦

SAKYA BUDDHA.
A Versified, Annotated Narrative of his Life 

and Teachings.

With Citations from Buddha’s * Path of Virtue." 
By E. D. BOOT.

This book has been introduced into Buddhist schools In 
Ceylon. Many Editors and Lecturers have spoken highly 
of the book.

Extra Cloth, 175 pp., $1.00.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Rkligig-Philogofhi- cal Publishing House. Chicago.
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AND
INFORMATION ON VARIOUS SUBJECTS

DEFENSE OF THE DUST.

WILLIAM WALLACE COOK, F. L. S.

I defy you to prove with prodigal cant 
That life is a favor of temporal grant;

A blessing to clay, all unsuited to hold 
The germ of existence in lowly enfold.

'Tis a curse to the earth which grovels in lust 
’Neath wills of an action in animate dust!

And never, with spirit, may soar from a fall. 
But sinks, in the end, to decay and a fall!

If what you call “life” is a thing of the earth 
That rotB with the carcass, itself being dearth, 

We own a dead present and vultures will tear 
The future of soul with a beak of despair.

I throw down the gauntlet and dare you with 
truth.

To figure that life is the folly of youth;
That death is the fault of a faltering age 

And life is not soul when bereft of itB cage!
All being but dawns with perpetual sun 

To set from our vision when daylight is done; • 
Beyond the dark bounds of this threatening glQom. 

A spirit owns life from confines of a tomb.

PRAYING FOR FIRE.

Tlie Appeal was Heard and the Church 
was Burned.

! 
».

, I-

(NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J., DEC. 27.)
“Did you ever hear how one of our Pastors prayed 

that his church would be burned down?” was the 
question put to a Times reporter near Dunellen the 
other day. The question was asked after a success-! 
ful church meeting, during which ten new'members 
had been secured. “The interest we are arousing 
now,” said the church member” “reminds me of that 
time. It was ten years ago. Our church building 
was situated at Samptown then, and situated as 
it was, in that inconvenient place, we found oui; 
Congregation dwindling. Some went to Plain4i 
field, some to Stelton, and we were in sore straits.1'

G. D. McGregor, M. D., writes: After more 
than a quarter of a century of examination and in
vestigation I have been compelled to acknowledge 
the facts presented to me of -the truth of spirit com
munion. Spirits can and do return to those they 
love on eartb, the evidence of which can not be de
nied except by those who prefer to ignore the evi-

“There seemed no reme iy except that of moving 
the church, and a majority of the unwisely conserv
ative cobgregation could not be induced to sanction 
such a move. The association of the place, they 
said, were too tender to be broken away from, and 
so the church staid. Well, the attendance continued 
to grow smaller and matters began to look still 
more gloomy for the church. Then the Pastor, the 
Bev. A. A. Armstrong, endeavored to persuade the 
conservative Elders. He wasn’t successful; they re
fused to move. ‘Finally,’ the -minister told us. ‘I 
Just kneeled down and prayed. I knew that the 
only way we could get that church site moved was' 
through the burning of the old edifice, and I just 
kneeled down and prayed God that He would destroy 
our church by fire.’

“The Pastor’s prayer was answered,’and a few 
nights afterward the church edifice was discovered 
to be on fire. It had soon burned to the ground, 
and when the meeting was held to decide about re

ading, those who favored a change of site were 
«aful. $5,000 was raised with which to begin 

ric, and a handsome new church, in a place 
mt to the widely spread congregation, was 

Special services were held, the membership 
^creased, the church grew in wealth and ex

led its work, and the Pastor never bad cause to 
>gret that his prayer had been answered.”—N. Y. 

Times.
A Remarkable Dream.

To the Editor of the Reliaio-PhilosoDhl'cal Journal-.
In January, 1847, I was living in Boston, Mass. 

The house was owned bv Dr. Parkman, afterwards 
murdered by Dr. John White Webster. I had a sis
ter living on Billerica St., two or three blocks dis
tant. We were both married, and my sister was 
looking for her first confinement. I certainly had 
not been so worried or anxious about her, as to 
cause what, to me, was a very strange coincidence.

We bad a basement room with a fireplace so large 
that our Cooking stove set entirely in it. This room 
we used for kitchen and dining room. The stair
way, led from this basement into the front hall. 
There was a door at the foot ot the stairs; our sleep
ing room was in the third story. It had been our 
habit to light a fire there early, my husband doing 
it Then he would go down into the basement and 
build the fire there, I following to prepare breakfast 
as soon as I had dressed myself. I had never built 
a fire in the cook stove in the morning. Well, I 
dreamed it was morning, and that I had gone down 
stairs and was near my stove, in front of it, and that 
I heard some one coming down the stairs with a 
heavy step. Turning my head, there stood in the 
doorway my sister’s husband, and he told me that 
she had just been confined, and wanted me imme
diately. I awoke my hueband and told him my 
dream. On discovering that it was morning, and 
very late, we forgot the dream in our hurry, and I 
told my husband I would run down to the kitchen 
and make the fire while he was dressing, and gain a 
little time thereby. I went down without any thought 
of my dream, and was starting the fire when I heard 
heavy steps on the stairs. I turned my head just as 
I dreamful, and there in the doorway stood my 
brother-in-law, who said, “Nannie has been confined 
and wants you to come immediately.” If my dream 
had been photographed, there would not have been 
a shadow of difference; the two would have made 
perfect twiu pictures.

Topeka,Kansas. Mrs. E. Chase.
Prophetic Visions.

I\> the Editor of the Religio-PbiluSODhlcal Journal:
One day in the spring of 1861 I sat with a lady 

friend conversing pleasantly, when I saw on my 
left knee a pile of bank notes; the top one was a 
three dollar bill. I saw it distinctly, and so told my 
friend; she could not see it. It quickly disappeared, 
and we speculated over the matter a little and soon 
forgot it. This happened in the forenoon. In the 
afternoon ot the same day a man came in unexpect
edly and paid me rent-money. He was not in the 
habit ot paying at stated times. After he had gone 
I took a bank-note Detector to examine the bills, to 
see it they were all good. I laid them in a pile on 
the left of my lap, and with the Detector in the right 
hand, proceeded. A three dollar bill lay on the top, 
and I instantly recalled the vision of the forenoon, 
and drew my friend’s attention to the situation.

At another time I saw two twenty dollar bills in 
the air. I was sure some one would pay me money. 
I could think of no fine unless it was my mother, 
who owed me that much, or more, and was to pay 
it when she pleased. I thought she would send it 

\ in a letter, but days passed and no letter or money 
eame. I felt puzzled, for I could not remember any 
mistakes in these experiences. It might have been 
a week after the vision, when my two children came 
tn on the stage. They had been staying at my 
mo'ther’s, and I had not expected them home. The 
girl was eleven years old, and somewhat careless. 
She had been home three days, and we had seem
ingly talked over everything about grandma’s affairs 
when she spoke up loudly and quickly, saying, “Ob! 
ma, I forgot to tell you; grandma sent you some 
money, and it is sewed up in the bosom of my dress.” 
We got her traveling dress and found the money, 
just two notes of the amount I had seen.

K. E. Alexander.
Psychometry aud Prof. Buchanan.

To the Editor ot the Religlo-PbllosoDhlcal Journal:
I am eorry that Prof. Buchanan’s Journal of Man 

should give a death blow as to placing much re
liance on Psychometric character reading. In bis 
summary of the characters of the rival nominees. 
Republican and Democrat, Messrs Harrison and 

^'■''-Morton in intellect were rated quite low. He was 
also firm in his assertion that the Democratic party 
was'eure to win. See his Journal of that date. In. 
his fesue November 1, be predicted Mr. Blaine’s 
disreputable sDaeches were fast tending to verify 
this result. Will some good friend be. so kind as to 
send a small-sized gimblet to the Doctor in order to 

i work himself through this dilemma? The Doctor, I 
am afraid, is\too positive in his assertions, when'he 

! says all Psychometric readings are sustained by the 
result Old Spiritualist as I am, l am not over cred
ulous, and it is this critical feeling that attaches me 
to your journal. Who knows how much money has- 
been lost in bats through bis positive assertions? as 
there are as jmany fools among Spiritualists as other 
people. I David Bruce.

Brooklyn jLong Island.

Death hy Electricity—The New Law 
ot New York.

The new law of the State of New York, order
ing death by electricity as the punishment for capi
tal offenses, went into effect January let. So radi
cal a change in the administration of the ultimate 
penalty will probably give rise to delays in the ad
ministration of justice. Certain clauses in the con
stitution will afford the counsel of criminals oh trial 
for murder a pretext for holding the law unconsti
tutional.

Assuming the constitutionality of the law to be 
perfect and proved, are the sheriffs and prison of
ficials of the State prepared to inflict the punish
ment? The very crudenesB of hanging brought it 
within the scope of the commonest type of exe
cutioner. But the new method deals with one of 
the most refined and least understood sciences. Ex
periments have already been made upon dogs 
and other animals. A wide variation in personal 
coefficients of resistance and susceptibility to the 
current has been found to exist in them. The con
dition of the skin is the predominating cause of the 
first variation. A man whose body is warm from 
exercise and who has a strong perspiratory action 
will be of lower resistance than when the skin is 
dry. Again, the effect of the current will vary ac
cording to the nervous condition of the subject. 
This is an element which cannot be included in 
experiments on the lower animals. A criminal, led 
to execution may be in a state of nervous tension 
that will very seriously modify the operation of 
electricshock. A perfect and certain method for 
the electrical slaying of human beings has not yet 
been evolved.

Every prison where the law is carried out must 
be supplied with the most perfect electrical plant. 
Every connection must be of the best, and all must 
be kept in perfect order. The effects of disuse, the 
hardest of all deteriorating causes to combat in their 
influences upon machinery, muBt be guarded against. 
All this apparatus may stand idle from year to year, 
only to be used on the fare occasion of an execu
tion.

To apply and run the apparatus and to inspect 
every detail, a skilled electrician will be required. 
The voltage must be accurately determined, the 
number of alternations of current per second must 
be known, if the alternating current is to be used, and 
the resistance of the person to be killed should be 
determined. There should be no chance of a failure, 
and all must be definite and known. It remains to 
be seen whether a competent person will under
take a duty to which some measure of odium will 
inevitably attach.

The successor of the present hangman can be de
pended onto make the fatal contact, but that is all. 
The electrodes must be attached to the person by or 
directly under the superintendence of the electrician. 
The struggles of the prisoner, by disturbing the po
sition of the electrodes, may bring about the most 
deplorable results. As it is now, far too many ex
ecutions by hanging fail in the end o' quickly kill
ing with little suffering. But where the vastly 
more complicated mechanism of an electric plant 
is depended on, the possibilities of a failure are 
largely multiplied.

Death has been administered to dogs by suffoca
tion in coal gas with perfect success. This death, 
as far as can be known, is absolutely painless. The 
writer has several times been rendered totally in
sensible by inhaling gas, and can testify to the ef
ficacy of the anaesthesia produced. Under its in
fluence a perfectly quiet relapse into uncopscious- 
ness insues, the last memory of eventB being clear 
and unclouded. Some such method of inflicting 
the death penalty would seem far in advance of the 
electric process. There would be a quick and painless 
unconsciousness, and the exposure could be so long 
as to insure a fatal result. It could be applied In an 
ordinary cell, with no special apparatus, and could 
even be applied to the criminal while Bleeping. It 
would, above all, be infallible and certain, and 
would not mar or deface the body. The latter is 
always liable to happen with electricity.

But the law has been passed and no provision haB 
been made to carry it out. Apparatus is not pro
vided, no competent specialists have been appointed 
to superintend its administration, and in the pres
ent state of affairs the present law appears to 
amount to little more/: than the indefinite suspen
sion of the death peialty for murder.—Scientific American.

For the Beltgio-Phllosophlcal Journal. 
RE-UNION.

"Mother, Home, Heaven.”
CATHERINE F. STEBBINS.

Home begins here, except as all life and benefi
cent influences are fed by well-springs from the 
Fountain of Life, the world of cause. How fort
unate is the man or woman who can look back 
with delight to the home which made bis world in 
childhood; and to the loving tenderness of mother 
and father in the blossoming time of youth, when 
so much of beauty in nature and life fills the 
growing years, under spring and summer suns: a 
world of bloom, grace and love; of breathing and 
inbreathing life in sense and spirit; of opening 
thought and contemplation! When we know of 
those deprived of these precious affections and con
ditions, tears stir our hearts, and an all-inclusive 
sisterhood and brotherhood entreats us.

The Infinite Love, our great inheritance, never 
leaves us. We are sustained by it to the close of , 
this changing scene.

A cousin whose being was full of melody, hope 
and love, was called at twenty-one years to leave the 
life so dear to a young heart. Her mother'had 1 
been gone several yeare. One evening after months1 
of weariness and conflict of a strong will, she con
sented to have her bed brought down to the parlor 
(for weeks she bad been carried in arms up and 
down the stairway). She bad been unwilling to 
lie down even on a coucb, in the daytime; but this 
weariest night, she went to her bed early, and it was 
not long past twelve, before she looked upwaid and 
spoke the sacred name, “Mother!” Her earthly life 
was then exchanged for the heavenly love.

A precious sister, the wife of a very dear brother, 
was never well after their little son was three weeks 
old. Her husband and baby were dear to her as it 
is possible for these relationships to. be, and it was 
hard for her to feel that she was fading away out 
this cherished life, so full of bright outlooks and op
portunities. Very patient, she would sit in the 
easy chair or lie on the couch after being brought 
in the arms of her faithful husband to the parlor. The 
baby seemed well for eight months, and then, after a 
short week’s illnesB, he passed away. The mother 
had not talked freely to her husband until she saw 
this sweet baby slipping from their arms; then she 
told him she was reconciled to go, and said: “Thee 
knows I have been able to care: for my precious 
boy but a very short time; hereafter I can be de
voted to his care.” It was but three days after that 
we Btood around her and saw her face irradiated. 
On three sides of the bed we stood. As Bbe swept 
her vision around, and then extending her arms, she 
looked upward, calling, “Jane, Jane, Jane, come and 
release me!” Brother sitting near re-clasped her 
hands when she dropped them, and asked, “Is it 
cousin Jane?” “No,” she replied, “it’s my dear 
friend Jane.” When he asked if little Willie was 
with her she said: “I do not see them, but I know 
they’re coming.” Although this was the reply, it 
seemed to us a real vision, and may have been at 
the first moment of intercession. The radiant 
smile did not leave the sweet face. At any rate, a 
consciousness of their coming was as satisfying to 
us as If she had said she saw them. Her mother 
was still on the earth.

A year or two before, an old citizen approached 
his end. The wife of bis youth was gone. They 
bad children, and some were around him. At the 
last he lifted his eyes towards the heavens, and said, 
“Oh! mother, mother.” > He had called his dear com
panion, as many do, and his children believed she 
had come at the sunset hour to meet him.

* “The fairest word on earth that’s heard,
On human lips the sweetest word,
.Is mother.” '

“Our Father and our Mother,” prayed the Saintly 
Parker.

♦Queen of Roumanla

Ella Wheeler Wilcox aud Hind Cure.

Ella Wheeler Wilcox has been giving her views 
on mind cure to the readers of the Capital-Com
monwealth. Here is a part of what she says:

“I was one of a class of over a hundred women 
laBt fall to listen to the teachings of this spirit or 
mind doctrine. The lectures taught a higher ideal 
of God, a more beautiful conception ot future life, 
a broader and more practical method of doing good 
in this life, than I ever heard from any church pul
pit. We were told that good was greater than evil; 
that spirit ruled matter, and that it could cure all 
forms of trouble, sickness or sorrow in the world. 
We were made to think more deeply, listen more 
earnestly, and strive more ardently in the direction 
of spirit than ever before in our lives. Now few, if 
any of us have carried out or proved the truth of all 
those remarkable statements heard at those lectures. 
We have not accomplished the miracles which we 
were told that we could and would accomplish. I 
will admit for the sake ot argument, that no one of 
that number has fulfilled the promise of the lecture 
room in visible results to the world. But now be
fore you ridicule us for our wasted time and money, 
and our perverted faith, let us see what benefit may 
come to the world in time as the direct result of 
that lecture room. It is always safe to judge the 
future from the past.

When I was a small girl I recollect being chided 
and laughed at for expressing timidity in passing 
through a lonely wooded way. I was assumed that 
no one ever harmed good little girls, and that I was 
safe to go about anywhere alone. To-day no girl— 
child or woman, is safe, to walk alone in any part 
of this civilized land, and onr daily paperfa teem 
with horrible outrages and Bickening murders of in
offensive maidens.

Some thoughtful mind has suggested that this 
wave of crime had its source in the late war of the 
rebellion. During four years while it raged, and 
for fully ten years afterward, the minds of the par
ents of the present generation were filled with re
vengeful and murderous emotions. While fathers 
fought amid scenes of blood, mothers read and re
read, discussed and listened to the tales of carnage. 
Unborn children received the impress of those violent 
feelings, and growing children were poisoned with 
the same emotions.

The children born during those fourteen years 
are now the men and women and the growing 
youthB of the land. They received before they saw 
the light the impress of the murderer. They need 
only atrivial misunderstanding or a fit of melancholy, 
to develop the propensity to kill somebody.

I predict for the world twenty-five and forty 
years from now a generation of spiritual minded, 
God loving miracle-working men and women.

There are hundreds of classes forming all over the 
land where the soul-creed is being taught and 
listened to. From having been myself a listener in 
one of the classes, I am prepared to speak with au
thority. I watched carefully the effect of those 
lectures on the hundred women in my class. There 
was not one who did not go forth with greater pa
tience to meet the daily ills of life, greater courage 
and hope to overcome peril, greater reverence to
ward God, and charity toward man. It promised 
for this life what the churches promise only condi
tionally for the next, and it lifted them out of de
spondency and worry, by impressing upon their 
minds that “God” means “good,” and that their 
own thoughts created the atmosphere in which 
they dwelt; ^jo evil can come into lives as the will 
of God, but by worry, anxiety, the gloom, we can 
create evil; every thought is a live creature bearing 
on its wings health or poison to oureelves or others, 
and the thoughts of love and noble aims will drive 
away all trouble and sorrow. These are some of 
the ideas taught by that new school—ideas which 
every man ought surely to welcome into his house
hold. The woman who believes in this creed, and 
hopes to live by it, is incapable of gossip, envy, or 
jealousy. Why should any man object to the creed 
that necessitates the eradication of such evils from 
his family?

You tell me than somebody has been made insane 
by thinking too much of this new creed?

I tell you that I knew a woman who was made 
insane for twenty long years, and finally committed 
suicide, by too literal belief in the orthodox Christ
ian creed of natural depravity. I have known 
scores of people made insane by belief in hell-fire. 
Only the weakest mind could fail under the teach
ings of mental or Christian science, for its creed 
is full of health, strength, hope, and peace. I have 
seen despairing, gloomy, and foggy-minded church
goers transformed into hopeful, happy and clear- 
minded Citizens by listening to the new creed.

‘ This creed, as I heard it taught, made each woman 
feel, not that she was a miserable sinner, prone of 
error, but that she was a disciple of Christ and 
able to work miracles.

Now you will tell me that we do not work these 
miracles, and I tell you to wait. Blessings as well 
as curses descend to the third and fourth generation. 
From the thousands of women all over the land 
who have listened to these theories, hundreds of 
children shall be born. They shall beair the 
powerful imprint of their mothers’thoughts as 
surely as the children born during the war bear 
it. They shall be able to give the world proofs 
that their mothers’ theories were true.

It these women continue in the state of mind 
which filled them then, their children, born under 
these spiritual conditions, ought 
of clear seeing; that sixth sense 
ing in mankind to-day, in them 
tablisbed beyond the doubt of 
sneer of.the ignorant.

to possess the gift 
so rapidly develop- 
it shall be fully es- 
the cynic or the

Love,
ro the Editor or the RelUrlo-PhUosoDhlcai Journal:

I send you the following extract from a letter 
written by my daughter some time ago to dear 
friends in Minnesota: O. A. S.

Dear Friends:—I feel somehow that you are 
thirsting for intellectual and spiritual communion 
with congenial ones, both in and out of the flesh, 
longing for more light as you near the journey’s 
end; longing for tbe glory-gates to swing ajar and 
grant you glimpses of the bright beyond. This is 
one of life’s many meanings. Love is the leveler, the 
inspirer, unending as time, as capable of growth as 
tbe soul it fills, and inseparable from it. Love is 
good, being capable only of good. ' Love forgets it
self in service, and when self is not forgotten in 
service, let that heart know that it knows not love.

Love is the enchanter, whose jeweled wand 
makes us immortal, and who spins tbe broadening 
web of life, till her folds embrace the all. Love alone 
is the Savior of mankind. Every bursting color in 
the flower, every crystal sweetness in its bosom, 
every juice that courses through its stalk from the 
moist earth, whispers “I am Love!” Every*fold  of 
radiance in the sunset cloud, every shimmer jn the 
morning mist, pays. “I am Love.” Every-blade 
that greenly lobes tbe rolling earth proclaims, “I 
am Love.” Every luscious fruit that delights our 
taste repeats the story. Every mother bird queen
ing above the nestling brood pours forth the glor
ious anthem. Every change in tbe various pro
cesses of life proclaims, “I am LoveV The far stars 
wheeling in vast neverending orbits are. singing 
tbe same BOFg in perpetual harmony.

Ob! that in dark night of sorrow we could bear 
the still small voice ever whispering, “I am Love,” 
for there is meaning in everything, and yriien we 
have learned this fact, misfortune will have, lost its 
power, sorrow will be recognized as a ble8sing, and 
pain will be but a tender parent’s voice calling us to 
obedience. They whose hearts are overflowing 
with Love, “The Christ Love,” patient, pure, com
passionate, helpful, tender, have nothing to fear, 
for such Love can only abide when there is perfect 
faith, perfect confidence in the supreme good, in 
the supreme wisdom, the All-Infilling, ever pres
ent Love. They who love most are nearest God, 
for such a soul is in harmony with Nature, with 
God, with all which is Love. If there be dearth of 
Love in the heart, look net for wisdom in the head. 
They who love purest are the wisest They who 
love most compassionately are most powerful, for 
Love is a positive force, flowing outward from the 
never-failing fountain of the soul, a radiating pho
tosphere, blending into harmony the incongruous ele
ments that come within its radius. I

Every thought, every feeling, throws out its little 
ray that strikes somewhere, and writes its his
tory. We are generators not of physical heat alone 
but of spirit light whose hues and powers depend 
upon the kind of life we put in them. They are 
little arrows from the quiver of our individual lives, 
sent speeding outward and onward forever. Ob! 
who dares limit the circle of o ir influence?’

How important it is then that only that which is 
pure, sweet, holy and harmonious should purl up 
from our lives, to aid the growth of those about 
ns. Sweet peace abides alone with those whbse 
hearts are filled with love. Minta R. Warner.

HE IS HIS OWN CALENDA».

One of the Most Remarkable Freaks 
of Nature on Record.

Twenty-eight years ago when Mrs. Sarah Rother- 
mal gave birth to a son there was a mark upon the 
back part of the infant’s head just below and to the 
right of the base of the brain. The parents were 
not superstitious, and not a great deal of attention 
was then paid ito the defect in the child’s head. 
To-day he is widely known, and tbe birthmark 
upon James B. Bothermal is the most remarkable 
freak in nature yet beard of in this section of the 
country. Ik;

‘The man is aj'carpenter by trade and lives in 
Springhill Township, close to where the Cheat River 
empties into the Monongahela, Pa. He is more than 
ordinarily intelligent. Mr. Rothermal’s birthmark, 
is not of the common kind, its transformation with 
the changing of the moon makes it particularly pe
culiar. It is naturally crescent in shape and bluish 
in color. As the moon is turning the first quarter 
the mark becomes a reddish hue, and the swelling 
of the flesh below it, extending diagonally across the 
neck to the (tight shoulder, is perceptible. The 
mark becomes redder as the moon grows older, and 
the flesh swells correspondingly. When the moon 
is full the crescent is of a bright red, and the flesh 
assumes a horne-like roll over two inches in thickness 
at the largest part, gradually tapering to a point on 
the shoulder.

As the birthmark grows larger as the moon be
comes full so It decreases in size as the moon wanes, 
and when the moon is quite dark there is nothing to 
be seen but the bluish, crescent-shaped mark. Sing
ular as it may appear, these changes have come 
regularly ever since the man was born. Mr. Rother- 
mal suffers no inconvenience by the enlargement of 
the neck, nor does he endure much pain. He needs 
no almanac to tell the changes in the moon, simply 
placing bis hand on the mark to tell its condition. 
While going to school the scholars • and teacher 
often observed the changes in the birthmark, and 
wondered at the remarkable regularity with which 
they occurred. There are many theories discussed 
by Mr. Rothermal’s acquaintances as to the the re
lation of the moon to animal Ilf e, but none has 
been advanced which is satisfactory to every one. 
All agree, however, that tbe freak can go on record 
as the strangest thus far observed.—N. Y. Times.

The Pope and Caesar.

The recent address of the Pope of the Sacred 
College, in which he assailed the Italian Government 
and people with so much bitterness because of their 
refusal to invest him with political power, has 
created great excitement in Rome. A dispatch from 
that city says: ~ ~ i

Tbe Liberals are highly indignant at the Pope’s 
denunciation of the Chambers. They declare the 
speech one of the bitterest that have - been uttered 
from the Papal chair for years; that the purpose 
is to array all the Christians in the world against 
Italy, and to urge that the only course for the 
Government and Parliament to pursue is to meet 
this attack upon its independence with measures of 
increased stringency against the clergy.

The fear of the liberals as expressed in this dis
patch is based upon a groundless apprehension. What 
nation, in Europe is likely to make war upon Italy 
because she refuses to give a portion of her territory 
and power to the Pope? England certainly would 
not. There are some ultramontanes in Ireland, but 
not enough to influence public opinion in Great 
Britain. England’s strength, on the other hand, 
would more likely be lent to Italy in defence. In 
France every man who upholds the Republic would 
oppose the Papal political pretention. Only the 
Bourbons and Bonapartists would favor it The day 
France should undertake to seize the Capital of 
Italy to bestow it on tbe Pope to rule politically 
would end her republican form of government. 
Germany is a Protestant Power. She would not lift 
a finger in defense of the Papal pretensions, but 
rather against them. Italy is her political ally, for 
whom she would fight. The old Pope can’t grab 
Rome, because both Rome and Italy would resist 
the attempt. What Power would undertake the job 
for him? Russia would never attack Italy. She 
has no Pope nor does she want one. What Powers 
are left? Spain and Austria. Spain is a worn-out, 
impotent nation aind could do nothing if she would. 
Austria has never shown any desire to have the Pope 
invested with temporal power. Her people are 
Teutons and Slavs. Tbe latter belong mostly to the 
Greek Church. Protestant element is considerable 
in Austria, and the ultramontane element is not 
strong enongh to induce Austria to go to war for 
such an inBane purpose. The bare statement showB 
the absurdity of the apprehension. Caesar and his 
rights will not be endangered by St. Peter’s follow
ers unless tbe progress of tbe world can be reversed 
and by soine process of devolution mankind can be 
put back into tbe ignorance and darkness of tbe 
Middle Ages.—Chicago Tribune.

DEATH.

Sir Lyon Playfair Contributes Some 
Interesting Illustrations on the Sub
ject.

Sir Lyon Playfair has written to Junius Henri 
Brown the following letter ini regard to the latter’s 
paper in the Forum for October on the “Dread of 
Death.”

Dear Sir:—I have read your article on death 
with much interest. This subject has often occu
pied my mind, and I have been led to the same con
clusions. Having represented a large medical con
stituency (the University of Edinburgh) for seven
teen years as a member of Parliament, I naturally 

me in contact with the most eminent medical 
men ot England. I have put the question to most 
of them, “Did you, in your extensive practice, ever 
know a patient who was afraid to die? With two 
exceptions they answered “No.” One of these ex
ceptions was Sir Benjamin Brodie, who said he had 
seen one case. The other was Sir Robert Cbristison, 
who also had seen one case, that of a young girl of 
bad character who had a sudden accident.

I have known three friends who were partially 
devoured by wild beasts under apparent hopeless 
circumstances of escape. Tte first was Livingstone, 
the great African traveler, who was knocked on bis 
back by a lion, which began to munch his arm. He 
assured me that he felt no fear or pain, and that his 
only feeling was one of intense curiosity as to 
which part of his body the lion would take next. 
The next was Rustem Pasha, now Turkish ambassa
dor in London. A bear attacked him, and tore off 
part of his hand and part of his arm and shoulder. 
He also assured me that he had neither a sense of 
pain nor of fear, but that he felt excessively angry 
because the bear grunted with so much sat
isfaction in munching him. The third case is that 
of Sir Edward Bradford, an Indian officer now oc
cupying a high position in the Indian Office. He 
waB seized in a solitary place by a tiger, which held 
him firmly behind his shoulders with one paw and 
then deliberately devoured the whole of hiB arm, 
beginning at the ead and ending at the shoulder. 
He was positive that he had no sensation of fear, 
and thinks that he felt a litttle pain when the fangs 
went through his hand, but is certain that he felt 
none during the munching of his arm.

I was lea to the same conclusions as yourself 
when I attended the hospital as a medical Btudent, 
and I thought you might like some confirmation of 
the views described in your interesting article 
the Forum. '

in

An Excellent Proposition.
- the Editor of the Rellalo-PhUosonblcai Journal-
As we have a flourishing Spiritualist society on the 

eastern side of Lake Michigan, opposite Chicago, it 
has occurred to me that Spiritualists from both sides 
of the lake might be mutually benefited by uniting 
and buying a site fur holding a permanent camp
meeting near the lake, where people, so affected, will 
be exempt from hay fever. In addition to present 
facilities for reaching St. Joseph and Benton Har
bor, in the spring of ’89 a steamer is to be put on 
the line with dimensions capable of carrying one 
thousand passengers, so that people may leave Chi
cage Saturday evening and be at camp all day Sun
day, and back to Chicago Monday morning. As the 
winter affords an opportune time to make prepara
tions for such a meeting, I would suggest that a 
committee of representative Spiritualists from Chi
cago be chosen to meet an equal number from the
S. W. Michigan Spiritualist Association, and see if a 
suitable place can be procured for permanent yearly 
meetings. We may as well hold such meeting near 
home as to travel a thousand miles east. Let us 
have an expression.

Rlveraide, Micb.
D. Boynton.

Notes and Extracts on Miscellaneous 
Subjects.

A Grand Rapids (Mich.) reporter has sued the 
editor of a rival sheet for ridiculing his work, and 
thus doing him injury.

In France juggling is taught for the benefit of the 
health. It brings the muscles of the arms and chest 
and back into play.

■ An English syndicate with a capital of $20,000- 
000 is said to be making arrangements for an 
extensive mining operation in Jasper County, Mis
souri.

That Rockland, Me., schoolma’am has paid her 
election bet by selling peanuts in the Postoffice 
all day, and made $37.00, which was given to a local 
charity.

_ At MaidBtone, England, as proved by investiga
tion, 109 electors accepted a pound apiece to vote 
for a candidate and then cast their ballots for the 
opposition.

M. Tisseraud, of the Paris Observatory, has re
ported to the Academy of Science that Neptune has 
a satellite which moves in direct contradiction to the 
revolutions of all the other planets, and that before 
many ages it will drive our whole system after it 
into space.

About a month ago Paul Barabon and his wife 
were forced to become inmates of the Hartford Alms
house. They have very recently received notice of a 
legacy of $20,000 from an uncle in the old country, 
and money enough to carry them over the Bea came 
with the notice. «

Rev. Dr. Mark Traf ton still treasures the manu
script of the sermon that he preached in the Chestnut 
Street M. E. Church of Portland, Me., on the death of 
President Harrison, on April 11, 1841. He says that 
when, he began his discourse half a dozen old 
Methodist Democrats got up and started out ot the 
house.’

A new gold mining excitement prevails in South
ern California and Arizona as the result of two Mex
icans bringing into Yuma a quantity of pure gold, 
which they said they had obtained in Southern Cat, 
about one hundred miles from Yuma. Every pos
sible conveyance is being fitted up to take miners to 
the diggings.

Arthur H. Rowe, of Gloucester, Mass., still a young ; 
man, has a notable reputation aB a life saver. He 
haB stopped sixty runaway teams and has done 
good work in a lifeboat crew. He was one of a 
crew that in' a terrible Bea went to the rescue of 
a wrecked vessel on Coffin’s Beach a few weeks 
ago and saved all on board, including a lady pas
senger. J üü

Ireland no longer sends the greatest number of 
emigrants to this country, being behind Scotland 
and England. During last September and Octo
ber the number of emigrants from these countries 
was three times the number from Ireland. During - 
the ten monthB of 1888 ending in Oct. there came 
237,814 English and Scotch emigrants, against 129,- 
779 from Ireland. The influx from Italy also bids 
fair to overshadow that from Ireland.

During the past month the ’ firemen of Quincy, 
Mass., have been greatly annoyed by the unnecessary 
ringing of the fire alarm bells at all hours of the 
night and day. It was plainly evident that the fire 
alarm system was out of order, but the fault was not 
discovered until a day or two ago, when the lineman 
found that the wire which enters a factory was in 
contact with the awning, and every time the wind 
moved the awning the electric circuit was broken, 
causing an alarm.

For some years there basi been held at Glasgow 
an annual prize competition among the blind in 
reading and writing by means of raised type. At 
the last exhibition the number of competitors was 
102—a larger number than ever before. The ages of 
competitors ranged from nine to seventy years. The 
first prize in general reading was won by an old 
woman who had been blind and deaf for thirty years. 
The prize in the beginners’ class was carried off by a 
man fifty-nine years old.

James Robinson lived alone in a cabin in Lincoln 
Gulch, Deer Lodge County, M. T., and was a con
firmed opium eater. The other day visitors to his 
cabin found bis skeleton on the floor. All the flesh 
had been eaten from the bones and the bands and 
bead severed from the body. On the table was some 
opium. It is likely that he took an overdose of the ■> 
drug, and was either killed thus, or, becoming stu
pid, lay in his cabin until mountain lions entered, 
killed him and devoured his flesh.

Mrs. Nancy Coleman reached Cincinnati last week 
after a walk of over 350 miles from her home on 
the Big Sandy River, in West Virginia. She had 
with her two children, one of whom is so young 
that she carried it the entire distance. She told 
the police a pitiful story to the effect that her hus
band deserted her for another woman, taking 
the children along. She followed him and recov
ering the little .ones, set out on foot for Cincinnati, 
hoping to procure work there, she was entirely out 
of money.

The London Hospital notes that it would be¡inter- 
esting to learn how many children whose parents 
are.comparatively rich are starved to death, not from 
underfeeding, but from unsuitable food. “In some 
cases it is all meat and no milk, and in others all milk 
and no meat, and in either case the child lacks some 
of the constituents of flesh, blood and bone. Many 
parents seem to think that sameness in food is iden
tical . with simplicity, and pride themselves on the 
virtue of a course of action which is nothing lesB 
than murderous.”

At Dr. Skitchley’s ostrich ranch, near Red Bluff, 
Cal., is a pen in which a hen ostrich is sitting on 
thirteen eggs. She covers the eggs nicely, and as 
she aits there, with her long neck and head laid at 
full length on the ground, lookB like a moBS-covered 
rock. Her husband keeps guard over her in very 
picturesque fashion, walking up and down the fence 
with stately tread, his rich, glossy plumage glistening 
in the sunlight, and his eyes flashing defiance. He 
looks ready to tackle anything, man or beast, that 
should disturb the privacy of his hbme.

Five tramps who entered the village of Burling
ton, Wis, on Christmas Day, begged money of the 
citizens and purchased tools generally used by 
burglars. The residents became suspicious and the 
village officers and merchants procured guns and 
watched at night for the supposed criminals. Not
withstanding the precautions taken, the fellows 
blew open two safes, securing $500 in notes and 
$500 in money. They also entered five residences 
in the heart of the village, and although the 
notes were found in a railroad yard, the thieves 
escaped.

Mr. Leary, of big raft fame, may console himself 
for the loss ot the great rafe that broke up off the 
New England coast with the knowledge that the 
logB are not floating in vain. They are still making 
their way eastward and southward in large numbers, 
and when sighted by vessels their exact position is 
noted and a memorandum sent to the Hydrographic 
Office in Washington. Already many of these re
ports have been received and compared, and the re
sult is a chart, that could not have been obtained in 
any other way, showing the courses of various ocean 
currents.

Since May 5,1883, the killing of deer on Cape God 
has been forbidden by law. under a heavy penalty, 
and the result is that the 50,000 acres of woodland 
between Sandwich, Falmouth and Plymouth are 
thronged with deer, now quite tame. When the law 
was not in force about two hundred deer were killed 
yearly. For over 200 years that region has been a 
favorite hunting ground. Among the relics in Pil
grim Hall, Plymouth, íb an old rifle, once owned by 
a famous hunter of Plymouth, and on the stock aré 
260 notches, each notch representing a deer slain by 
the Puritan Nimrod.

Ten months ago Annie Ozburn, now but two and 
a half years old, became ill, and, in spite of the best 
doctors of Atlanta, where she lived, grew worse and 
worse, until they said that she would surely die. But 
she didn’t; Bhe lived, and a month or two ago began 
to get better. A few days ago she Complained of a 
pain in her side, and her mother found that on the 
left side, juBt below the ribs and nndertheskin, was 
á hard substance. A doctor came, and, cutting down, 
brought out a needle nearly two inches long. It is 
supposed that Annie Bwallowed the needle and that 
it was the cause of her illness.

The Emperor ot China has presented his bride 
with two beautiful mirrors for her sitting-room; 
they are of massive foreign glass, over six feet long 
and five feet broad, set in rosewood, with frame nine 
feet high, with carved flowers in relief, and pedes
tals to fix them in, also beautifully adorned with 
foliage, animals^-and birds. Each mirror and each 
frame took eight men to carry it. The Controller 
of the Household has applied to the Keeper of the 
Palace Stud for about fifty ponies, richly capar- 
isoned, for presents to the bride and her parents.
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Maori Mediums

Maori mediums seem to be trained as we might 
fitly train our own, though not to the same ends:—

In New Zealand, before the advent of Christian
ity, the Maori mediums could evoke spirits, and 
through them Bee things at a distance, and even 
cause death. Besides the facts related by The 
Pakeha Maori (ch. ix. pp. 138-142), and by Sir 
George Grey in his Polynesian Mythology, 1885, 
allow me on the authority of Mr. John White, in his 
Ancient, History of the Maories, to show you how 
mediums were trained, and what they were thought 
to be able to perform. ‘There was formerly a magic 
school called WhareKura. This school was taught 
by priests called Tohungas, or magicians well versed 
in witchcraft. When it was built, the priests re
peated incantations, a dog, man, woman, child, or 
slave was killed, and some of the blood presented 
to Mua. A sacred fire was lighted. The priests se
lected twenty youths of the highest rank, and pro
ceeded with them to a stream, river, or lake where 
the youths went into the water. With a wiwi or 
toitoi stalk the priests dropped some water into the 
left ear of each youth; repeating incantations, and 
after many other ceremonies, the youths, for several 
months, were taught the formulae of incantation, 
and various means used to evoke spirits. They 
were taught how to bedim the eyes of their enemies, 

. how to procure death, bow to cure invalids, etc.......
When they had been fully instructed, they all went 
into the water and each candidate was washed with 
it, whilst incantations were repeated. The high: 
{»riest then asked: ‘Which of you has perfectly 
earned the ceremonies of incantations?’ ‘I have,’ 

one of the youths would reply. A captive was 
brought. The pupil bewitched him, and death at 
once insued. Some of the blood was offered to 
Mua; and the priest caused the body to be buried, 
or to be cut up and eaten. Such were the initia
tions of spirit mediums among the ancient Maoris.” 
—Rev. Father Le Menant des Chesnais, New Zea
land.

Tlie N. Y. Psychical Society.

To the Editor of the Rellglo-Phllosophical Journal
This society was organized Dec. 17th. It has 

hired a hall (prepared quarterly), Gautier’s Lodge 
Rooms, 510 Sixth Avenue, near 30th St. It meets 
every Tuesday evening, 8 o’clock. Its objects are:

1. Free exercise of media mistic gifts.
2. Intelligent discussion of psychic phenomena.
3. Better understanding of the laws and con

ditions affecting our present and future life.
4. Original and selected readings; experiences, 

and music.
5. Sociability and fraternity.
6. Such other objects or plans as it may adopt 

from time to time.
Reason and Harmony are its principal officers, al

lowing full but urbane expression of opinions and 
facts.

Its proceedings will be reported and published as 
subjects and phenomena may warrant. Mediums, 
investigators} speakers, musicians, scientists, and all 
others interested, are invited to attend and become 
members. Expense merely nominal.

With the elements already enlisted, and with the 
help of other wise counsel, it is believed this new
born infant will grow up, live long, and prosper.

764 Broadway. J. F. Snipes.

/

Mr. William Pease of Des Moines, la., comes to 
the front at this late day with the claim that he waB 
the original inventor of the telephone.

Jacob Bird was Bent to the Minnesota State prison 
ten yearB ago, convicted on circumstantial evidence 
of murder /xHis innocence has been clearly es
tablished, and he baa been pardoned by the Gover
nor. Bird is now 28 years old.

Sig. Blitz, tbe geDial old showman who a gener
ation ago delighted amusement-lovers with his feats 
of ventriloquism and legerdemain, bas become a 
hopeless imbecile through successive strokes of pa
ralysis, and will spend the remnant of bis darkened 
days in an asylum.

Webb C. Hayes, son of ex-President Hayes, and 
the Garfield boys, Harry A. and James R., are liv
ing pleasantly and quietly in Cleveland, O. The 
Garfield boys have formed a law partnership and 
are doing better than they expected. Webb Hayes, 
who is unmarried, is Secretary and Treasurer of 
tbe Naiional Carbon Company, and is a steady and 
substantial business-man.

A new dynamo with a capacity to run eight in
candescent lights has been invented by a Vermont 
electrician. It has some novel features, one being 
a slow cunent obviating all danger, while one 
light can be shut off without affecting the others 
on the same circuit.

Rheumatism originates in lactic acid in the blood, 
which setting in the joints causes the pains and 
aches of the disease. Hood’s Sarsaparilla cures 
rheumatism by neutralizing the acidity of the blood, 
and giving it richness and. vitality. Try Hood’s 
Sarsaparilla.

COASIMPTIOX CURED.
An old physician, retired from practice, having 

had placed in bis hands by an East India mission
ary the formula of a simple vegetable remedy 
for the speedy and permanent cure of Consumption, 
Bronchitis, Catarrh, Asthma and all throat and Lung 
Affections, also a positive and radical cure for Ner
vous Debility and all Nervous Complaints, after hav- 
ng tested its wonderful curative powt rs in thous
ands of cases, has felt it bis duty to make it known 
to his suffering fellows. Actuated by his motive 
and a desire to relieve human suffering, I will send 
free of charge, to all who desire it, this recipe, in 
German, French or English, with full directions for 
preparing and using. Sent by mail by addressing 
with stamp, naming this paper. W. A. Noyes, 149 
Power's Block, Rochester, N.Y.

Works Treating Upon tlie Spiritual 
Philosophy and the Spirit World. .

Book on Mediums; or Guido for Mediums and ln- 
vocatorB: containing the special instructions of the 
spiritBon the theory of all kinds of manifestations; 
the development of mediumship, and the means of 
communicating with the invisible world. By Allen 
Kardec. Also, The Spirits’ Book, by the same au
thor, containing tbe principles of spiritist doctrine 
on the immortality of tbe soul and the future life. 
Price, $1.60. each, postpaid.

Spirit Workers in the Home Circle. By Morell 
Theobald, F. C. A. An autobiographic narrative of 
psychic phenomena in family daily life extending 
over a period of twenty years, and told in a most 
delightful and interesting manner. Price, reduced 
from $2.40 to $1.50, postpaid.

The Spirit World, its inhabitants, nature and phi
losophy. By Eugene Crowell. Price, $1.00, postpaid

Identity of Primitive Christianity and Modern Spir
itualism, by the same author, Vol. II. The volumes 
of this work are independent of each other and 
since Vol. L is entirely out of print Vol. II iB 
selling at $1.20, postpaid.

The Scientific Basis of Spiritualism. By Epes 
Sargent As the title indicates thiB work is a scien
tific exposition of a stupendous subject and should 
be read by all Spiritualists and investigators. Price, 
$1.60, postpaid.

A new series of Mental Evolution, or the Process 
of Intellectual Development by the Spirit Prof. M. 
Faraday, late Chemist and Electrician in the Royal 
Institute, London. Price, 15 cents; for sale here.

PUBLISHER’S NOTICE

The Religio-Philosophical Journal will be 
sent to new subscribers, on trial, twelve weeks for 
fifty cents.

Subscribers in arrears are reminded that the year 
is drawing to a close, and that the publisher has 
trusted them in good faith. He now askB them to 
cancel their indebtedness and remit for a year in ad*  
vance.

Readers having friends whom they would like to 
see have a copy of the Journal, will be accommo
dated if they will forward a list of such names to 
this office. .

The date of expiration of the time paid for, is 
printed with every subscriber’s address. Let each 
subscriber examine and see how his account stands.

Back numbers of any particular date over four 
weeks old, 10 cents each.

Who advised lier pupils to strengthen 
their minds by the use of Ayer’s Sar
saparilla, appreciated the truth that 
bodily health is essential to mental 
vigor. For persons of delicate and feeble 
constitution, whether young or old, this 
medicine is remarkably beneficial. Be 
sure you get Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.

“ Every spring and fall I take a num
ber of bottles of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, and 
am greatly benefited.”—Mrs. James H. 
Eastman, Stoneham, Mass.

“I have taken Ayer’s Sarsaparilla 
with great benefit to my general health.” 
— Miss Tliirza L. Crerar, Palmyra, Md.

“ My daughter, twelve years of age, 
has suffered for the past year from

General Debility.
A few weeks since, we began to give 
her Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. Her health has 
greatly improved.” — Mrs. Harriet H. 
Battles, South Chelmsford, Mass.

“About a year ago I began using Ayer’s 
Sarsaparilla as a remedy for debility 
and neuralgia resulting from malarial 
exposure in the army. I was in a very 
baa condition, but six bottles of the Sar
saparilla, with occasional doses of Ayer’s 
Pills, have greatly improved my health. 
I am now able to work, and feel that I 
cannot say too much for your excellent 
remedies.” — F.j A. Pinkham, South 
Moluncus, Me.

“My daughter, sixteen years old, is 
using Ayer’s Sarsaparilla with good ef- 

; feet.”—Rev. S. J. Graham, United. 
Brethren Church, Buckhannon,W.Va.

“ I suffered from

Nervous Prostration,
with lame back and headache, and have 
been much benefited by the use of Ayer’s 
Sarsaparilla. I am now 80 years of age, 
and am satisfied that my present health 
and prolonged life are due to the use of 
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.” — Lucy Moffitt, 
Killingly, Conn.

Mrs. Ann H. Farnsworth, a lady 79 
years old, So. Woodstock, Vt., writes : 
“After several weeks’ suffering from 
nervous prostration, I procured a bottle 
of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, and before I 
had taken half of it my usual health 
returned.”

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
PREPARED BY

Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Price $1; six bottles, $5.~ Wortb $5 a bottle.

— ------------------ . ---------------------• i
fib A AHONTB. AgentsWanted. 90bestsell-

■ ing articles in the world. 1 sample Free 
Un W Address JAY BRONSON. Detroit. Mich

I
i ■

A SOLID A PER CENT
per annum flrstmort gages on productive
Real Estate. Loans approved by Tacoma
National Bank. best of References
East and West. Correspondence solicited. Address 
ALLEY C. SIASOX, Tacoma, Wa.«h. Ter

F. H. Hagherty. Pres’t. J, A, Paulhamus, Sec’y.

KEYSTONE MORTGAGE CO.
DAKOTA.ABERDE I’JJN,

Eastern Office—Keystone Bank Building, 1328 Chest
nut St., Philadelphia. Rev. Orr Lawson, V-Pr. & Mgr.

CAPITAL - j $250.000
7 per cent.. Semi-Annual Farm 

Mortgages Guaranteed.
These mortgages are secured by the finest farms In the 

James River Valley, Dakota. We also allow six per cent, 
per annum on all money V left with us for six months or 
longer, and issue certificates of deposit for same Aber
deen. our Western headquarters, is now the leading city 
in Dakota. Railroads radiate t lu seven directions, and 
our more will be built inside of eighteen months We 

offer choice Investments iii Aberdeen city property and 
Dakota farm lands. Address us for full information.
-------------- ----------- ■■---------- --- j---- i----- ■.------------------------------- - 
WANTED—To BUY good unincumbered FARM In this sec

tion. Would exchange Paid up dividend-paying stock 
in prosperous business corporation. Business strictly cash, 
absolutely safe and a monopoly. Ten per cent dividend 
practically guaranteed. It has been and will pay much more 
than that. Give full particulais, or no attention given.

Address.
E.Y. LOOMIS. 

New York, N.Y.___ _;____ -___ i
WANTED—Active equal partner with $8,000 00 cash for 

safe national manufacturing business that has paid 
over $10,000.00 cash net profit in past six months. Have 

over 100 e fflees and stores. Plant worth over five times price 
asked for half. Must be first class bu-iness man and furn
ish unquestionable references, i Can make strictest investi
gation. Address S J. OWEN.

Station D. Ne w York: N. Y,

WANTED—Sell merchandl-e cositing $10.000.00 for $3,800 
Cash. Splendid opening for good business man who 

coiald devote services. Best of reasons for selling. Address 
STAPLE.

■. 2 Cooper Union. New York.
I —Manager by large manufacturing and 

wholesale book firm. Must give good 
references and be able to make cash de 
posit of $500 to $1.000 as part security 

L for. goods and money under his contra 
Salary, $1,500 to $1.800. ENEkGETIC.

abash Avenue, Chicago

It
UNACQUAINTED WITH THE GEOGRAPHY OF THE COUNTRY WIU. 
OBTAIN MUCH INFORMATION FROM A STUDY OF THIS MAP OF THE

MONT. B

WYOMING !

GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE 
(C., R. I. & P. and C., K. & N. R’ys.)

. West, Northwest and Southwest. It includes 
CHICAGO, JOLIET, ROCK ISLAND, HAVEN- 

• PORT, DES MOINES, COUNCIL BLUFFS, WA- 
. TERTOWN. SIOUX FALLS, MINNEAPOLIS.

ST. PAUL, ST. JOSEPH. ATCHISON, LEAVEN
WORTH. KANSAS CITY, TOPEKA,COLORADO 

, SPRINGS, DENVER, PUEBLO, and. hundreds Of 
' prosperous cities and towns—traversing vast areas 

of the richest farming lands in the west.
SOLID VESTIBULE EXPRESS TRAINS 
Leading all competitors: in splendor and luxury 
of accommodations (dally) between CHICAGO 
and COLORADO SPRINGS, DENVER and PU
EBLO. Similar magnificent VESTIBULE TRAIN 
service (-.oily) between CHICAGO and COUNCIL 
BLueeS (OMAHA), and between CHICAGO and 
KANSAS CITY. Modehi Day Coaches, elegant 
Dining Cars (serving delicious meals at moderate 

. prices), restful Reclining Chair Cars (seats FREE) 
: and Palace Sleeping Cars. The direct line to 
j NELSON, HORTONHTJTCHINSON, WICHITA, 
ABILENE, CALD WELL, and all points in South- 
;ern Nebraska, Kansas, Colorado, the Indian Ter- 
rltory and Texas. California Excursions daily. 
Choice of routes to the Pacific coast.

The Famous Albert Lea Route
Runs superbly equipped Express Trains, daily, 
between Chicago, St. Joseph, Atchisra, Leaven
worth, Kansas City, and Minneapolis and St 
PauL The popular tourist line to the scenic resorts 
and hunting and fishing grounds of the northwest 
Its Watertown and Siotxs Falls branch traverses 
the great “WHEAT AND DAIRY BELT” ol 

’ Northern Iowa, Southwestern Minnesota andE^st 
Central Dakota. > ’ !

The Short Line via Seneca and Kankakee offers 
facilities to travel to and from Indianapolis, Cin
cinnati and other Southern points.

For Tickets, Maps, Folders, or desired informa
tion, apply at any Coupon Ticket Office, or address 
E. ST. JOHN, E. A. HOLBROOK, 

GenT Manager. Genl Tkt & Pass. Agt
CHICAGO. ILL.

MASON & HAMLIN
The cabinet organ was introduced in its present 

form by Mason & Hamlin in 1861, Other makers 
followed in the manufacture of these instruments, 
but the Mason & Hamlin organs have always main
tained their supremacy as the best in the world.

Mason & Hamlin offer, as demonstration of the 
unequalled ex A |kl excellence of
their organs,sw Iw^>the fact that
at'all or the $22 TO 8900. " great World’s 
Exhibitions, since that of Paris, 1867, in competition 
with best makers of all countries, they have invari
ably taken the highest honors. One hundred styles 
from $22 to $900 or more. Illustrated catalogues free.

Mason & Hamlin do not hesitate to make the ex
traordinary claim for their pianos, that they are su
perior to all^)| A |k| XV ¿Jothers. They 
recognize the^^ IMIn ^X’Ohigh excell
ence achieved GBAND t WEIGHT by other lead
ing makers in the art of piano building, but still 
finin’ superiority. This they attribute solely to the 
remarkable improvement introduced by them in the 
year 1882, and now known as the “Mason & Hamlin 
Piano Stringer,” by the use of which Is secured the 
greatest possible purity and refinement of tone, to*  
gether with greatly increased capacity for standing

1 tune, and other important advantages.
A circular, containing testimonials from three hun

dred purchasers, musicians, and tuners, sent, to
gether with descriptive catalogue, to any applicant,

Pianos and organs sold for cash or easy payments; 
also rented.
MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN AND PIANO CO. 

BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO. 

INCIDENTS IN MY LIFE?
SECON D

We have In stock several hundred copies o) this work.
By D. B. HOME, the Medina. !

They are a job lot procured outside of the regular trade, 
and we intend to give our readers the benefit of our bargain.

DAXIEL DUNGEAS HOME,

te a name known throughout the world, and everythin per 
talning to his life and experiences as a medium possesses an 
interest of an unusual character. The book is a 12mo. bound 
In cloth, and containing 374 pages, printed on heavy paper 
The standard price at which it is listed and sold. Is $1.50.

We will close out the lot now in stock, to readers of this 
paper, for Fifty Cents Per Copy, Postage Free.

For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Philosophi 
cal Publishing House. Chicago.

THE WORKS
__ • Q J*  •__

DR. VV. F. EVANS.
I

The Influence of the Mind on the Body in 
Health or Disease, and the Mental 

ethod of Treatment.
THE PRIMITIVE MIND-CURE The Nature and Power of 

Faith; or, Elementary Lessons in Christian Philosophy 
and Transcendental Medicine.

This work te a complete exposition of the principles under 
lying tbe system of mental healing. It contains a full course 
of instruction In the philosophy and practice of the Mind- 
Cure. Extra cloth, 225 pp. Retail price, $1.50. Postage, 9 
cents extra.

THEaDlVINE LAW OF CURE. A Standard Work on the. 
Philosophy and Practice of the Mind Cure, a Reliable 
Text Book in all the Schools of Mental Healing.

No work has ever been written of more practical value to 
physicians of all schools. The book is the result of the exten 
sive learning and research of the author, and exhibits a fam 
iliarity with tte literature of the subject. It has been re 
ceived with universal favor by all who are seeking light on 
the subject on which it treats—the cure of disease ’n our
selves and others by mental. and spiritual agencies. Extra 
cloth, 302 pp. Retail price $1.50.

MENTAL MEDICINE: A Theoretical and Practical Treatise 
on Medical Psychology.

This book contains a full exposition of the nature and laws 
of Magnetism, »nd its application to the cure of disease. 
Extra cloth, 216 PP- Retail price. $1 25.

SOUL AND BODY; er, The Spiritual Science of Health and
Extra cloth, 147 PP. Retail price. $1.00.

All the above works of Dr. Evans are on the relation of 
Mind and Body, and the cure of disease in ourselves and 
others by the mental method, and are the only publications 
n the subject that commend themselves to men of science 
and to thinking people everywhere.

For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Philosophi- 
cal Publishing House, Chicago.

COMPLETE WORKS

$1
1
1
1

OF

WILLIAM DENTON,
THE GEOLOGIST.

Postage 7-per cent, extra. If sent by Express, charges pay
able on delivery.
Our Planet, Its Past and Future,.............................. .
Soul of Things; or Psychometric Researches and Dis

coveries. Vol. I.
“ . Vol. II.

“ “ “ Vol. ID.
What Was He? or Jesus In the Light ot the Nine

teenth Century. Cloth,
Paper, 

Radical Rhymes..................................................................
Radical Discourses.............................................................
Is Darwin Right, or the Origin of Man,.........................
Is Spiritualism True........................................ ........ .
Man’s True Savior...................... ........................................
The Deluge, in the Light of Modern Science,... .......
Be Thyself,..........................................................................
Serm"!i from Shakspeare’s Text,...................................
Common Sense Thoughts on the Bible..........................
Christianity no Finality, or Spiritualism Superior to

Christianity...........................................................
Orthodoxy False. Since Spiritualism is Jiue..............
Wha< :s Right......................................................................
Tlie < <:xt Proposed for Our National Constitution.......
The 1 reconcilable Records of Genesis and Geology, 

cloth, 
•• '• '■ paper cover,

Garrison in Heaven, a Dream,....................... .................

5C

2;
OC
25
50
00

1 
1
1
1
1

Ï10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10
10 
10 
10 
10
50
25 
10

$13 85
Th“ above works are written in a scientific, plain eloquent 

and convincing manner.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Philosophi- 

cal '.’ublishing House, Chicago.

ITS LAWS AND METHODS.
BY

JOSEPH RODES BUCHANAN, M. D„
Author of “System of Anthropology,” Editor of Buchanan’s 

Journal of Man, and Professor of Physiology and In
stitutes of Medicine in four Medical Colleges, 

successively from 1846 to 1881; Dis
coverer of Cerebral Impressibili

ty, and of the Sciences of 
Psychometry and 

Sarcognomy.
Governments, Churches and Colleges for many thousand 

years have striven in vain to conquer Crime, Disease 
and Misery—A New Method must therefore be 

adopted—If that Method can be found in this 
volume, does it not indicate a better future 

for Humanity ?

The Doctor says: “For more-than a third of a century the 
doctrines illustrated in this volume have been cherished by 
the author, when there were few to sympathize with him. To
day there are thousands by whom many of these ideas are 
cherished, who are ready to welcome their expression, and 
whose enthusiastic approbation justifies the hope that these 
great truths may ere long pervade the educational system of 
the English-speaking race, and extend their beneficent power 

• not only among European races, but among the Oriental na
tions, who are rousing from the torpor of ages. May I not 
hope that every philanthropist who realizes the importanceof 
the principles here presented will aid in their diffusion * 
circulating this volume?” by

. L 
n.

hl 
IV.
v. 

vl 
vn. 
m 

IX.
X. 

XL 
xn.

CONTENTS.
The Essential Elements of a Liberal Education. 
Moral Education.
Evolution of Genius. 
Ethical Culture.
Ethical Principles and Training.
Relation of Ethical to Religious Education. 
Relations of Ethical to Intellectual Education. 
Relations of Ethical to Practical Education. 
Sphere and Education cf Woman. 
Moral Education and Peace, 
rhe Educational Crisis.
Ventilation and Health. 
The Pantologlcal University.
The Management of Children--by Mrs. Elizabeth 

Thompson.
Cloth, $1.50, postage 10 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Philosophi- 

cal Publishing House. Chicago.

The respectable and sometimes excellent' translations of Bohn's Library have done 
for Literature what railroads, have done for internal intercourse.”—R. W. Emerson. !

THE BOHN LIBRARY BOOKS
— Thls series, which Js a very remarkable Illustration of the possibility of producing the most valuable 
books in excellent printiand In serviceable style at extremely low prices, now embraces over six hundred volume*  
of the best Uteràture In the English language. We keep all the books In stock, and below giv« a few nt tha 
most Important and some of the recent additions to the series.

• . __ ____

Boswell’s Life of Johnson
With the Tour in the Hebrides and Johnsonian», New 
edition, wltn Notes and Appendicles by the Rev. A. 
Napier, M. A. With frontispiece in each volume. 6 vols. 
Centenary edition. Nit, $6.00

Carv’s Dante?—"
The vision of Hill, Purgatory, and Paradise, of Dante 
Alighieri. W ith life of liante, Chronological Views of his 
Age, Additional Notes, an Index of Proper Names, and 
a Portrait. Net, $1.00

Coleridge (S. T.)
l. Aids to Reflection, and the Confessions of an Inquiring 

Spirit; to which are added the Essays on Faith ana the 
Ll. Book of Common Prayer. New edition, revised. Net $1.00

Evelyn’s Diary and Correspondence
With the Private Correspondence of Charles L and Sir 
Edwara Nicholas, and between Sir Edward Hyde (.after
wards Earl of Clarendon) and Sir Richard Browne, Ed
ited from the Original MSS at Wottc.n by W. Bray, FAR. 
4 vols, with coplcus Index, and 45 Engravings.

Net, $6.00
Goethe’s Correspondence with Zelter

With Extracts from these of Zelter to Goethe. Selected, 
Translated, and Annotated by A. D. Coleridge, M.A., late 
Fellow of King’s College, Cambridge. Net, $1.00

Goethe’s Works
12 vols. Net, 512,00

Goldsmith’s Works
A new edition, containing pieces hitherto uncollected 
and a Life of the Author, with notes from various sources 
by J, W. M. Gibbs. 5 vols. Net, $5.00

Guizot’s History of Civilization
From the Fall of the Roman Empire to the French Rev
olution. Translated by William Hazlitt. With Portraits 
of Guizot, Charlemagne (after Metesonier), and Louis 
IX. 3 vote, with Index Net, $3.00

Hauff’s Tales
The Caravan—The Sheik of Alexandria—The Inn in the 
Spessart. Translated from the German by S, Mendel.

j Net, $1.00

Heaton’s Concise History of Painting
By Mrs. Charles Heaton. New edition, revised by Cosmo 
Monkhouse. Net. $1.50

Hoffman’s (W.) Works
The Seraplon Brethren, Vol. I., containing Thirteen 
Tales. Translated from the German by Lt-Col. Alex. 
Ewing. Net, $1 00

Hugo’s (Victor) Dramatic Works’
Hemani—Buy Blas—The King’s Diversion. Translated 
by Mrs. Newton Crosland and F. L. Slous. Net, $1.00

Hugo’s Poem’s
Chiefly Lyrical, Translated by various writers, now first 
collected by -J. H. L. Williams. With Portrait. Net, $1.00

Lamartine’s History of the Girondists
Or Personal Memories of the Patriots of the French Rev
olution. from unpublished sources. Translated by H. T. 
Ryde, with Index and Portraits (after Raffet) of Robes
pierre, Madame Roland, and Charlotte Corday. 3 vols.

Net, $3.00

Memorials and Letters of Charles Lamb.
By Sergeant Talfourd. newedltion, thoroughly revised, 
vith many additional Letters, by W. Carew Hazlitt. 
2 vols. Net, $2.00

Lessing’s Dramatic Works
Complete. Edited by Ernest Bell, M.A., Trinity College, 
■Cambridge. With a short Memoir of Lessing by Helen 
Zimmern and a Portrait, 2 vote. Net, $2.00

Moliere’s Dramatic Works
A New Translation In English, by C. H. Wall, with a 
short Life and a Portrait. 3 vote. Net, $3.00

The Letters and Works of Lady Mary Wortley 
Montagu

Edited by her great-grandson, Lord Wharncliffe, with 
Additions and Corrections derived from Original Manu
scripts, Illustrative Notes and a Memoir by W. Moy 
Thomas, new edition, revised, with 5 Portraits. ’ 2 vote.

Net, $3.00
Pepys’ Diary and Correspondence

Deciphered by the Rev. J. Smith, M.A.. from the original 
Shorthand MS. iu the Pepystan Library, edited, with a 
short Life and Notes, by Richard Lord Braybrooke. 
4 vols., with Appendix containing additional Letters, an 
Index and 81 Engravings. , Net, $6.00

Ranke’s (L.) History of the Latin and Teu
tonic Nations 1494-1514

Translated by P. A. Ashworth, translator of Dr. Gneist’s 
“History of the English Constitution,” Net, $1.00

Reynolds’(Sir J.) Literary Works
With a Memoir, and Remarks on his Professional Char
acter. illustrative of his Principles and Practice, by H. 
W. Beecby. 2 vols. Net, $2.00

Schiller’s Works
6 vote.

Schlegel’s (F.)
Lectures on the Philosophy of Life and the Philosophy of 
Language. Translated by the Rev. A. J. W. Morrison, 
M.A., with Index. Net, $1.00

Schumann (Robert)
His Life and Works, by August Reissman. Translated 
from the third German edition by A, L. Alger.

Net, $1.00

Net, $6.00

Net, $2.00

Shakspeare’s Dramatic Art
The Historyand Character of Shakspeare’s Plays, by Dr. 
Hermann Ulrici. Translated from the third edition of 
the German, with additions and corrections by tbe Au
thor, by L, Dora Schmitz. Net, $2.00

Sismondi’s History of the Literature of the 
South of Europe

Translated, with Notes and Memoir, by Thomas Roscoe, 
with Index and Portraits of Sismondl and Dante. 2 vols.

Net, $2.00

Smith’s (Adam) Wealth of Nations
An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of, Reprinted 
from the sixth edition, with an introduction by Ernest 
Belfort Bax. 2 vols. “

Werner’s Tempters in Cyprus
Translated by E. A. M. Lewis.

Bax’s Manual of the History of Philosophy
For tbe use of students. By E. Belford Bax. Net, $1.00 

Hegel’s Lectures on the Philosophy of His
tory

Translated by J. Slbree, M.A, Net, $1.50

Schopenhauer’s. On the Fourfold Root of 
the Principle of Sufficient Reason

And on the WIU in Nature. Translated from the Ger
man. Net. $1.50

Spinoza’s Chief Works
Translated, with Introduction, by R. H. M. Elwes. 2 vols. 

Net, $3.00

Net, $1.00

Dyer’s (Dr. T. H.) Pompeii
Its Buildings and Antiquities. An Account of the City, 
with full Descriptions of the Remains and Recent Exca
vations, and also an Itinerary for visitors. With nearly 
300 Wood Engravings, a large Map, and a Plan of the 
Forum. Net, $2.25

Dyer’s (Dr. T. H.) The City of Rome
Its History and Monuments. New and cheaper Edition, 
revised, with IllustratioES. Net, $1.50

Petrarch’s Sonnets, Triumphs and other
Poems s

Translated for the first time completely into English 
Verse. By various Hands. With tbe Life of the Poet by 
Thomas Campbell. With Index Portrait of Petrarch, 
and Illustrated with 15 Steel Engravings. Net, $1.50

Prout’s (Father) Reliques
Collected and arranged by Rev. F. Mahony. Copyright 
edition with the Author’s last corrections and additions 
and Index New issue, with 21 Etchings by D. Macllse, 
R.A Net, $1.50

The volumes are sold separately. Complete catalogues will be furnished upon application. whe®
books are to be sent by mall 10 per cent, should be added for postage.

A. C. McCLURG & CO.
Wabash-Av. and Madison-St., Chicago.

1

Walton’s Complete Angler
Or. thé Contemplative Man’B Recreation, by Izaàk Wal
ton and Chai les Cotton. With Lives of the Authors and 
Variorum Notes Historical and Political Edited by Ed
ward Jesse. To which te added an Account of Ftehln*  
Stations, Tackle, eta. by Henry G. Bohn. With Index 
and Portraits of Walton, and 203 Engravings on Wood.

Net, $1.50
Antoninus (M. Aurelius) The Thoughts Of 

Translated literally, with Notes, Biographical Sketch, 
Introductory Essays on the Philosophy, anil Index by 
George Long, MA. Revised edition. Net. $1.09George Long, MA. Revised 

Aristophanes’ Comedies 
Literally Translated, with 
Frere’s and other Metrical 
with Portrait 2 vote.

CsBsar’s Commentaries 
Civil Wars

With the supplementary Books attributed to Hirttus, la- 
eluding tbe complete Alexandiian, African, and Spanish 
Wars. Literally Translated, and accompanied by note*  
and a very copious Index, with Portrait Net $1.50

Demosthenes’ Orations
Translated witb Notes, Arguments, a Chronological Ab
stract, Appendices, and Index, by C. Rann Kennedy. 
5 vote. Net $7.09«

Epictetus, The Discourses Of
With the Enchiridion and Fragments. Translated with 
notes, a Life ot Epictetus, a View of his Philosophy, and 
Index, by George Long, M.A. Net $1.50

Ovid’s Works, Complete
Literally translated Into Prose, with notes, Introduction, 
and Index 8 vote. , Net, $4.59

Pausanias’s Description of Greece .
IBNew, translated, with notes and index, by A. R. Shiileto.

M,A. 2 vols. Net, $3.00

Seiieca (L. Annaeus) on Benefits
Addressed to ^Ibutius Llberalis, newly translated by a 
Stewart M. A, late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.

Net, $1.00
Chevreul on Colour

Containing the Principals of Harmony and contrast of 
Colours, and their Application to the arts; including 
Painting, Decoration, Tapestries, Carpets, Mosaics; 
Glazing. Staining, Calico Printing, Letter-press Printing, 
Map Colouring. Dress, Landscape and Flower Gardening 
etc. Translated from the French by Charles Martel. 3d 
and only complete edition, with Introduction by the 
Translator. Index and several plates. Net, $1.59

Jukes-Browne’s (A. J.) Student’s Handbook 
of Physical Geology

With numerous Diagrams and Illustrations. Net, $1,50

Staunton’s Chess-Player’s Handbook.
A Popular and Scientific Introduction to the Game of 
Chess, as exemplified in games actually played by the 
greatest masters, and illustrated by numerous Diagram« 
of original and remarkable positions, and a colored front
ispiece. Net, $1.50

De Stael’s Corinne or Italy
Translated by Emily Baldwin and Pauline Driver.

Net, $1.09
Marryat’s (Capt. R. N.) Peter Simple

WiJi 8 full-page illustrations. Net, $.70

Marryat’s (Capt. R. if.) Midshipman Easy 
With 8 fulLpage illustrations. Net, t .70

Addison’s Works
With the notes of Bishop Hurd. A short Memoir, and a 
Portrait of Addison after G. Kneller, and 8 Plates of 
Medals and coins. Edited by H. G. Bohn. 6 vols.

Net, $6.00

Notes and Extracts from 
Versions, by W. J. Hickla, 

Net, $3.00 
on the Gallic and

Browne’s (Sir Thomas) Works
Edited by Simon Wilkin, with Dr. Johnson’s Life of 
Browne, a Supplementary Memoir, and a Portrait after 
White, 3 vols. Net, $3.00

Foster’s (John) Lectures . .
Delivered at Broadmead Chapel. Edited by J. E. Ryland.
2 vote. Net, $2.00

Foster’s (John) Critical Essays
Contributed to the '•Eclectic Review.” Edited by J. E. ' 
Ryland. 2 vols. Net, $2.00

Foster’s/(John) Essays
On Decision of Character; on a Man’s writing Memoirs of 
Himself; on the epithet Romantic; on the aversion of - 
Men Of Taste to Evangelical Religion. Net, $1.00

Foster’s (John) Essays
On the Evils of Popular Ignorance; to which is added a 
Discourse on the Propagation of Christianity in India.

Net, $1.00

of Time. With Notes of Sériions
Net, $1.00

and Criticism of the late John 
periodical papers, and edited by 

Net, $1.00
Miscellaneous Works

Foster’s (John) Essays
On the Improvement 
and other Pieces.

Fosteriajuy
Thoughts, Reflections 

■ Foster, selected from
Henry G Bohn.

Defoe’s Novels and
With Prefaces and Notes including those attributed to 
Sir W. Scott, 7 vote. Net, $7.00

Junius’s Letters i
With all the^Notes of Woodfall’s Edition, and important 
Additions. Also, an Essay on the Authorship. Fac
similes of -Junius’s Handwriting, and an elaborate Index. 
2 vote. Net, $2.00

Locke’s Philosophical' Works
Containing Essay on tbe Human Understanding, Contro
versy witb Bishop of Worcester, Examination of Male- 
branche’s Opinions. Elements of Natural Philosophy, 
Thoughts concerning Reading and Study, With Prelim
inary Discourse, Analysis of Locke’s Doctrine of Ideas, 
Notes by J. A. St. John, Index, and Portrait of Locke. 
2 vols. Net, $2.00

Machiavelli’s History of Florence
And of the Affairs of Italy from the Earliest Times te 
the.Death of Lorenzo tbe Magnificent; together with the 
Prince. Savonarola, various Historical Tracts, and a 
Memoir of Machiavelli. With Index and Portrait*

Net, $1.00

Montesquieu’s Spirit of Laws
A- New Edition, revised and corrected, with D’Alem
bert’s Analysis, Additional Notes, and a Memoir, by J. V.: 

- Pritchard. A.M. 2 vote. Net, $2.00
Percy’s Reliques of Ancient English Poetry 

Consisting of old Heroic Ballads Songs, and other Pieces 
of our earlier Poets, together with some tew of later date. 
Collected by Thomas Percy, Lord Bishop of Dromore. 
With an Essay on Ancient Minstrels, and a Glossary, A 
new edition by J. V, Pritchhrd, AJtf. 2 vote Net, $2.00

Phillip De Commines. Memoirs Of
Containing the Histories of Louis XL and Charles 
VIII., Kings of France, and Charles the Bold, Duke of 
Burgundy. With Index and Portraits of Charles the 
Bold and Louis XL 2 vote, Net '" "

Plutarch’s Lives
Newly Translated, with Notes, and a Life. By A. S 
art, MA„ late Fellow of Trinity College. Cambrida 
and the late George Long, M.A. With copious Indei, 
4 vote, - Net, $4.06

Roscoe’s (W.) Life of Lorenzo De Medici
Called “the Magnificent.” including the Copyright. 
Notes and Illustrations, and Index. With his poems, let
ters, etc. 11-th edition revised, with Memoir of Roscoe by 
his son. and Portrait of Lorenzo (after Vasari).Net, $1.00

Taylor’s (Bishop Jeremy) Holy Living and 
Dying

With Prayers, containing the Whole Duty of a Christa!*  
and the parts of Devotion fitted to all Occasions and 
furnished for an Necessities, With Portrait Net, $L09

Strickland’s (Agnes) Life of Mary Queen of 
Scots /

With Index and 2 Portraits of Mary. 2 vols. Net, $3.0$ 

Ecclesiastical History of Eusebios PamphiL 
ius, Bishop of Caesarea

-Translated from the Greek by Bev. C. F. Cruse, M.A 
With Notes, a life of Eusebius, a Chronological fable of 
Persons and Events mentioned in tbe History, and on 
Index. Net, $1.50
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J ■ Spiritual Experiences.
I (Continued from First Page.)

man.” Sore enough that day .1 met a man 
who helped me to obtain all the money I re
quired;

Thus from first to last-I. acknowledge that 
everything for acquiring this splendid prop-. 
erty came through the power of spirits. True, 
I have had some annoyances with squatters 
and some selfish people upon the ranch, as 
it is rich in mineral wealth ; but these diffi
culties will soon be ended, for the same wis
dom the spirits have shown in one way will, 
no doubt, be continued in another. I have 
never sned a single squatter, nor do I intend 
to, for I believe that although any man holds 
a complete legal title to a large tract of land, 
he is not the absolute owner; the land sur
vives when he has passed away. The hold
er of the title can only have the use of the 
land; he is only an administrator, and he is 
wise if he administers it for the benefit of bis 
country and his neighbors.

I have now concluded my story. I have had 
only one motive in writing it—namely, to 
make known the truth that great tasks can 
be performed by spirits in helping us along 
in the business affairs of this life; bat to 
have the assistance of good spirits, we must 
do our duty, act justly and honestly with all, 
and avoid the breaking of any of the com 
mandments of the decalogue, for if we do 
break them, be assured we will attract to
ward us only evil spirits.

Vain, conceited and egotistical mnst be the 
man who denies Spiritualism, who sets up 
his owe puny ideas against both sacred and 
profane history and the history of all nations 
and peoples in all "ages ;of the world; such 
persons are not worth noticing. The evi
dence or testimony of the use and abuse of 
spiritual intercourse is fast becoming so uni
versal, that in a few years it will be difficult 
to find any persons of ordinary intelligence 
who won’t believe, and for those there will be 
expressed only a feeling of pity and sorrow 
fortheir unbelief and stupidity. Athene.

*

For the Rellglo-Phllosophlcal Journal. 
Superstition.

J. E. WOODHEAD. 

The result of scientific research in the past 
fifty years has been so satisfactory to the 
materialistic philosophers, that they all have 
had an attack, more or less severe, of “Psy- 
chophobia.” One and all, they have rang the 
changes np and down the Comptean Scale, 
that we can know only that which can be 
proven, and must believe only that which we 
know. All psychic phenomena, being out
side the realm of the physical sciences, and 
not to be proven by the formulas established 
for their demonstration, therefore there can
not be any psychic phenomena, and words 
are insufficient to express their contempt of 
such a superstition, or of those believing in 
it. Has not George M. Beard, M. D., declared 
that “No member of the human race, man or 
woman, child or adult, in trance or out of 
trance, or in any phase of health or disease, 
ever possessed even for one moment, the 
feeblest degree of clairvoyance or second- 
sight power?”

And furthermore has he not declared?
“It is known by established and biological 

law that no human being has or can have, 
any quality different in kind from those that 
belong to the race in general. To. this law 
there can be no exception. Such is the above 
biological law to the claims of clairvoyance, 
prophecy, and mind-reading; disproving 
them absolutely and beyond the need of in
vestigation; indeed, to such a degree as to 
make investigation unscientific, as well as 
unnecessary. In this way, science or organ
ized knowledge, by discovering and formula
ting the unalterable laws of nature in the 
various departments of human endeavor, is 
able to predict with unfailing precision not 
only what will happen, but what cannot hap
pen. Science thus becomes the real and only 
¡clairvoyant; only through the eyes of 
science is it given to man to read the future.

To the eye of the physiologist, who is fam
iliar with the science of delusions, all the 
Claims built upon alleged clairvoyance are 
not even mysterious; they are as transparent 
as glass, and as frail. Science sees right 
through them, and it has but to touch them 
and they shiver to atoms, the practical suc
cess, of clairvoyants, public and private, iB 
the result of these three factors:

“1. Guess-work reduced to a science and 
an art.

“2. Coincidences.
“3. Trickery.”
Careful investigators of the phenomena of 

clairvoyance admit that the evidence on 
which most persons base their belief in seer
ship, has come in such a way as to con
vince them also that the gift is of such 
character that it cannot be dealt but indis
criminately to all comers, on all occasions, 
at one dollar a visit; therefore that tjie pre
sumption is that those claiming to do so are 
not to be relied upon for truth and veracity ; 
and this is especially so of those mediums 
who claim to give materialization séances 
before a promiscuous gathering. Whatever 
may be the result of a series of séances held 
by the same persons at stated times, under 
certain conditions, it is very certain that 
those who- claim to be able to duplicate these 
results before an indiscriminate audience, 
are sure to resort to trickery,which, sooner or 
later, will be'deteeted.

Nevertheless, this no more proves that these 
experiences do not come to certain persons, 

' than the fact that the average man cannot 
play on the violin proves that Ole Bull could 
not;.or that because the experience of man
kind-proves that most women cannot sing, 

therefore Jenny Lind conld not. All 
ever heard Jenny Lind, and who possess 

jn the rudimentary germ of a musical fac- 
. aty, are free to admit that she could sing, 
whether any other person ever - did, or could.

Likewise in psychic experiences, those who 
have, or have had, them, know it for them
selves, and care not whether they be scien
tific or not. Pseudo-scientists may deride it 
and call it “superstition.” Suppose it is. J. 
H. Blunt says:

“As a rule superstition is to be regarded 
as a parody of faith, the latter being a belief 
founded on a credible authority or other suf
ficient evidence, while' superstition is a be
lief on insufficient evidence, or on no evi
dence at all.”

There would seem to be here a proper ba
sis for formulating a theorem by which a 
person might readily classify hiB beliefs; but 
when men with a faith, {begin to work on 
this theorem, some cynical, disappointed Ger
man pessimist vociferates, that all faith is a 
superstition; that there is no crédible au
thority, and no sufficient evidence that can 
be accepted as the basis of any belief ; that 
man is nothing more than the highest form 
of vitalized matter; that no one. man can 
ever have any experience other than those 
common to every other man; that human 
testimony, as evidence, cannot be accepted, 
unless it can be proven that all men have, 

5 * i . '

or can have, the same experience. This at 
once bars ont all testimony regarding love, 
faith, or experiences of the higher senti
ments, as well as those of our psychic na
ture. Then are we not better off with our so- 
called superstitions than the scientist with 
all his boasted knowledge?

Since under their ruling there can be no 
agreement as to what is “sufficient evi
dence,” each one is fully justified in deter
mining for himself what constitutes evi
dence, and rest thereon. It will doubtless 
always remain a fact, that one man’s belief 
will be a superstition to his neighbors,—al
ways remembering to properly distinguish 
between knowledge, and belief. While the 
things we believe, and on which we base 
onrïaith, may be just as true to our con
sciousness as the things we know, yet the 
latter are quite limited, being confined solely 
by a few unchangeable facts, which, once 
known are always known, and always un
varying like the multiplication table; bnt 
most of us do most decidedly object to being 
onfined in our investigations and beliefs, to 
he computations-of differential calculus.

For the Rellglo-Phllosophlcal Journal.
An Open Letter to Hudson Tuttle.

Dear Friend:—Your kind letter of late date 
soliciting my ideas in regard to thoughts 
thrown out in the essay appearing in the Jour
nal of Dec. 29th, has put me into somewhat 
of a brown study. You know I have several 
times openly avowed dislike for metaphysical 
disquisitions, and though your suggestions 
in said essay are not purely of that character, 
yet they lean too much thitherward to be en
tirely pleasing to such fastidious taste. Per
haps our long-headed high-bred friends may 
attribute the dislike for metaphysics to a 
lack of brain-power for the handling of its 
slippery and elusive axioms and theorems. 
This may be even so. When undertaking to 
seek the true inwardness of your thoughts, I 
am conscious of another disadvantage. You 
have the gift of seership,—an aptitude for 
the reception of influxes by inspiration that 
I am unconscious of. This is not flattery, 
my dear friend, for we have long had great 
faith in your clear intuitions or inspirations, 
in whichever light we may regard them.

Nevertheless, when we reflect how many 
crude, so-called inspirations have been here; 
tofore saddled upon the world of human 
thought as unquestionable truth, I scarce 
know sometimes whether to lament or rejoice 
in being neither seer nor prophet but one 
who is compelled to quarry for the little 
troth he gets amongst the stubborn outcrop 
ping Vocks of a natural and normal human 
knowledge and experience. This talk, you 
may well say, is all “gas”; but it may serve 
to illustrate : the mood of mind in which 
I venture some poor remarks an ent your 
essay.

Let it be recalled that the mind of man is 
incompetent to form a conception of infini
tude, and the less it tries to do so the less 
its weakness will be exhibited. We cannot 
conceive of, or discuss, infinite time, infinite 
dimension, infinite force or power, infinite 
wisdom or infinite love, without becoming 
swamped in endless logical contradictions, 
and therefore it would seem best to continue 
on that plane of thought, where our pow
ers are susceptible of healthful and produc
tive action. Let us cease to argue the prob
lem of “immortal”—that is endless—infi
nite life, and come down to that of continu
ed life after the failing of our earthly bodies, 
feeling well assured that the same ruling 
power who governs the grand cosmos of uni
versal, being can as easily continue our indi
vidualities in lawful harmony with other 
and higher conditions of existence, as we 
have been already enabled for seventy years, 
more or less, to be developed by, and to live 
through, the stormy warfare that seems in
evitable in this imperfect sphere of crude 
matérial conditions.

That the so called Infinite Divine Spirit 
has, can and does thus organize such transi
tions across what you call “the abyss be
tween matter and spirit” (“abyss” only in 
that we can not all perceive the span of the 
beautiful arches) we have abundantly typi
fied in all insect life and in the transitions 
of other forms, such as those to which you 
allude.

And have not these great truths, thus indi
cated in the outward and visible, been 
abundantly confirmed as to the inward and 
spiritual in the minds of all who have read 
aright the outcroppings of the ages, together 
with thé facts of modern psychal discovery?

Wc think they have been, and all meta
physical objection to the truth of a continu
ed, progressive life, must fall flat when 
hurled against the fortress of positive fact 
and denonstrated science.

Now, my dear friend, let us come right up 
tò acquare hand to hand tussle (if you stand 
for it) with you and with all who think 
there is any pertinence in the metaphysical 
axiom with which your essay was com
menced, namely: “Whatever has a beginning 
must have an end,”—when that axiom is 
pitted against the rationality of a continued 
life, evolvable through the life laws of a cos
mos, to whose existence we can affix neither 
beginning nor ending. We may admit the 
possible justness of this assumed axiom 
when aDplied to single, self-sustaining, inde
pendent beings (if it be possible for us to con
ceive of sueb), but never when applied to 
individualized existences as evolved from, 
and partaking of, the essential life of the 
cosmos we have just named, and that stands 
out to our view as a grand incomprehensible, 
everlasting fact. To illustrate farther we 
say: Give us a surface on which to mark it, 
and we will begin before your eyes a line and 
extend it forward in either direction to infin
itude. There is no logical reason why it 
could not exist commencing now and here, 
yet reaching on, straight or crooked, or in a 
spiral forever.

Again; place a pendulum in a perfect vacu
um with point of suspension free from fric
tion, give it a start and under the action of 
the law of gravity it will never cease to 
swing.

Did you ever reflect upon the magnetic- 
needle? It is but a piece of steel shaped by 
thé hands of man, hardened by the use of 
means discovered by man, and in his hands 
treated by another magnet and brought into 
rapport with the ceaseless current of earthly 
magnetism, it becomes a thing of life. It 
«has its invisible (say spiritual) organization, 
its north and south pole. Independent of all 
enclosures, incased in brass with tightly 
sealed glass covering, inside of buildings, in 
the caverns of the earth, afloat on the track
less ocean, or carried by the aeronaut amid 
the clouds of the atmosphere—it matters 
not where—true to the laws of its life it feels 
and responds to the ever-flowing magnetic 
life of tbe earth in all lawful and dutiful 
obedience, and will continue so to do as long 
as it is protected by proper surroundings, 
even for thousands of years.

We illustrate nothing by these quotations 
more than that life and activity in individu
alized forms and existences, may begin at any 
time and continue throughout long periods, 
the length of/which bears no relation to
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their finite origin, but on their natural en
dowment and on an “environment” fitted 
to the laws of their existence.

Is it not a mistaken effort on your part to 
attempt the proof that the spirits of men be
come organized, indestructible energies dis
connected from, and independant of, all sur
roundings? We know too little, but may 
readily imagine that such spiritual beings, 
developed under the laws of the divine cos
mos, may become as offshoots of the infinite 
life, indestructible in essence, yet enjoying 
harmonious existence only when living in 
accord with Infinite Will and working to the 
ends of infinite causation. These are ques
tions upon which we may think variously, 
but when we reflect upon the facts of present 
existence, how for a life time the hearts of men 
and animals unconsciously beat their steady 
pulsations,—how the seemingly feeble form 
of man, surrounded by material powers com
petent to crush and destroy, yet rises in 
good degree above them and subdues the out
ward for the maintenence and perfection of 
his life, it is easy to conceive of a life of 
more perfected conditions, provided by the 
forethought of the Infinite, wherein his chil
dren may arise to victory stage by stage, and 
maintain their individuality for periods so 
farreaching, that the thought of end seems 
scarce worth the thinking; and which, inde
pendent of its finite origin and seeming “be
ginning,” may extend co-evil with the life 
of the cosmos, whose beginning we may 
never know, whose end we need never seek.

My friend, I have been, for much of my 
life, a man of diagrams when used for ex
pressing, or as aids in the expression of the 
geometrical truths of form and dimension, 
or. the mechanical laws of orbital motion 
and force, but I can not follow you in the 
diagram accompanying the essay and de
signed to illustrate' the evolution of im
mortal organizations, having much difficulty 
in ponstruing your real meaning. It would 
appear that you assume the circle to be the 
highest type of orbital motion, while in fact 
the planetary bodies all revolve in ellipses 
more or less eccentric, and a circular orbit is 
the most difficult of all to maintain in 
equilibrio, while a spiralis an impossible 
orbit to be produced by a central force co-op
erating with an initial tangential momen
tum. As before implied it seems to me like 
an infringement of the unity of universal 
Nature, to presume that she herself evolves 
and throws off spiritual entities, sufficient 
in themselves for an independent existence 
disconnected from her all-sustaining life.

On the contrary, allow me to repeat, does it 
not seem to you that the true solution of the 
problem of long continued individualized 
life is to be solved by the developing in na
ture, through her persistent evolutionary 
processes the power of organizing entities, 
so perfect and so completely in accord with 
equally perfected environments, that such 
organizations may maintain and extend their 
lives, within and as parts of the grand 
unitized whole, for periods without limit, or 
only limited by the failure of all life.

When we can, in moments of introversion, 
almost feel palpably around us the silent yet 
unceasing flow of life without end, it is not 
hard thus to own and reverence a Power im
manent in Nature, whose laws evolve and give 
birth to her offspring, who without existence 
in the past, may yet reach forward and claiin 
co-existence with the forces that have pro
duced them. J. G. Jackson.

Hockessin, Del.
In the past few years Hood’s Sarsaparilla Calen

dar has become such a favorite that the people an
ticipate its annual appearance with pleasure. The 
Calendar for ’89, which is now before us, will fully 
satisfy every expectation as to beauty and utility. 
Get a copy of your druggist or send 6 cents in stamps 
to C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.

THE FINEST TRAIN IN THE
world:

Via Union and Central Pacific roads. Sixty-four hours 
from Council Bluffs or Omaha to San Francisco. A 
Pullman Vestibuled train; steam heat, electric light, 
bath: rooms, barber shop, library and; dining car— 
a palace hotel on wheels is The Golden Gate 
Special, every Wednesday.
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NEW TOBE. CHICAGO. ST. LOUIS.
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For Infants & Invalids. 
Used everywhere. Jfot a med
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suited to the weake.t stomach. 
Pamphlet free. Woolrich & Co., 

i (on every label), Palmer,
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Baltimore. 22 and 24 East Baltimore Street.

New York, 112 Fifth Av. Washington, 817 Market Space
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Solo Agents, 
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11 READY RELIEF.

K ST SPAIN REMIDY”
Is a cure for every pain Toothache, Headache, Sciatica, 

Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Sprains, Bruises.
Try it to-night for your cold; with a sharp dose of Rad 

way’s Pills yon will sleep well and be better in the mornin 
See directions. Sold by Druggists. 50 cts. v

Upton’s 
Handbooks on 

Music.
The Standard Operas.

Their Plots. Their Music, and Their Composers. A 
Handbook. By George P. Upton, 12mo, 371 pages, 
yellow edges, 81-50.
“The summaries of the plots are so clear, logical, and 

well-written, that one can read them with real pleasure, 
which can not be said of tbe oidlnary operatic synopses. But 
the most important circumstance is that Mr. Upton’s book is 
fully abreast of tbe times.”—The Nation, New York.

“It is simply invaluable to the general reading public. 
Technicalities are avoided, the alm being to give to 
musically uneducated lovers of the opera a clear understand
ing of the works they hear. It Is description, not criticism, 
and calculated to greatly increase the intelligent enjoyment 
of music.”—The Traveller, Boston.

The Standard Oratorios.
Their Stories. Their Music, and Their Composers. A 
Handbook. By George P. Upton. 12mo; 835 pages, 
yellow edges, SI.50.
“The book is a masterpiece of skillful handling, charm

ing the reader with its pure English style, and keeping his 
attention always awake in an arrangement of matter which 
makes each succeeding page and chapter fresh in interest 
and always full of instruction, while always entertaining.”— 
The Standard, Chicago.

••The book, without doubt, will meet with a cordial wel 
come. It contains in one compact volume information scat
tered through a whole library or books on music, and which 
is often accessible only to those who have access to the largest 
public collections.”—Brooklyn Citizen.

The Standard Cantatas.
Their Stories, Their Music, and Their Composers. A 
Handbook. By George P. Upton. 12mo, 367 pages, 
yellow edges, $1.50.
“it is the only handbook and guidefor musicians and their 

friends, and is as valuable as either of the admirable 
works preceding it.”—Tbe Globe, Boston.

“A book that describes and analyzes the many cantatas of 
the world must, therefore, be a book that ranges through the 
wide realm of music. The author of the ‘Standard Cantatas’ 
appreciates the situation. He enters heartily into his work 
of definition, discrimination, biography, history incident, 
and explanation............ The general public will get good help
from the ‘Standard Cantatas? It covers ground that has 
never been carefully worked, and Mr. Upton does his task 
with fidelity, spirit and taste.”—Illustrated Christian Week
ly, New York.

The Standard Symphonies.
Their History, their Music and their Composers. A 
Handbook. By George P. Upton. 12mo, 321, pages, 
yellowedges, 81-50.
“As a definite helper in some cases, and as a refresher in 

others, we believe Mr. Upton’s book to have a lasting value 
... .The book, in brief, shows enthusiastic and honorable ed
ucational purpose, good taste, and sound. scholarship.”— 
American, Philadelphia.

“Before going to hear an orchestral programme one can 
become as familiar with the symphonies on tt by the aid of 
this work as with the dramas of Shakespeare by reading tbe 
text before seeing the performance. Thus equipped with a 
knowledge of structural Ideas and by familiarity with the de
velopment of the main thoughts of the composer the enjoy
ment of orchestral music can be Incalculably broadened and 
deepened.”—[Chicago Tribune.
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The Standard Musical Series.
Comprising ‘ The Standard Operas,” “The Standard 
Obatorios.”“The standard cantatas,’’and “The Stand
ard symphonies.” By George P. Upton. 12mo, the four 
volumes in box, cloth $6.00; extra gilt, gilt edges, $8.00; 
half calf, gilt tops, $13.00; half morocco, giltedges, $15 00; 
full morocco, flexible, very elegant $24.00.

“Like the valuable handbooks of Mrs. Jamison, these 
volumes contain a world of Interesting information, indis
pensable ta critics and ,art amateurs.”—Public Opinion, 
Washington.

•'There are thousands of music-loving people who will be 
glad to have the kind of knowledge which Mr. Upton has 
collected for their benefit, and has cast in a clear and com
pact form.”— IL H. Stoddard in New York Mail and Express.

For Sa’e by all Booksellers. Sent, postpaid, on receipt of price by 

- the Publishers, !

A. C. McClurg & Co.
Wabash Avenue and Mhdison Street,

WANTED -A CHRISTIAN GENTLEIHAN
or Lady in every Township to act as agent for the most 
popular Subscription Book published “THE HOME 

BEYOND,” OR Views of Heaven, by BISHOP 
Fallows. We have the choicest commendations from the 
Leading Clergymen and best Religious Papers. For Circu
lars and Terms address

NATIONAL LIBRARY ASSOCIATION,
103 State St., Chicago.

INGERSOLL’S INTERVIEWS
ON

TALMAGE.
By ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.

This is the well-known Author’s latest work —being six inter
views with him on six sermons by the Rev. T. De Witt Tal
mage, D. D., to which is added a Taimagian Catechism.

Price, cloth bound, $2.90 postage 15 cents extra; paper, 
$1.00. postage 8 cents.

For sale, wholesale and retail, by the religi ©-Philosophi
cal Publishing House, Chicago.

SIO.OOOaS'GIVEN AWAY' Subscribers
For Our Pictures of Andersonville and Libby Prisons,
Instead of appointing numbers of agents throughout the country to sell our pictures, 

and taking the cream of the profit, we have decided on the following mathematical contest, 
which will enrich many of our subscribers and at the same time save us money.

We have taken twenty three pictures of our President«—from Washington to Benj. 
Harrison—shuffled them as cards, numbered them on backs from 1 to 23, and placed the 
whole in a securely-sealed tin box in a Safety Deposit Vault. The box cannot be opened or 
examined until April 25,1889, and nobody knows which picture is numbered 23.

The following 2680 Presents will be Ciyen to the 2680 
persons making the best guesses of the picture having No. 
23 on back.

OFlin VAUD fl 11 ro Awith name and addres« plainly written on a small pleceof paper 
OLIlU lUUn OU tv Oa-nd it will be recorded on our books at once. No chargatis'made 
for the guess, butin order to introduce our two elegant pictures of Andersonville and Libby Prisons 
into new homes we require that each one answering this and sending a guess shall subscribe for at 
least one of the pictures and send ns CO cents or «1.00 for the two pictures, which entitles the sub
scriber to two guesses. The box will be opened April 25, 1889, by a committee chosen by the sub
scribers. Should no one guess the correct picture, then the one guessing nearest will receive the 
first present of $500. Should two or more persons guess the correct number, then the one whose 
guess a first received will receive the *500, and the next 8300, and so on.

1 Present to the Person Guessing the Correct Picture, • • a eoo
1 $8 u 44 4| nearest the correct number, • . 300
3 M 44 <4 8 Persons making next best guess $200 each 600
5 u <4 44 5 44 4« - 44 ' . 44 la ■ 100 4. 500

10 44 $4 44 10 44 44 44 4» 44 50 44 • 50)
10 (I 44 44 10 44 44 4« 44 »4 25 44 • . 250
20 44 44 <4 20 44 .44 44 4< 4*4 20 44 400
30 44 • 4 •4 30 44 44 44 •< 44 15 44 . 450

100 *4 44 44 100 4« 44 44 44 44 10 44 • 1000
•500 1« 44 »4 500 •< 44 44 44 44 s . 2500
1000 44 44 44 1000 4« 44 <4 »4 44 s 44 • 2000
1000 II 44 <4 1000 44 4« 44 44 44 1 44 . 1000

2680 Presents Amounting tò 410,000

Vmm niflTlinC rnrriI( y°u will work among your acquaintances and form a club TUUll I*  blUnt riltitiwewiU send six subscriptions for *3.00;  twelve for »5.00. Each 
subscription to be accompanied with guess opposite name in plain writing to ensure proper award 
of presents. Our pictures of Andersonville and Libby Prisons are 81x88 in size in two colors and 
show thirty different scenes of interest in connection with those. prisons. They axe works of art and 
of great historical Interest. Address, War Publishing Co., Lock Drawer 705 Chicago, HL

The Great 
French Writers.

A Series of Studies or the Lives, Works and Influ
ences of the Great Writers of the Past, by 
Great Writers of the Present. ,
“One of the most notable literary enterprises of recent 

years.”—The Nation, New York.

“The French Walters series are written as only Frenchmen 
write short books,with a clarity and sense of form which leaves 
on the mind a definite and complete Impression.”—Book- 
News, Philadelphia..

•'No amount of pains or expense would seem to have been 
spared in toe publication of these charming books. They 
give information the English scholar can get nowhere else, 
and the writers of the .biographies are the most distinguished 
Frenchmen of our time.”—Times. Buffalo.

Madame De Sevigne.
By Gaston Boissier, of the French Academy. Trans
lated by Prof. M. B. Anderson. 12mo, 205 pages, 
81.00.
•‘M. Boissier’s study of Mme. De Sevigne is a model of the 

king of writing which it Illustrates and of which his coun
trymen are such masters.”—Richard Henry Stoddard, in 
the Mall and Express. New.York.

“There has been no such charming account of this charm
ing and celebrated woman........The volume is altogether 
one that shows keen study and a delicate appreciation that 
distinguishes French literary work above that of England.” 
—Bulletin, Philadelphia

George Sand.
By E. Caro, of the French Academy Translated by 
Prof. M. B. Anderson. 12mo, 235 pages, $1.00.
“It is an extremely brilliant, not to say dazzling perform 

ance. full of French acumen, thoroughly intelligible, and the 
original is a model of pure French. It is not a biography, but 
an essay, and such an essay as only the French can write 
for they are better writers than other people.”—Beacon. Boston. ’

"In the 235 pages he takes to tell her life, E. Caro has not 
written a line that could be »llminated. He is a just, dis
criminating, and sympathetic narrator.”—Telegraph, New London.

Montesquieu.
By A. Sorel. Translated by Prof. M. B. Anderson 

and E. P. Anderson. 12mo, 218 pages, 81.00.
"The brilliant current of this book makes it difficult to call 

a halt before turning to the final page.”—Ledger, Philadelphia.

“The relation which Montesquieu holds to modem life es
pecially in its political and religious aspects, gives peculiar 
Interest to this volume as an introduction to the study of the 
subtler and far away causes which have made the world 
what it is.”—rhe Independent, New York.

Victor Cousin.
By Jules Simon. Translated by Prof. M. B. Anderson 
and E. P. Anderson. 12mo, 220 pages, $ 1,00.
“In one respect this memoir of Cousin Is quite unique 

Nevrr was there known a franker biographer than this enter
taining academican. His book Is, perhaps a literary output 
produced In response to the Gallic demand for originality of 
thought in conventional form, This vivacity displays Itself 
on every page of ‘Victor Cousin.’ ’’—Ledger, Philadelphia.

•Jules Simon has accomplished his work as biographer 
with fidelity and success, and the little volume that comes 
from his hand will probably be the standard memoir of the 
eminent French philosopher.”—Home Journal, New York.

Turgot.
By Leon Say, of the French Academy. Translated by 
Prof. M. B. Anderson, 12mo, 231, pages, 81.00.

he»n well called'themost beneficent, if not 
the greatest, of French statesmen., John Morley, in his essay 
on Tnrgot places him above Burke. According to M. Say. 
Turgot isthe political philosopher of the nineteenth, rather 
« 2*  th® eighteenth- century. The volume on Turgot is.

a 8iY*? y oi Wretch History, and deals with the 
economic problems of finance, trade, and labor In which 
Americans are now so deeply interested. It is. hence, a most 
timely book. As a biography it is fascinating. Turgot’s 
character was even rarer and nobler than his intellect, and 

C>a.VSe<i t0 be compared to our own Washington and 
Franklin. Perhaps no volume of the series will possess 
a greater interest for American readers.”—ODserver, New York. '

MRS. SPENCE’S

POSITIVE AID NEGATIVE POWDERS.
“Our family think there |ls nothing like the positive and 

Negative Powders”—so says J. H. Wiggins, of Beaver Dam. 
Wis.. and so says everybody.

Buy the Positives for Fevers, Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis. 
Asthma, Dyspepsia, Dysentery, Diarrhoea, Liver Complaint 
Heart Disease. Kidney Complaints, Neuralgia, Headache, 
Female Diseases, Rheumatism, Nervousness. Sleeplessness 
’ndall active and acute diseases. ‘

Buy the Negatives for Paralysis, Deafness, Amaurosis.
■/phoid and Typhus Fevers. Buy a box of Positive and

; egative (half and half) for Chills and Fever.
Mailed, postpaid, for $1.00 a box. or six boxes for $5.00. 
•nd money at our risk by Registered Letter, or by Money I 
nier.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Rkligio-Philosophj 

at. publishing HOUSE, Chicago
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